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How This Research Study Developed

Tuus1sthestory of four years of research on the most fascinat-

ing problem in the world,—atleast it seems so to me. The

problem is what kinds of people do what kinds of scientific

research and why, and how,and when. In attempting to study
this I necessarily became acquainted with manyofthe lead-

ing research scientists in the United States. I found out about

their families, about how they had learned about science and

how and whythey had becomescientists. I gave them intelli-

gence andpersonality tests, and I read and tried to under-

stand their work. I worked with biologists, with physical
scientists and with social scientists, that is psychologists and

anthropologists. This is how I went about it and whatI found.
I am a psychologist. All psychologists are concerned with
the behavior of people or of animals. (Those who study ani-

mals do so in large part for the light this may throw on the

more complicated behavior of humans.) There are a number
of different kinds of psychologists who do a numberofdiffer-

ent things. For example, experimental psychologists tend to
study one particular process, such as vision or learning, and

the circumstances which aid or hamperthe process. Clinical
1
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psychologists are interested in the person as a whole, in what
makes him tick, and in helping him when something goes
wrong. Social psychologists are interested in how people in-

teract with each other and the behavior of people in groups.

There are also industrial psychologists, school psychologists

and so on.

Iam clinical psychologist althoughit is a long, long time
since I have workedin a clinic. Clinical psychologists are so

called, I suppose, because when this branch of psychology

was developing they mostly worked in mental hygiene clinics
or child guidance clinics, or in hospitals, and many of them

still do. The thing that distinguishes them from other psychol-

ogists, however,is that their primary concern is with thetotal

individual as a functioning person. Of course the clinical
psychologist relies heavily upon data supplied by experimentalandsocial psychologists.

Clinical psychologists usually spend most oftheir time with
people who needhelp for onereasonor another. Few of them

have hador have madethe opportunity to do intensive clin-

ical studies of normal people. Of course they have used such
groupsas college students, or other “captive audiences” for
the standardization of the various tests which are now so

popular, butthese are notclinical studies. By a clinical study
is meant a studyofall aspects of the person in a related whole.
A thoroughclinical study would includelife history, the level
of intellectual and other capacities, the adequacy of their

functioning, andthe structure of the personality, that is, what
motivates the person, what needs he has and how hesatisfies

them. In psychological jargon, the person who takes part in
such a study,or in an experimental studyis called a “subject”
(perhaps because he is subjected to so many annoyances)!
2

Manyclinical psychologists do some research but few can

spendall their timeat it. For me, as for manyothers, research

is more fun than anythingelse, so I consider myself partic-

ularly fortunate that almost all of my professionallife has

beenspentin full-time clinical research of various sorts, and
a very large amountof that with normal people. (Mydefinition of a normal person is one whofollows the usual pattern
ofhis social group without undue difficulty and without needing special help. This does not mean that he has no problems,
perhaps evenserious ones. ) I have studied the intelligence of
average adults and of adults with various mental illnesses.
I have studied aphasics (people with a particular variety of
speech disorder), problem children, new-born infants, foster
children, alcoholics and painters, but I have never done any-

thing half so exciting as studying researchscientists.
Notonly exciting, but also very worrying at times. People

are sensitive, even scientists, or perhaps especially scientists,

and you never know whatyou will run up against. They did

not need myhelp,I wasaskingfortheirs, and it was certainly
not my function to upset them, but any thorough personal
studyis likely to haveits upsetting momentsif it is any good.
This makes the psychological research worker's job a very
ticklish one. I always had at least a few moments of panic
before tackling each scientist for thefirst time. If some of my
subjects were apprehensive before seeing me, I was at least

as apprehensive as they. Even so I did not fully realize what

an incredible nerve the project had taken until I had com-

pletedit.

I had gotten myselfinto it—no one had asked meto doit.
WhatI had done was ‘o get hold of sixty-four of the country’s

leadingscientists, get them to give meliterally hours of their
3
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time, during which they told me about themselves, and let

me give them the works, psychologically speaking. That they
were willing to cooperate in such a project has various explanations. Some were quite simply curious as to what psychologists were up to, and curious enough to give a good deal

of timeto find out. (Curiosity about lots of things is a characteristic of a first-class scientist.) It is always interesting to

talk about oneself, too, andit is flattering to be picked as one
of the “most eminent.” But most were motivated primarily, I

think, by therealization that the results could be important

to their own sciences, as well as to psychology, andscientists
themselves, they could be detached enough to become guinea
pigs for a time.
Howthis particular project developed, and how I went
about getting it under wayare fairly typical of any sort of
scientific research at the present time. I say at the present
time because the position of science andof scientists changes
with more general changes in the social structure as well as

with technical advances. Not only would this particular project not have been possible someyears ago in this form, but

the means for doing it,if they had come to hand, would surely
have beendifferent.

Anyscientific study develops out of the work that has pre-

ceded it (whether of the sameor of other workers) and the

particular predilections of the individual worker as far as he
is in a position to control his own research. Researchscientists
usually are in a position to control their own work andthis

is one ofthe reasons, I think, why they derive such tremendousgratification from it. But there are special situations in

whichthescientist does not have so much freedom.Scientists
in industry rarely haveit, and scientists working as members

4
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of a team are also constrained,at least as far as the problem

to be investigated is concerned. In the special circumstances

of mobilization of scientists for war, again the problem is set
for them, although someof them,at least, must have consid-

erable freedom in working out the methods of approach. Any
diminution of a scientist's accustomed freedom to controlhis
own work and what he says about it is a major frustrating

experience to him and one for which he naturally has very
little tolerance.All of his professional activities are predicated,

in a sense, upon the possession of this freedom. Normally,
however, the scientist is his own boss as far as his researchis
concerned,andheis limited only by the time at his disposal

(his primary job may becollege teaching, for example) and
the equipmentavailable to him (althoughthis is less often a

serious limitation than one might think).

This study of scientists derives very directly from anearlier

study of mine,ofartists. Up to that time, while there had been

manystudies of vocational aptitudes, or special skills related

to particular vocations, there had beennoclinical studies of

vocational choice or performance in termsoflife history or
personality structure. Nor had there been any clinical studies
of highly successful people of any sort (except of a few who
had needed psychological or psychiatric assistance).
The primary aim of the earlier study was quite different
from that of this one. At that time I was on thestaff of the
Yale School of Alcohol Studies which has been engaged in
studyingall sorts of things about the use of alcohol, from its

immediate physiolcgical effects to its social consequences. I
hadjust finished a study of how children of alcoholic parents
turn out when compared to children of normalparents,if all
of them are raised by foster parents. (They turn out very
6
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well.) It then had to be decided whatI should undertake next,
and since I was a psychologist working within the framework

difficulties, as well as cost considerably more than a library

study, but it was readily agreedto if, as was thought doubtful,

innumerable possibilities, of course. The director, E. M. Jellinek, suggested that it would be of very great interest to
investigate the problem of the relationship between alcohol

than just their drinking habits and whateffect, if any, this

of a specialized organization, it had to be a psychological
study which had something to do with drinking. There were

consumption, and such a creative activity as painting. The

literature is full of statements and speculations about such a
relationship, but there had been no direct work on it. He

proposedthatthis should bea bibliographicstudy,thatis that
I should read a good many biographies of famous painters,

and compile all the data I could find on the subject.

Here is an example of how the personal predilections of

the individual worker come in, because while the problem
interested me very much, the proposed approach not only

bored but repelled me. This is really a personal matter, be-

I could get away withit.
Thenit seemedto methatif I was goingto get hold of such
a group of people, it would be sensible to find out a lot more

had on their painting. The use of psychological tests would
not only be in itself a highly desirable contribution to our

knowledge of “the creative personality,” but giving the tests
to established artists would serve as a check onthe tests them-

selves. The tests would also makeit possible to evaluate the
subject's account of himself more effectively. Furthermore,
it is always easier to work with test scores, to summarize from

moreorless objective data than it is from descriptive material.
After consideration of recent developments in psychological testing, I decided to make use of two “personality”tests,

the Rorschach Method and the Thematic Apperception Test,

which I will describe later. These would be more pertinent

cause some very good workofthis sort has been done, such as
the study of the intelligence of men of genius of the past which
Catherine Cox did. Estimates of intelligence, however, are a
rather different matter from estimates of drinking habits, because of the moral and emotional attitudes toward alcohol.

whereas taking the othertests might well amuse them. I had

subject to various intentional or unintentional distortions, and
second andthird and fourth hand ones, with innumerable

erly; they put a muchgreater burden on the psychologist than

There would be manypitfalls. Even first-hand accounts are

possible and probably unascertainable biases on the part of

the biographer seemed almost impossible of assessment in

any scientific fashion. I therefore made the counter proposal
that, instead of reading books about painters I hunt up a number of the most eminent American painters and ask them

to the general study than an intelligence test and besides I
had a strong suspicion thatit would bedifficult if not impossible to persuade these subjects to take an intelligencetest,

not used either of these tests before so I hadfirst to spend a
considerable amountof time learning how to use them propalmost any other test. Then it was necessary to acquaint my-

self with modern Americanart and artists, and as I had to do
this from scratch, this also took some time,

Theclassical scientific experiment is one in which a single

factor is varied, all others remaining constant, so that the ef-

about themselves. This would obviously involve a numberof

fect of this single factor on the others can be studied very

6
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clearly. In psychology it is impossible everto isolate a single
factor, and even in physics this simple set-upis rarelystill be-

of American painters since there is a marked concentration

interaction of a numberof factors. This is not too difficult,

seemed best to include representatives of many different

factors involved can beidentified and measured. In psychology, again,very often neitherof these things can be done with
certainty. For these reasons, even experimental psychologi-

course, the major variable was amountof drinking, and hence

lieved possible. Instead one must study simultaneously the

with modern methodsofstatistical analysis, when all of the

cal research cannot fit the old classical model, and attempts

to force it to do so arelikely to vitiate the work, since most

often they just result in the experimenter’s ignoring relevant
variables. The research I am reporting here is not experi-

mental but clinical research. This means that instead of my
setting up a situation and inducing my subjects to do particular things for me, the situation is already set up for me, and

the subjects have already been behavin g in whatever ways are
natural to them.At this stage the procedure must be largely
an observational one;later it may be possible to set up hy-

potheses and check them on other groupson the basis of what
is learned aboutthis one.
In clinical research, as well as in experimental, it is obvi-

ously simpler to avoid the introduction of any more variables

into a problem than is absolutely necessary. We know that
some intellectual functions change with age, and that there

are sex differencesin certain psychological variables. For this

reason I limited my studyof artists to men and to men mature

enoughto have achieved eminence butnotso old that age in
itself might affect the situation seriously. A furtherlimitation,
that the men should live in or near New York City was im-

posed by the extra cost of visiting those wholived at a distance. This did notseriously affect the groupas representative
&

of them in that area. WhenI started out I knew nothing about

the relation between style of painting and personality soit

styles of painting. For the specific purposes of the study, of
I wanted as wide a rangein this variable as possible,—from

total abstainers to excessive drinkers. (I never did succeed in

findinga total abstainer, although I did find some very moderate drinkers.)

Before I could even begin to work with any individual sub-

ject, then,several monthsof preliminary work had been necessary. Furthermore, this was in a sense on speculation. I pro-

posed to report the work without using the names of the

subjects, but even with this safeguard, I had no assurance at

all that it would be possible to obtain the subjects I wanted.

Indeed I was assured more than once that no eminentartist
would be willing to submit to such an extremely personal
investigation. I rather thought this might turn out to be the
case, but it seemed to me andto the organization with which
I was working that it was worthtrying. It is characteristic of

scientific work that one has to gamble frequently in this way.
It is often necessary to put in months of preliminary work,
andit quite often turns out that the necessary techniques are
notyet available, or sane unforeseen gimmick develops. Then
the work never gets beyond the preliminary stages and the
time and expense haveto be written off. I do not believe, however, that research plans that do not materialize are ever a

complete loss,—the worker has always learned something
which he uses later aad sometimes technical advances make
it possible to do the work eventually. More than once, fur9
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thermore, a study has been completed with only negative re-

sults. It is even more true that negative results are never a

completeloss. It can be just as important to know that some-

thing is not so as to know thatit is. So I went ahead withthis

study as thoughI had beensureat the outset that it could be

done.
The details of the final selection of this group do not matter
here, but the doubters were wrong. Ofthe 28 artists I asked,

20 did serve as subjects and the results have long since been

published in various technical journals. For those of you who
are curious about what was learned about any relation between drinking and painting, I will summarize the results

briefly. Only one of the painters customarily drank to help

him getstarted on a painting. All of the others reported that,

although they might paint when they were drinking, andit

might seem at the time to be wonderful, the work almost always hadto be discarded in the end. On the other hand, most

of them felt that moderate amounts ofalcoholat the end of a

hard day were a decided help in relaxing andin the long run

served materially to keep down the nervous tension that
can

build upso easily and that can hinder creative efforts, Crea-

tive work involves a very delicate balance between tension

and relaxation.
There were otherresults from this study, of which perhaps

the most interesting were the relationships which could
be

found between what and how the man painted, and what
sort

of person he was and what sort of problems he had. Thes
e
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the technique of reporting scientific results serves rather to

hide the manthanto display him. There are greater personality differences amongartists than among scientists, but suc-

cessful artists and successful scientists have one thing in common,—their intense devotion to their work.
There is an amusing and accurate, if incomplete, summary

of the results of the study,—a verse by Arthur Kramer that

was published in The New Yorkera short time after a newspaper accountof the study had appeared:

HOMILY FOR ART STUDENTS

Study of Painters Shows Drink Does not Help Creative Work.
—The Times.
Turners, Diirers, or Bellinis
Donotspring from dry Martinis

Goya’s genius, Rubens’ powers
Did not stem from whiskey sours.
Fumybrandies, potent ciders
Make no Holbeins, make no Ryders.

Alcohol’s ingurgitation

Is, in short, no substitution
For creative inspiration
Or artistic execution.

Guzzle vino
Till you're blotto—

Splotches will remain but splotches.
Perugino,
Ingres, Giotto

relationships are very direct, once you learn to find the cues,

Were not born of double Scotches.

scientists, I may say that although such relationships obtain

Whiskyouinto their society.

and quite easy to demonstrate. To anticipate the study of

among them also, they are usually much more obscure, and
10

Nor,alas, will full sobriety

—Arthur Kramer.
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It was tentatively plannedto follow the studyofartists by

similar studies of writers and composers for the School of
AlcoholStudies, but at this point my husband returned from

war andI returned to New York City where welived. Of

course I was very pleased that it had been possible to do the

study but I was notintensely interested in the alcohol angle.
Thadbeen astounded atthe extraordinary amountofinforma-

tion that the combination of interviews with these twotests

had yielded with regard to the psychological meaning of

painting as a vocation andof the significance of the individual’s style of painting as well as its content. I wondered if it

would not be possible to studyscientists in the same way.

Particularly since their contribution during the war, the

role of scientists in modern society is a rapidly changing one.

The absent-minded professor, ivory-tower dweller stereotype

no longer fits them, if it ever did, andthis is generally realized.
It is enormously important for us as a society to understand
what science can and cannot be expected to do and this is
even more true of its basic research thanofits obvious techno-

logical applications. But science is the work of scientists, and

what kind of person the scientist is and whyand how hebe
-

comes a scientist had never been seriously studied. I wanted

to find out. Here, too, it is doubtless true that personal predi-

lection played a considerable part. Science andscientists have

always fascinated me. I married scientist. Mypersonal as-

sociationsare chiefly with scientists and since my husband’s

field is very different from mine, I meet manydifferent kinds
of scientists.
Onecantell a lot about a painter from his painting, if one

sees enough ofit done over a long period of time. Can one

deduce anything about a scientist from his work? Both groups
12
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do creative work, in a broad sense, but are the obvious differ-

ences in the kind of work they do related to differences in

personality or early experiences, or to something else? What

does science mean to the scientist? Are scientists different
from otherpeople? Is one kind of scientist characteristically
different from another? All these and many other questions
kept plaguing me, the moreso asI felt that it was extremely
probable that the techniques I had used in studyingartists
might go a long way towardsgetting a start on the answersto
these questions,

I actually had little evidence on someof thesepoints. In
anotherconnection I had used the Rorschachwith a group of

vertebrate paleontologists. (Paleontologists study the evolu-

tion andhistory of animals and plants through their fossil re-

mains. Vertebrate paleontologists study the group of animals
that have backbones. The Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
has an annual meeting and one yearall present were good
enough to take the Rorschach as a group.) There seemed to

be quite a characteristic pattem in many of this group of

scientists, which made a good dealof sensein termsofa rela-

tion between vocation and personality structure. This con-

firmed my guess that this method could give useful and per-

tinentinformation abouttherelationship between personality
and vocation.
After much mulling over these questions and such evidence
as was available on them I drew up a description of a pro-

posed study. Then the problem was somehow to find ways

and meansof doing the work. It would be a fairly expensive
thing to do. Scientists are scattered all over the country al-

thoughthere are someregional concentrations, and this meant

a good deal oftravelling. I would need technical assistance
13
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and secretarial assistance, and all the general overhead ex-

lowed memory, whenI was indulging in breakfast in bed and

penses that are usually part of an institutional set-up. I had
no institutional connection at that time, which wasa difficulty
because theindividualscientist is rarely given a large research

grant. Such a grant is almost always administered through

a university or hospital or similar institution which assumes
the responsibility for handling the funds, even though full
control of the project is in the hands of a single member of
the staff.
I tried the two most obvious private foundations. Neither
was interested. Neither gave funds to individual investiga-

tors. Furthermoreneither had any tradition for the granting
of fundsfor clinical psychological research and they saw no

reading the New York Times, I glanced idly through a news

. dispatch. The headlinesaid something aboutgrants for cancer
research from the United States Public Health Service, but

other types of grants were also listed and there I read that
one had been madeto me! I nearly fell out of bed. There fol-

lowed two weeksof complete silence on the part of the United

States Public Health Service, and finally I could stand it no

longer and wrote to inquire. The director of research some-

what huffily confirmed the news story which had gotten out

aheadof time.

reasonforstarting with this study. It is clear that such a proj-

I can admit now that I had been pretty blithe about the
project up to then. I had had noreal expectation of ever getting the funds to doit, but it seemed like such a good idea

IQs for students in different fields of work.

with having to do it and I was appalled. It would certainly

ect as this is a much moreticklish matter than say, computing
About then the American Psychological Association was

holding its annual meeting. I reported the study I had made

of vertebrate paleontologists. In the course of the ensuing
discussion I remarked that I had been looking in vain for
funds to pursue further the general problem ofthe relation

between vocation and personality. Several of my colleagues
suggested that I apply to the United States Public Health
Service, which hadjust set up an organization to give research

assistanceof varioussorts. Obviously it would do no harm to
try, so I obtained andfilled out the forms and sent them in,—

and took a job with the Veterans Administration.

Receipt of the forms was promptly acknowledged, and
there the matter rested for some months, during which I became immersed in drawing up an ambitious research project

thatI felt I hadto try at least. Now I was actually confronted

be the mostdifficult job I had ever tackled and I was not ab-

solutely sure that it could be doneat all. It meant, too, being
away from homefor some monthson end.True, the children

were grown and needed meonly intermittently but I do not

like being away from myhusband andlike most wives I have

a firm conviction that he is not as comfortable when I am

away.
The career vs. family problem is one that has to be solved

by every professional woman and her husband in their own

fashion, and we had had to workit out, too. Myhusband,

himselfa researchscientist, is well aware of the driving necessity to keep on doing research thatis characteristic of all who

haveexperienced its satisfactions, and heis willing to be dis-

commoded,—upto a reasonable point. On the other hand,I

for the Veterans Administration. One Sunday morningof hal-

have alwaysfelt that a successful marriageis impossible for a

14
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professional woman unless both she and her husband have a

clear (and the same) conviction of what comesfirst, even
though either one might have serious conflicts about this at
times. I think it probable that a successful marriage can be
worked out with the wife putting either career or familyfirst,

so long as everyoneis clear aboutit. As for me, I have never

had any doubts that I had to subordinate my own work to

the welfare of the family, although in all candor I must admit that I have deeply resented it upon occasion. Now that

the children are grown, and weare learning atfirst hand the

delights of being grandparents, I am wellsatisfied. I do not
meanthatthere are no further problems. There is always the

problem whenyour husbandis a manof greatstature, of bal-

ancing your own work against the chances of maintaining or

increasing his productivity, so as to be sure that in the long

run youhavenotbenefited at the expenseof society.

Now I had the money. I had to do the job. The grant was

for one year with the expectation that it would be renewed
twice. I had asked for three years, but government agencies
work on annual budgets, and I had planned the project so

that each year’s work was a unit. In the end the grant was ex-

tended for three years and nine months, by which time the

HOW THIS RESEARCH

uninterrupted periods of brooding overit, and this I now will

have timeto do. I am spendingthis time in a remote spotin
New Mexico where the nearest telephone is ten miles away,

and mailis delivered five miles away three times a week,so
there will not be many interruptions. There are somedistractions, pleasurable ones. Mule deer come by the house frequently, and one morningI looked up from my typewriterin

time to see a flock of wild turkeys busily eating their way

aerossthe field outside my window.

First, though, I am writing this book. For one thing it will
enable meto review the experience as a whole. For another,
it will make it possible for me to give my subjects a more co-

herent and comprehensible accountthan the technicalreports

give to anyone but an expert in my own field. My subjects
have surely earned this, and I feel a strong sense of obliga-

tion to them. Most importantofall, it will make it possible for
others to share in a profoundly moving experience, and to examine with me the meaning and value of science for the man

whodoesit and for society. Nothingin science has any value
to society if it is not communicated, andscientists are beginningto learn their social obligations.

obvious part of the work was done, the reports written and

in press. But thereis still much that can be learned from these
data.

This year I have a Guggenheim Fellowship. This means

that I have a modest incomefor a year, and no duties except

to think and write about the experiences of these last few
years. I have a great deal of material on the creative process

itself, as exemplified in the work of these men, and this mate-

tial has never been worked over. This will take time, long
16
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of them. Later on, when there was statistical work to be done,
II
a

the bulk of this was done by anotherassistant, but I always do
someof it (which I always have redone by someoneelse in
the interests of accuracy) in order to get the feel of the material. It is impossible, for meatleast, to get this just from look-

How the Study Got Under Way
with the Biologests

ing over thestatistical results.
I had already decided that I would spend the first year

working with biologists. There were several reasons forthis,
iy"

andI feel it was a fortunate choice. I did not wantto start
with the social scientists since I am one. It seemed best to

work with them last, when I should have gained specific exI HAD THE money, I had the problem, and of course the general outline of procedure had long since been workedout. This
is, however, a very different matter from getting the details

sufficiently in hand to makea realstart.

First I needed a place to work. Office spaceat that time was
at a premium in New York, andrents high. I could find noth-

ing suitable that the study could afford and decided to use

one of the rooms of my own apartmentas an office. Since I
had enough standard office equipment scattered about this
wasjust a matterof reshuffling the furniture. An office at home
has more disadvantages than advantages, on the whole, and
later in the study I was ableto shift to a smalloffice in a pro-

fessional building. I got hold of a part-time secretary and of
a young psychologist who could do someofthe routine test

perience with other groups, and would presumably be more
sensitive to aspects I might otherwise take for granted. So the
choice lay between biologists and physical scientists. It was

an easy one to make.I had never hada course in physics in
my life, and was totally ignorant of practically everything
aboutit. On the other hand, my husbandisa biologist (as well
as a geologist). I had done somework with him,and read quite
a little in the field, enough to be sure that I could follow all
but the most technical work of my subjects without too great
difficulty.
Deciding upon whatsubjectsto use for any particular study
is whatis known asselecting a sample, and we speak of sampling techniques, the sampling problem and so on. For most
workthe ideal is a “random” sample, that is a selection of

scoring for me. Thereis alwaysa lotof routine in anyscientific

subjects which will not be biassed in respect to any of the
variables under consideration. “Random” sounds as though
it meant that you just went out and gathered in anyone you

one else doall of it. In this instance, although myassistant

is unbiassed, however, it has to be selected with the greatest
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study, and I have never foundit satisfactory to have some-

scored all of the tests in the subsidiary study, I also scored all

could get your hands on.In orderto be sure that your sample

care. This is an extremely important matter, because your

THE MAKING OF A SCIENTIST

conclusionsapply only to the group of which your sample is a

representative.

For example, suppose that you wouldlike to know what 12-

year olds do on particular test. It is obviously impossible to

test every 12-yearold in the world. First you must decide just

which 12-year olds you want to know about. This could work

out in an infinite numberof ways, but it might be that you

wanted to know about 12-year old boys in the United States.

It still is not practical to test all of the 12-yearold boysin the

United States, so you must test only some of them, that is,

you must select a sample. If your sample is well selected you

can infer from the results whatall 12-year old boys in this

country will do on this test. We know, however, that social
and educational factors do affect test scores to some extent,
so your sample must includerepresentativesofall racial stock
s

and all social classes, and from all parts of the country,
and

these subgroups shouldoccur in your sample in about the same
proportions that they do in thetotal population. Obviously
the sampling problem becomes easier the more sharply
defined is the group youareinterested in. A study of 12-y
ear
old boys of white ancestry bornin this country and nowl
iving in a particular city would be quite easy to contrive.
Myproblem was somewhatdifferent, and in fact I had
two
samples to select. First I wanted, not a random selection
of

competent research meninall fields of biology, but
the best

men in eachfield. Best men are not numerous enought
hat I

could select a random sample from them. The reason for
the

choice of the best men was the assumption that if there were

particular factors in the lives or personalities of men whic
h

were related to their choice of vocation, these facto
rs should

appear and possibly would appear most clearly in
the men
20
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whohad been most successful at the vocation. Since a great
deal of work was to be done with each manI could notpossi-

bly have more than a few subjects in each field, and perhaps
not more than 20 altogether in each major classification.
When,then, I came to compare biological and physical and
social scientists, groups of 20 would be very small. In orderto
make any broadinferences I needed to know howclosely the

eminent menin eachfield resembled the majority of scientists

in thatfield. In order to find this out it was necessary to do a

subsidiary study of many morescientists than the one selected

for intensive individual study.

For the subsidiary study I decided to use one test and to
give it to as many university faculty members as I could.It

was unlikely that I could persuade them to take an intel-

ligence test, even anonymously. This is a matter that academic people are extremely sensitive about. In any case I was
moreinterested in personality than in intellectual variables,
since we know a good deal more aboutthe level and distribution of the latter, even in such special groupsas college faculties. Therefore I decided upon the Rorschach Method since
it is possible to use it as a group test, that is to administer it

to a large numberof people at onetime. The test givenin this

wayis notstrictly comparable to the test whenit is given in-

dividually but it is similar enough and this seemed the best
approach available. This subsidiary study is described sepa-

rately in Chapter 15, and the sampling problem with regard
to it can best be discussed there.
The problem at this stage, then, was to define the field

which I wished to study as sharply as possible and then to

identify the most eminent research scientists in it. I decided

first to limit the studyof biologists to men whose work was
21
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basic research into normal life processes. This meant that I

from the man who remainsin research, and again I was anx-

is disease processes as such, or technology, thatis the applica-

limitation was necessary in this group becauseof the personal

would not include those who were studying pathology, that

ious to eliminate as many variables as possible. One further

tion of scientific knowledge to particular practical problems.
Inclusion of biochemists in the group was admittedly debata-

nature of manyofthe data to be gathered,—I did not include

or somehow stems from biochemical investigations that I de-

workersin the field as defined. This was simplified by beginning with those who hadalready received some recognition
of their work. Membership in the National AcademyofSci-

my husbandoranyofhis closest associates.

ble. So much of modern biology, though,is interwoven with

The next step was to compile list of the active research

cided to include some biochemists. Those finally selected have

made major contributions to understanding basic life processes.
Some otherlimitations were necessary. We know that sex

and age doaffect personality andtest performances. It was

easy enough to eliminate variation due to sex by studying

only men. Thereis only one woman biologist in this country
who rates with the menstudied so this does not distort any
conclusions as applied to eminent biologists generally. It was

not necessary to set a lower age limit, since the criterion that
the subjects should haveattained eminence would automati-

cally do that. (The youngest man in the total group ofscientists was 31.) I set a top agelimit of 61. Within that rang
e

it was probablethat variation in age would notaffect most
of
the test results. (This assumption waslater checked
by correlational methods, as will be discussed in later chapters.
)

ul ™

ences is dependent uponelection by peers, and indicates at

the very least a high reputation for scientific work among men

in a position to judge it. The sameis true of the American
Philosophical Society. It was a relatively easy matter to com-

pile a list of men in these two societies whose worklay in the

field of normallife processes, and then to eliminate those who
were foreign born or overthe age limit, or who were no longer

doing research. (Lists of members are published by the so-

cieties. The other information is obtainable usually from such

standard reference books as Who’s Who, or American Men
of Science.) To this list were added the names of other men

(chiefly younger) who had been singled out by invitations

to important conferences, but who had not been elected to

either of these societies. (Election to these societies may take

In orderto keep thecultural variables as limited as
possible,

someyears and the average age of the membersis high.It is

nencein research earlier but who were no longeractively

gagedin research,—such as men who had goneinto full time

not beelected to either society, hence it would not do to rely
solely on their membershiplists.)
In order to select the most eminent men from thelist thus

scientist who leaves research to become a college president
or other administrator, differs in some personality facto
rs

be in a position to make the necessary evaluations which I
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only men born in the United States were to be included.
It
also seemed desirable to omit men who had attained
emi-

en-

administration. This is because it seems probable
that the

also true that for various reasons a man of great eminence may

obtained and to add others who might have been omitted,
I neededthe help of men, themselves in the field, who would
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could not do. It was also necessary to have men who repre-

his comments that one judge was personally biassed in respect
to a man who wasgiventop rating by several others.) It was

sented the various branchesof biology, so that every man on

the list would be judged by someone competent in hisfield. I

was extremely fortunate to be able to enlist the assistance of
the following men: Dr. Detlev Bronk, physiologist and bio-

chemist, now president of Johns Hopkins University; Dr.
HansClarke, professor of biochemistry at the College of Phy-

necessary,also, to see that the final list included men from all
branches,butas it happened nofurther adjustment wasnecessary for this.

sicians and Surgeons; Dr. L. C. Dunn, professor of zoology

Afterall of these ratings and rankingsI had list of 23 men.
The problem then wasto secure their cooperation. I had been
acquainted with one of the men for some years and I had

of the Morris Arboretum, University of Pennsylvania and Dr.

to mepersonally although I had heard something of the work
of many of them. It was easy to approach these two person-

and professor of zoology at Columbia University. These judges

visit another city where one of the menlived. I arranged an

at Columbia University; Dr. W. J. Robbins, Director of the
New York Botanical Gardens; Dr. J. R. Schramm, Director

G. G. Simpson, Chairmanof the Department of Geology and
Paleontology of the American Museum of Natural History,

rated each manonthelist whose work they knew on a 8-point

scale. They also added the names of others who theyfelt

should be included. This sort of rating is not an easy job. For
example, if one is rating a man on theexcellence of his contribution to science, how does one balance a man who has

made oneor a very few major contributions against a man

whohas produced manynot quite so major ones?
Wheneachjudge’s list had been returned, I ranked the men
on the basis of the combined ratings. Here, too, there were
sometricky problems. Not every man received the same numberof ratings, since a rater whose field was biochemistry natu-

rally did not know much of the work of men in vertebrate
zoology, for example. It seemed wise to exclude men whose

work was known to only onerater (since it probably did not
haveas broad value as the work of others) and men whore-

ceived the lowest rating from any rater, although thereis

one exception to the latter principle. (It seemed clear from
24

recently met oneof the others, but the rest were all unknown

ally, and securetheir help. About this time, while still worrying about how best to approach the others I had occasion to
appointment by phone, at which I explained the project to

him. He expressed great interest and agreedto cooperate, but
somehow wecould never arrange times, and it seemed evi-

dent that he was really very resistant to the whole idea so I

droppedit. But this decided meto begin with letter for the

others which would give them timeto think it over. I wrote
first to the men living at a distance, since visits to them would
take longer to arrange if I were to fit them all into onetrip.

Later I wrote to the nearer ones, except for one whom I happened to meet. This wastheletter, varied only as to the time

suggested for the interviews:

Dear Dr. X:
The United States Public Health Service has given me a grant

to make a psychological study of biologists. The purpose of the
grant study is to learn something of the relations between per-

sonality and vocation ir this particularfield. Following other work
with adults, I have for some years been doing research on per-
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sonality and vocation, and have published studies on individual

and thento hear from you something aboutyour reasons for doing

artists, and of a group of paleontologists (for example, J. Educ.

the particular work you have done. I should like to administer

and Psychol. Measurements 6:401-410, 1946; J. Consult. Psychol.

X:317-327, 1946 and Trans. N.Y. Acad. of Sciences, Series II,
9:257-267, 1947).
I am making two approachesto the problem,the first an intensive clinical study of a few of the most eminent researchbiologists
and the second a brief study, by a grouptest, of a representative
sample of biologists. I should like to be able to include you in
the group of eminent research men to be studied. You will want

to know at once how this group for individual study has been

selected.I listed the members of the National Academyof Sciences

and of the American PhilosophicalSociety in the various biological
groups, omitting men who are now over 61, foreign-born or no

longer doing research for various reasons. This list I submitted to
my advisory committee,—all of whom were in the group themselves,—and they indicated the menin this list and suggested
others whose work seemedto them to be really creative research
bearing upon basic normallife processes. These are the men whom

I am askingto participate in the study.

This study is one of basic research in a field in which almost no

formal research has been done. My primary interest is in tracing

any relationships that may exist between personality structure
and the choice of the profession and the manner in whichit is
pursued. Theresults will have broad implications for assessment

of the social role of scientists, as well as direct bearing on the very
difficult problem of vocational selection. Beyond the vocational

implications, clinical studies of normal, successful men are practically lacking, and seriously needed for better understanding of
the innumerable studies of unsuccessful men.

For this purpose I will need several interviews with you, covering very generally your life history and how you happened to

several personality and othertests. For all of this, I should need

about 6 hours of your time, distributed any way you like over

several days or weeks. I know that you are very busy, butI feel
that you will appreciate the importance of these problems to your
profession andto society, and will want to cooperate.

I will not use any namesin publication or elsewhere; these data

will be handled only by me andwill be kept entirely confidential.

‘wiv

Theresults will be cast in anonymousform and will be submitted

to you for approval before publication.

I have, of course, to arrange a schedule which will take me

from here to the West Coast and back and meet with the convenience of a number of men on the way. Would sometime around
the middle of February be convenient for you?

If you have a bibliography made up, mayI have a copy shortly?

I should like to read as much of your work as I can before seeing

you. It is possible to make up a sort of one from the Biological

Abstracts, but these are not necessarily complete and in any case,

indexes for thelast several yearsarestill unobtainable.

I do hopethatI shall have the privilege of seeing you.

Sincerely yours,

You will note in the letter reproduced above that I stated

that I would not use any namesin publication or otherwise.
To be asked to serve as a subject in this study was, in fact, a

very high honor. On the other hand I was asking for a good
deal of personal data, and I was asking the men to take a
series of tests which are very revealing. Even in a group so
high asthis, someonehas to have the lowest score and it would
be most unkind and entirely unnecessary to give any indica-

take up your profession. I will want to go over your publications

tion of whothis is. But there are even more cogert reasons.
In someinstances, such factors as divorce of parents, dissen-
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slowly, and finally four men hadnotreplied at all. Of those
that did reply to this letter two declined to participate, one

sion with parents, particularly limited backgrounds and so
on, come out as important elements in the over-all picture.

Clearly these are matters about which any subject would be

sensitive. There is, finally, the general professional training

re

which not only makes it unethical butit simply goes against
the grain to reveal anything about anyone that has been

iy”

make no bones aboutit is quite a different matter. (In fact,

in the life histories, which have all been approved by the

to others. All of the test results, however, and the more personal details have been dissociated from the life histories so

that they can not berelatedto the individual subjects.)

A very few subjects havefelt sensitive about being in the

group and onceor twiceit has happenedthata wifeor secretary hadtalkedout of turn. This is, however, the most highly
selected groupof scientists in the United States and an in-

cident shows that this is not unappreciated. I was gleefully

informed by one subject that he had learned the identity of

another. It seemed that at a bridge game the preceding sum-

merthe wife of one man was remarking with some complacency that her husband was one of those selected for this

study. The wife of another was present and she quickly

claimed the same honorfor her husband.
After these letters were sent out I waited in considerable
trepidation for the replies. If I could not get the subjects the

the other without explanation. Two of the others wanted
further information which I gave them. One of these then

wrote, “I tried to pass the buck on the decision to my secre-

ing it may be. Even myrecordsare kept undercode designa-

subjects before publication, there are many which are identifiable to close friends of the subject, although probably not

abroad and would not have timetofit it in beforehand, and

agreed, but the otherstill could not make up his mind and

learned professionally, however undamaging or even flattertions, not by names. This, then,is whyI present these data
without names. That the men themselves for the most part

on the quite reasonable ground that he was about to go

a

tary who refused to make up her mind. We then decided to

leave the matter entirely to chance and sheflipped coin.
The fates decree that I must try to cooperate with you, and
if you want to comeany time after thefirst of the month we
will see what can be done.” The rest consented with varying
degrees of enthusiasm. The extremesare represented in the

following quotations: “Yes, ’'m willing to be a guinea-pig. I
must admit to a lack of enthusiasm, but after asking the ad-

vice of (a neighbor psychologist) I’m convinced that I should

do mypart. (Severalothers later admitted to having consulted
a psychological colleague.) “I am deeply honored to be includedin yourlist for study, and I shall do what I can to help.”
I sent a follow-up letter to the other four, whichasit hap-

pened crossed favorable replies from two of them. This time

I mentioned the text-book in zoology (Quantitative Zoology )
which I had written with my husband andreceived prompt

and cordial replies. “Why didn't you tell me you were the
Dr. Roe of Simpson and Roe?”I am notquite sure whether
it was the fact that I was co-author of a text which all of them
knew that established me as scientifically respectable (it

could hardly have any bearing on my competence as a psychologist), or whether their acquaintance with my husband

study was a bust. The answers came in, some quickly, some

by reputation if not personally seemed a sufficient guarantee
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be awkward; I had to take a typewriter andbrief case as well
as a small suitcase as it was. Then, too, in the actual inter-

that I would not do anythingtoo outrageous. In any case they

consented to be interviewed.

view situation there were advantages to my busying myself

This group of subjects included three in anatomy and physiology, five botanists (including plant physiologists and cy-

with a shorthandrecord. To someextentit would depersonalize me, an advantage to both of us. I wanted to ask as few
questionsas possible, and then to let the subject carry on in

genetical.

By now, some monthshadelapsed, although I had also
succeeded in getting the subsidiary study under way. I was

fortunate in being able to see myold acquaintance first, which

wasa great help in many ways. Thefirst few interviews were

notas efficiently conducted as thelater ones, and I am sure

that the second and third years’ work was somewhat better.

On the other hand, when I was travelling for the second year
I revisited most of the men I hadseen the first and was able
to fill in the gaps nicely at thattime.
Anotherfactorin the superiority of the later interviews was
my own increased skill at shorthand. I had taught myself
shorthand before doing the work with artists. I had dabbled

in it beforehand, but really worked at it for that purpo
se,
since it is much, much better to get test responses on
both

the Rorschach and the Thematic Apperception Test down

verbatim. An interview recorded verbatim is also very much

more useful than one for which only notes have been jotted
down. I had given some consideration to the use of a record-

ing device, but had decided against it on several grounds, I
wasafraid it would make the subjects self-conscious for one

thing, whereas all of them were accustomed to dictating
toa

secretary. I also felt that lugging it around the country would
30
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fact that the mostactive research in thefield at that time was

ee

cists and four in biochemistry and bacteriology. That there
were no zoologists other than genetical is a reflection of the

Sa
——

tologists), four botanical geneticists, four zoological geneti-

the order that occurred to him. Whenthe inevitable pauses

occurred, I could let them go on whilestill recording twirls.

Theresult is a rather subtle form of pressure that usually will

induce the subject to continue without further direction, and

this is often very useful psychologically. There is the still

further factor that this system contributed materially to my

own ease in the interview,—I had not to worry about disturbing the subject by watching him too much, and I didn’t have
to smokeall the time.
,
This system had, however, the very great disadvantage to

methat I then hadto transcribe all of the notes which was a

considerable burden.I felt this should always be done before
a succeeding interview, in the case ofthelife history data so
that I could note what had been missed,and in thecase of the

tests so that I could do a quick scoring andinterpreting job

on the spot. This wasdesirable, because I tried always to see

the subject again after I had given andscored the tests. They

were usually interested in the results naturally. A succeeding

visit also gave me an opportunity to check someof theinterpretations and very often to get material of a sort it would

be difficult to get so quickly in any other way. For example
a life history might have been given that containedno indica-

tion of any particular parental conflicts, but some of the test

data might indicate very clearly that there had been such

conflicts. This might or might not be pertinent to the study,
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professional history since college (I usually had this in out-

in the end, but it gave a chance to check whetherthe test
indications were correct and to get further personal material.

line from the reference books ); what he now did inhis leisure

It takesat least as long to transcribe the notes of an interview

as the interview itself takes, and this became extremely

burdensome. Thelast year I carried a Soundscriber with me,

“

’
i
on,

time; his religious interests; and finally in what terms he

thought. Then let him go ahead andgive this to meas fully
as he wished, and asked questions only when necessary to

clarify a point or to remind him of something he had omitted.

and every nightread theinterview record ontoit mailing the

discs to my secretary. I still had to transcribe the tests for

With some, of course, much more questioning was needed

This change had the further advantage that I was not too
exhausted to record general observations which I had not

The item about the terms in which he thought had not been
part of the original plan. After I had talked to a number of

than with others.

immediate use, but this was muchless than I had been doing.

doneearlier in as much detail as was desirable.
This, then, was the general procedure with each subjectas

it was soon worked out. If possible, before seeing him I had

read at least someof his work, enough to know what his major

interests were and how hetackled them. Usually, however,
I had not been able to do a thorough job of this and it was
also much quicker for me to borrow from him a set of his

papers (most scientists keep a set bound up for their own

use ) and to go through them during the period of my visit. I

arranged for three different interviews whenever I could and
I considerthis the ideal system, although two can be used
or even one. I always got life-history first, however many

interviewsthere were. In getting this I usually explained that

I wanted to know the following things: something about his
family so I could get the general social and economic back-

ground; his brothers andsisters; his early schooling and his
preferences; what he did outside of school and during vaca-

tions; everything he couldtell me that had any bearingon his

choice of a vocation; how he had learned ofhis profession,
whatother things he had considered and whyhe hadfinally

decided as he had; his college and professionaltraining; his
32
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the biologists, and discussed their work with them,it sud-

denly dawned on methat there seemedto be a difference between the way in which they were thinking and the way in

which I customarily thought. I had no reason to think that
I wasparticularly atypical for my own group,andit occurred
to me that this difference might have some significance for
the problem. From then on I madea particular pointof this
and wentback to the menI hadseenearlier with further questions about it. In the end this gave some of the mostinteresting results in the whole study. Theseare discussed in Chapter XI. It is not too unusual, in starting out in a new field, to

comeacross something which you had never thoughtof looking for, and this is a good example. This whole studyisstill
in the earliest phase of a scientific investigation, an observa-

tionalone.At this stageit is importantnotto havefixed ideas
of what you are goingto see, and to look atthesituation as

comprehensively as you can, or you may miss something or

distort what you do see. Alter such a study as this has been

done you can set up hypotheses about why you have seen
what you did and thentest these out one at a time on other
groups. Whatyou have observed, if you have done the work
33
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properly, standsasa correct accountof what took place in the
group you studied. Any causalrelationships are only infer-

ences at this stage, however, and it is these that must be

checked. What you wantto knowfinallyis not just what hap-

pened, but also whyit happened, that is, which factors led to

which results.
By the time wehad finished such aninterview asthis, the

subject was usually pretty much at ease with me, and I with

him. As a rule I then gave him the Rorschach and the Thematic Apperception Test. The biologists usually did these
rapidly but you never know in advance how long they will
take and haveto allow plenty of time.

After this the next step was usually to run over his bibliography with him, and discuss many of the items. By then

I would have read a good deal of his work. I wanted always
to find out why he had donethatparticular study when he

did, what led up to it and howit fitted into his overall pro-

gram. These were invariably fascinating discussions, and my

subjects were very patient in explaining things to me.It is

these discussions on which I shall rely heavily in working on
the problem of the creative process itself. I have never yet
had time to work over them thoroughly,
Finally I gave thetestI call the Verbal-Spatial-Mathemati-

cal Test. I call it this, or preferably VSM for short, because
it has three sections, one a test of verbal ability, one a spatial

test and one a test of mathematical reasoning. This is also de-

scribed in a later chapter.It is an intelligence test,—one which

had to be especially constructed in order to get onedifficult

enough forthis group.
I also obtained handwriting samples when I could. I tried

to get them notonly as of the present, but from every five
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or ten years, and from as early an age aspossible. I have not
done anything with these as yet. Thescientific analysis of

personality from handwriting is a technique that is being

workedoutat the present time. When it has been sufficiently
developedit will certainly be an extremely useful technique
for biographical studies, since it is practically the only one
conceivable which will permit analysis of the personality not

onlyasit is at the timeof the analysis butas it was at any time

in the past. This should give us extremely important clues to

changesin particular aspects of personality not just with age,

but also with particular incidents in thelife history.

In ourlong discussions it was often quite natural for me to

mention my husband andI foundthat this made a considerable difference socially. I am quite sure, for example, that I

was more often invited to my subjects’ homes because I am

Mrs. Simpson than because I am Dr. Roe. I thoroughly en-

joyed such visits, and of course seeing a man in his own home

often gave me much moreinsight into the kind of person he
was. My subjects would have been kind,in any case, butthis
wasdifferent andit had its amusing aspects. At the first university I visited, for example, where I had several subjects
to see, I had madereservations at the local hotel. When he

learned who my husbandis, one of my subjects immediately

exclaimed, “Whydidn’t you let us know? We would have arrangedfor you to stay at the campusclub.”

I was particularly fortunate in this first stop on my long

trip. I wasstill very jittery about the whole thing, butall of
the men were most pleasant and cooperative. Two of them
took me hometo dinner and asked other pleasant people, and
I had another fine evening with the local psychologists. It

wasnotall hard work, by any means. When,the day I was to
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leave, I suddenly came down with a current local virus, the
wife of one of my subjects rallied promptly to my aid, and
I spent several extra days there, mostly getting better acquainted with all of them. By then, one of them felt free
enough with metotell me that he had been quite disturbed

whenI first showedupin his laboratory,—I looked so unlike
what he was accustomed to seeing there. As his wife had also

remarked that she had seen me on the campus the first morning, and had obviously immediately identified me, it seemed
clear that my appearance wasa little too urban,or something.

I took the hint gratefully and never again walkedin on a subject for the first time wearing the sort of ridiculous hat and
costume jewellery that I normally wear. (The trouble is that

ridiculoushats are often theeasiest kind to pack!)

WhenI got to my next stop it turned out that no time had
been lost as one of the men had forgotten I was dueseveral

daysearlier and had gone upto the country for a few days.I
prudently kept my psychological deductions to myself. Al-

though he did his best and I did mine, he was neverreally
happyabout anyofit. The other subject there was very interested, extremely friendly and cooperative, andI still remem-

bera very pleasant dinner in his home.

Here there was an interlude for personal affairs. I was

headed for the westcoast, and could go through Albuquerque.
We hadpurchased some property 90 miles from there, and

wereplanning to build a homethe following summer (where
this is now being written). There werestill manydetails to

be attended to, particularly as the house was to be started

before we would be able to get out, so I arranged to stop over

for a day. Oneof our neighbors had adjusted his regular visit

to town to meet me and drive me up andI planned to catch
36
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the bus back that night and go on next morning. The neighbor had warned methatit was bitter cold that February, with
temperatures around 30 below,so I had ransacked the stores
at my last stop for some woolen underwear. I got off the train
wearing the woolies, a heavy suit, a wool blouse and my winter
coat, plus a warm scarf, only to find there had been a sudden
change andit was then 60 above! Even without my coat the
drive up was somewhat warm,but I wasgladofall my things

later, for I had remembered the bus schedule incorrectly, and

only got back to Albuquerque bycatching a ride with a milk
truck in the middle of the night!
Mynext two stops were notless pleasant. My subjects and
their families were friendly andat one I wasable to stay with
a colleague. This was delightful but had its trying side. She

not only knew mysubjects butis a very acute person, so that

I had to be extremely careful of what I said. It was the more
difficult as several of the tests I obtained there had particularly fascinating technical aspects, and it was hard to keep
away from shop talk under those circumstances. I did succeed, I think; professional training is very strong in this respect. (It seemsalso to have been strong enoughto overcome
myusual habit of full discussion of everything with my husband who knows no moreof the study than anyoneelse, except inevitably, the names of most of my subjects. )
I have, of course, discussed some of the tests with some of

my colleagues, but only astests, and only under circumstances
which precluded any possibility of the subject’s being identified. In several instances I felt I needed another opinion on

some point. For example, one o7 the Rorschachs I obtained

in the course of this study had some characteristics which
have been noted as frequently present in cases of organic
oT
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brain damage.I am not an expertin such diagnosis from the
Rorschach anddescribedit to a colleague whois. If he had

felt that the existence of brain disease was actually possible

I should have had to do something about it. Deciding what
to do had kept me awake morethan one night, but fortunately

for my peaceof mindtheexpertfelt that the indications that
had worried me were overbalanced byotherfacets ofthetest,

and that it was unlikely that organic damagewaspresent. This

is only one example of the sort of unanticipated and very dif-

ficult problem that can arise in any clinical psychological research.

Both therestof this trip and subsequent trips to other sub-

jects were of the same order. I counted myself extremely fortunate to have begun with so helpful and friendly a group,
and I wasgreatly relieved that there had been noserious dif-

ficulties. Such procedures as these interviews and these tests
can, and quite frequently do, arouse a good deal of anxiety
in the subject, or they may bring back unpleasant anddifficult

memories. Of course these things did happen, and then one

must to some extent at least, act more orless in the role of
therapist. Under these circumstances this is an extremely

subtle matter. I felt strongly that the overall effect should be

of some value to the subject himself, and in most cases I think
it was. It often served to help him clarify things in his own
mind to which he had not given much thought, but which
were ofinterest or importance to him. It also often brought
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even those who hada particularly difficult time. There was

one whoburstinto tears at one point, to the great surprise

of both of us. There was another who nerved himself up to

telling mefirst about a very unhappy and disorganized epi-

sode in his past and then went on feeling, I thought, much

relievedto get thatoff his mind. There was another whofinally
asked meto give the test results to his psychiatrist, thus dis-

turbing me considerably untilI hadtalkedto the psychiatrist,
for I did not wish to interrupt the course of his treatment,
and I would have proceeded with even more caution had I
known previously he was under treatment. (I had no doubts
as to why, but many intelligent people do not think of con-

sulting a psychiatrist or psychologist over their problems.)

And there was the man who kept his appointment with me
immediately after he had learnedthat one of his children had

not long to live. There was, hesaid, nothing atall he could

do for a few hours and it would help him to have to workat

something,if I thought it would notdistort the results, I have

the profoundest admiration for his courage and control. I
have a profound admiration for all of my subjects. In fact, a

critic of the technical monographon the biologists complained
that it was clear that I was “emotionally involved” with my
subjects. This is what a psychologist says when he meansthat
you like someone enoughto feel strongly with him. He was
quite right.

back pleasant memories, and the process of trying to state
whyhehad followed his profession was frequently illuminat-

ing to him.

On the whole, so far as I was able to observe it, I think the

subjects derived more pleasure than pain from the procedure,
38
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good enough idea of what went on that I could follow the
major lines of what most of my subjects were doing, if not
how they did it. One result was, however, that I spentless
time reading their work, and muchlessin discussing it than
I had with the biologists. This does not introduce any serious

deficiencies into the study of the relationship between choice

of physics as a profession andpersonality structure but it does
lessen the amount of data I have on the creative process in
physics.
Thedifficulty of the sampling problem wasalso greater for

mewith this group. Richard Tolman, whose wife is one of my

I FELT very muchat a loss when the time cameto start work

with the physical scientists. My knowledgeof their subject

waspractically limited to recent journalistic accounts of one

special area, nuclear physics. I had neverfelt really sure that
an unpluggedpiece ofelectrical apparatus would notelectrocute me, out of sheer meanness, or that radio was really any-

thing more than mass hypnotism! Clearly something drastic
had to be done about this. I dug in for a couple of months
with several dozen books, but alas, some of them arestill

incomprehensible to me. I began with the army textbooks,

which are about high school level. I got through theseall

right, and did not do too badly with an elementary college
text, althoughthe lack of experimental experience wasa seri-

ous drawback. Thanks to the atom bombthere are a number

of well-written expositions of nuclear theory at a comprehensible level, and I read those. Such books are practically
lacking in other branches of physics, though, and then I was
stuck. I felt somewhat better about it, however, when one

of my subjects assured methathe could not understand Bridgman on thermodynamics either. I did succeed in getting a
40

most valued colleagues, had agreed to help me with this and
his untimely death left me without an advisor. His colleague,
Dr. Paul Epstein, very kindly came to myrescueat this point
and devoted a great deal of time and effort to this aspect of
the study, and also helped materially in getting some of the

subjects to cooperate.

Again, the subjects were to be males, American born, and

still engagedin research. Dr. Epstein constructed a list of men
doing basic research in the field of physics proper, and in

astrophysics, geophysics, physical chemistry and theoretical

engineering. It included both men whose primary interest is
theory and men whoare primarily experimentalists, but it
did notinclude any men whose primary workis on practical

problems.

The raters for this group were Dr. Epstein, who is a theo-

retical physicist at California Institute of Technology; Dr.

Walter S. Adams, an astronomer at the Mt. Wilson Observatory; Dr. Hugh Drydea, chief physicist of the National Bureau
of Standards; Dr. Ber Gutenberg, geophysicist of the Cali-

fornia Institute of Tecinology; Dr, W. V. Houston, now presi41
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dent of Rice Institute and a mathematical physicist; Dr.

George Kistiakowsky, physical chemist at Harvard; and a
nuclearphysicist who prefers to remain unnamed. These men
rated the work of the 69 men onthelist submitted to them
and added four others. Three on the original list were re-

ported by raters to have goneinto full-time administration
and had to be dropped on that account. Following this procedure, 30 men were selected. These included men from all

of the groups named above, and both theorists and experi-

mentalists. Because of the number of refusals and because
the categorization under whichseveral of the men were rated

hadlater to be changed,thefinal selection is not completely
balanced. (For example, three of the physical chemists are

theorists and only one an experimentalist.) Thereis only one
astrophysicist and one geophysicist in the final group, but
there are relatively very few in these groups as compared to

all physicists.
I had known oneof these men slightly but I was correct in
thinking he would not recognize my professional name and
he was quite surprised when I appeared. I had sent him the

sameletter I did the others. This was substantially the same
as that quoted in the last chapter, but I added that I had com-

pleted a year’s work with biologists. Of the 30 men who were
asked, only 22 became subjects. This is a higherrefusal rate
(277% ) than foreither of the other two groups butthere are

some special circumstances which must be taken into ac-
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The two whorefusedom a plea of inadequate time were probably not misstating the case. Even those who accepted had

less time to give than the biologists, and it not infrequently

happened that I was able to secure only one interview, instead of the twoor three which I preferred. In such instances,
I was usually given a whole afternoon during which, with the
reduction of time required for discussion of their work, it was
possible to cover the major data, except for the VSM test. In
these instances the test was left with the subject. It is easily
self-administered, but of the 4 soleft, only 2 werefilled out

and returned to me.

I do not know whytheother 6 refused. It is entirely con-

ceivable that they just did not wish to be bothered and I must
admit that I can understand this very well. It has been sug-

gested, too, that physicists have become hypersensitive as
a result of the numerous inquisitions to which many of them

have been subjected, and this may well have been a factor.

There were five who did not answer either of twoletters, but

three of these I wasable to reach by phoneand they readily

consented to take part in the study.All explained that they
just do not answerletters!
There may have been another factor which I did not suspectat the time. I learned from several who did become sub-

jects that they had suspected something in the nature of a

disguised Kinsey interview and were greatly relieved that this
was not what I was after. The possibility of such 2 miscon-

ception had neveroccurred to me. Kinsey is not a psycholo-

count. The most importantofthese is that physicists have, in
actual fact, less time and are under much greater pressure

gist, but his book on the sex habits of the American male

men, very few indeed, whodo notstill have governmentproj-

into the discussion of it particularly vociferously.

than either of the other groups. This is true even of those

ects or consultative relations with government departments.
42

had just appeared anditis true that psychologists had entered
Thereare still other differences among these groups than

43
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the numberof refusals in response to the invitation to participate in the study. Quite a numberof the physicists took
the precaution of checking up on me and someof these checks
were very thorough. Several of them asked Dr. Epstein about
the study. In a numberofinstances they called an acquaintance who wasa psychologist. In one instance the subject requested meto havetwoof the psychologists on his university's
faculty call him. I did so and later learned that he had put
them through quite an intense inquisition about me. They
did well by me,as all my colleagues have, and he did be-

comea subject. Still another discussed the matter with a col-

league to whom I hadalso written and they agreed mutually

that the latter would bethe better subject; but this was after

I had again been checked on. The man who had been asked
about me had reported, amongotherthings, that I had done

some extensive studies of foster children and that my husbandis a paleontologist. This led to one of my favorite cracks.
Whenhesaw methis physicist asked whether I had picked
physicists for study because I suspected they were the most
childish or the mostfossilized of scientists.

Obviously if your subject has assured himself that you are
professionally respectable the interviewing is much easier,
and certainly this is a procedure I would myself follow in

similar circumstances. It was interesting, however, that more

physicists than biologists did follow it. In such small groups

this difference could occur purely by chance. It could, however, be interpreted either as reflecting an entirely rational
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to think thelatter is a factor for reasons which will be brought
out later.

With this group I followed much the same program of

travel as I had with thebiologists. As before, the visits were
uniformly pleasant and stimulating although I had fewer social contacts with the physicists. On the wholecuriosity about
whatpsychologists are up to seemeda stronger motivein this
group than amongthebiologists. There were a number, however, particularly those who had had some administrative
problems during the war, whofelt that eventual solution of
many personnel problems waited on such basic research as
this.
As always there were a number of unexpected incidents.
There was,for example, the man with whom I had arranged

an interview with great difficulty, who turned out to have

been born abroad.This is the only such error. It occurred because this datum wasnotin the standard reference books and

noneof myraters knewit. He had been broughthere at such

an early age, however, that I decided to include him anyway.
One of the men I knewto hold an administrative post but
since he had continued doing research he had been kept in
the list. I was, however, somewhat disconcerted to find that
another was about to switch over to full-time administration, but since he had notat the time of the interview he was
also included. Theloss of research men to administration has
a numberof interesting aspects. It is definitely my impres-

sion that more physicists give up research, or teaching and

hypersensitiveness, as already mentioned (although I saw

research for full-time administrative posts than scientists of

reflecting a difference in character structure. I am inclined

tions. Physicists do tend to become eminent younger and

little evidence of this among the men whodid see me) or as
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any other group.If this is so it raises some interesting ques-
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perhapsthis is a factor in their being considered for adminis-

trative posts. That they do attain eminence younger, on the

average, than other groupsofscientists is at least partly due

A

to the nature of the field. As one physicist putit: “I think td

true that scientists reach distinction earlier, more orless iy,
the ratio of the relative importanceofintellectual effort to

4
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only threethe last I heard) which states: “If anything can go
wrongit will.”

Another physicist quite rightly thought it would interest

meto see a cyclotron, and so took me around. I can report
seeing enormouspiles of concrete, and a control room full of
switches, lights, andall sorts of elegant gadgets, but that is

the experimental work. In pure mathematics you can have
a smart idea and becomea great man. In biology youessen-

as far as I can describe a cyclotron for you.

what an animal is doing and this is hard and takes a long

for an interview, but added that he was then convalescent

tially have to make experiments, you can't speculate about

time.” I suspect, however, that another factor may also be

involved in both the early achievement of eminence and the

Oneseries of interviews was particularly moving. One of

the men hadreplied cordially and favorably to my request

and that he did not know whether this would affect thetests
or not. I had assumed from the toneofhis letter that he was

frequent shifts to administration. That is the rate of maturation and of decline of some special abilities, suchas are

convalescing from someordinary illness and hence was deeply

tion and possibly numerical ability, reach a peak at earlier

the opportunity for some distraction and indeed he gave me
a great deal of life history material and discussed his work

represented in the spacetest discussed later. Space percep-

years and decline faster than do verbal abilities. On the other

handthe rate of decline may beless rapid amongthose with

shocked when called on him to find him dependent on an

oxygen mask. It was apparent, however, that he welcomed

with great fluency andease. It is important, too, that in the

greatest amounts of the ability. (This is an example of the
sort of speculation in psychology that would be very easy

verbatim record of this discussion, except for some pauses,
there is no evidence whateverthat he was in any serious way

lem would befinancing such a study. The actual cost would

since it is timed and the physical set-up made his situation

to check, as far as technical problems go. There might be
somedifficulty in getting a sample, although in my experiencethis problem is not a serious one. The only serious prob-

hampered intellectually by his illness. I thought it would be
worth while trying the Rorschach and the Thematic Apperception Test but I would have omitted the intelligence test

not be small, but it would be muchless than the results would

completely incomparable to the others. He knew of thetests,

be worth.)
There were a number ofparticularly delightful incidents.

however, and wished to try them all, so we did but I have

or the fourth law of thermodynamics” (actually there were

went much further than that. The Thematic Apperception
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Thereis, for example, the physicist who introduced meto one
of my favorite “laws,” which he described as “Murphy’s law

not used any of them. Theeffect of the illness upon his work-

ing capacities showed veryclearly in the test situation. He
could, of course, do only a little at a time, but the difficulty
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Test and the Rorschach were too difficult as problems in
organization of new material, and this was in sharp contrast

to the goodorganization in the narrative ofhis life. The Ror-

schachalso gave a picture that suggested some organic brain
damage,but was unlike any other I had seen orread of. After
his death a few monthslater, I communicated with his physician and learned that he had suffered severely from cerebral

anoxia (insufficiency of oxygen in the braintissues) during
the last few monthsof hislife, and it was apparently the early

stages of this that the Rorschach had picked up.
A numberof these men are seriously concerned with the
problem of studentselection, especially with the greatly increased demands for mentrainedin thefields of physical science. With one of them I had a most interesting discussion
of a problem in graduate training which has developed in the

last few years. This is the problem of the married student

whose wife expects him home every evening at five or fivethirty. This is, after all, a reasonable expectation for most
wives in our culture, as my subject admitted, but from his
point of view it showed complete lack of understanding of

the situation. (He also admitted that so far as he knew no
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merly there was a considerable, if often somewhat harsh
weeding out of students which wasat least partly and often
almost entirely on the basis of motivation. By motivation I
mean eagernessto enter the profession in spite of obstacles,
and absorption in it. It was so difficult to get through gradu-

ate school, economically and otherwise, that it was chiefly

those to whomit mattered terribly who madethe grade. There
is probably no more important factor in the achievement of
this group of scientists than the depth of their absorption
in their work. Now there are so many fellowships and other
forms offinancial aid for students who qualify on the basis
of intelligence or undergraduate recordsthat there is practically no selection on the basis of motivation. There is also

some good evidence that high motivation is best maintained
in the face of some, but not too manyor too difficult obstacles.
It is a serious question in my mind as to whether the amount
of aid now available not only may reduce the effectiveness

of selection of graduate students, but also mayact to cut down

eagernessin the students selected. If so, I think that this is a
serious deterrent to the developmentof first class research
scientists.

_ one had explained thesituation to the wives.) It is impossi-

ble, in his opinion,to turn out a properly trained and qualified

Ph.D. in physics with only fouryears of graduate workif this
is on a 40-hour week. It requires much more time and study
than that. Formerly, he said, the students thoughtof practically nothing but their work and the lights were burning in
the laboratories every night until late hours. Now the laboratories are dark at night.
This is, I think, not basically a nostalgia for the “good old

days,” and there are some quite crucial considerations. For48
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things and in the non-living aspects of our world. There are,

in each instance, other specific groups who would belong in

any of these (for example, geologists in the last group) but

it has not been possible to study every group, and here too
there had to be a sort of sampling. With the completion of
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the study of the social scientists, I felt I had enough data to
begin extensive comparisons.

As before the samelimitations of age, sex, nationality and

presentresearch activity were imposed. For neither the psychologists nor the anthropologists were the membershiplists

of the National AcademyofSciencesor of the American Philo-

sophicalSociety useful. Representation of both groupsis small

Now 1 Hap reached the point of working with my own group,

whichis logical enough for the anthropologists since this is

with thesocialscientists. I have called the psychologists and
anthropologists social scientists in order to have a convenient

single term for both together, although this is not a very good
term. It is not a very good term because it does not apply
very well to experimental and comparative psychologists or
for that matterto physical anthropologists, and it would apply
equally well to sociologists whom I did not include (largely

relatively a very small group. In addition, psychologists in
either society who meet the study’s limitations are experi-

mentalists. There are no clinical or social psychologists, for

example, in either organization.
ue

because of limitations of time). What anthropologists and

mein consultation, separately, with Dr. E. G. Boring and Dr.
David Shakow. We simply wentover the membershiplist of

the American Psychological Association and put down every-

psychologists have in common is primarily that they are interested, in somewhat different ways, in people, in how they

differ, and in how and why they behaveas they do. Anthropology which meansthe study of man would be a good term

For the psychologists the preliminary list was made up by

A

one we knew to beactively engaged in research and otherwise qualified. This preliminary list was then rated, in the

usual fashion, by Dr. Boring, of Harvard University, Dr.

E. R. Hilgard of Stanford University, Dr. D. B. Lindsley of

for both groups, butit has already become so firmly established as the namefor only one group thatit is not possible
now to use it in the largersense. Anthropologists and psychologists have as much or more in commonas the various

University of California, Dr. David Shakowof the University
of Illinois and Dr. L. M. Terman of Stanford University. Dr.

social, the biological and the physical scientists, are definable as representing scientists interested in man, in all living

theory, Dr. Lindsley a physiological psychologist, Dr. Mac-
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subgroups of biologists. My three major groups, then, the

Northwestern University, Dr. Jean W. MacFarlane of the

Boringis a historian of psychology and psychologists, Dr. Hilgard an experimentalist with a particular interest in learning
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Farlane and Dr. Shakow areclinical psychologists and Dr.

Termanhas beenclosely identified with testing and with the
study of genius.
As before,the ratings of these judges were combined, and
the men whoranked at the top were selected, with some adjustmentso as to include representatives of different sorts of

psychology. In one instance, when a choice had to be made
between three men of equal rank and working in about the
same field, I tossed a coin. Three psychologists declined to

take part,—one ofthese later spontaneously reconsidered and

is included. A numberof psychologists who did agree to serve
as subjects did so with some statement of reluctance. Such
a statement came most often from those with at least some

clinical training. Whether this meant that they wereactually
more reluctant orjust freer to admit it I do not know.If they

were more reluctant it was probably becausethe clinicians
had a very goodidea of what was involved and musthave felt
that the tables were being turned on them.

Theoriginallist of anthropologists was made with the help

of Dr. Robert Lowie, and with his advice a list of 82 names
was arrived at. For this the raters were Dr. A. V. Kidder,
archeologist of the Peabody Museum at Harvard University;
Dr. A. L. Kroeber, cultural anthropologist at Columbia University; Dr. R. H. Lowie, ethnologist at the University of California; Dr. A. H. Schultz, primatologist and physical anthro-

pologist, then at Johns Hopkins University; and Dr. C. F.
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tion, 2 physical anthropologists, 2 archeologists and 4 cultural

anthropologists.
One of the anthropologists, before agreeing to become a

subject, asked a question which I had wondered at not haying beenasked before. This was the question of what would

happen to the records eventually, and it is a very good ques-

tion, indeed. The answer was that they were covered by a
codicil to mywill, leaving them to thelibrary of the American
Philosophical Society which had agreedto accept them under
certain conditions. The conditions are that the record of each
manis to remain sealed until 10 years after his death and that
it is then to be used at the discretion of the librarian of the
society. I had chosenthis society not only because many of
my subjects are members but because its library specializes
in the history of science in America and becauseit is an organization which has lasted over two hundred years andgives
every evidence of remaining in existence for a long time to
come. Lacking such an arrangement I would have hadto direct that the records be destroyed, which would seem a great
pity since there is such fine biographical material in them.
All of my subjects have agreed to this disposition of the data.
Incidentally my lawyers in drawing up the codicil were very

troubled about who could sue whomif anyone did notlike it
(which apparently is something lawyerslike to be sure about)

since I would be dead and my heirs could hardly be blamed
for what I had done!

of illness. The 8 in the final study include, in broad classifica-

This year’s work was of extraordinary interest to me, because since my years as a graduate student I had readrelativelylittle in psychological fields other than my own,andI
foundit interesting and exciting to get up to date in learning
theory andphysiological psychology and animal experimenta-
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Voegelin, specialist in linguistics at Indiana University. Of

the 13 menselected on the basis of their ratings, one was out

of the country during the period ofthe study, 3 refused, and
another consented but wasfinally unable to take part because
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tion andall therestofit.

Oneinterview hadto be interrupted while my subject per-

formed an operation on an experimental animal. This was a
very interesting business. In other places I had a chance to
see laboratory apparatus that was new to me and to see many
techniquesin action thatI had only read aboutbefore.

The work of the anthropologists was equally fascinating, I
had already read somein thisfield; I have lived in odd places,
and known little-known people, such as the Kamarakotos of
the Venezuelan wilds, and I spend much of my time now in
the American southwest wherethevarious Indiancultures are
intensely interesting.

By then, too, my techniques were smoother. (So much so

that one psychologist wrote, after seeing my report, that he
was amazedthat I had beenable to get so muchinformation
in so casual a manner. What could have been moreflatter-

ing? ) My shorthandwas also muchbetter. This was fortunate,

because most in this last group are rather given to talking
and my notes go on for pages and pages and pages. I was,
afterall, a colleague and they were naturally somewhat freer

in talking to me on that account. They were also much more
sophisticated with respect to the sort of thing I wasinterested

in and had more appreciation of the possible relevance of

many details of their life history which sometimesdid not occur to the others. Of course we could also spend a good deal

more time in discussion of the research of all of these men,
since my own understanding of the work andits background
was muchgreaterthanit was for the other two groups.
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often revisited subjects from other groups. In several universities I was askedto give seminars onthis study and the en-

suing discussions were often of great value to me.

The question of giving tests to testers naturally arose. The

intelligence test I was using was one put togetherfor the purpose so that there was no problem of knowledge of that par-

ticular test. There is very likely a sort of test-wiseness that
psychologists may be expected to have,and this must be taken

into account.It did not seem likely that this would result in
a significant raising of the scores on so difficult a test (and in

any case I had no exact check on this) and I have not made
any formal correction for this. It happened that, although

a few of these subjects had somefirst-hand knowledge of the
other tests, none was expertin their use, and after some consideration there seemed no cogentreasonfor omitting them.
It was often possible, with these psychologically sophisticated subjects, to go into greater detail in the test interpretations although they,too, are sensitive. This was of particular
interest and value for the extra checks it afforded on the use
of the tests, even though the subject’s own opinion, however

informed, is a very hazardouscriterion. (There is no psychological test of any value which is completely self-interpreting,

and every clinician knowsthat he must constantly be on guard
lest he develop personal biases, or slip into a sort of rule-of-

thumbinterpretationfor tests he uses regularly.)

Naturally also on thetrips to see these groups I had a good

dealofsocial activity. In fact, I had even more fun than be-

fore, on the whole, even if I never did get enough sleep. I
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SOCIAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 64 SUBJECTS

Table 1
Ageof the Scientists at Time of Study
Biologists
Physical Scientists
Social Scientists

Social Description of the 64 Subjects
y

RANGE *

AVERAGE

388-58
31-56
35-60

SES
44.7
47.7

* The range showstheagelimits of the group, that is, the youngest and the
oldest.

general custom in our country is partly due to economic and
educational factors. Not many of them couldafford to marry

THAT, THEN,is how and whythe study came about and howit
was done.It is time now to see what was found out. Perhaps

before they had finished their training, butit is also true that
manyof them weretoo intent upontheir work. This is in sharp

Isummarizefirst a few of the more obviousthings about them,
age, marital status, children, and what they do with theirleisure time. We can then go on in the next chapter to inquire
into their backgrounds andthesort of experiences they had

tion of graduate students are married than wasthe case twenty

As has been stated, the top age limit was set at 61, and a
lowerage limit wasset, in effect, by the requirementthat all
the subjects should have achieved eminence. Within these

once ). All have since remarried. Since the study was made,

contrast to the situation today, when a much higher propor-

it will be easier to get the feel of these scientists as people, if

years ago.

At the time the study was made, threeof the biologists and

one of the physicists had been divorced, and nineof the so-

cial scientists (several of whom have been divorced more than

in growing up.

limits, age was ignored in making the final selection. There

are some differences among the groups and these are shown
in Table 1. Somereasonsfor these differences were suggested
in ChapterIII.
All of these men were married at the time of the study, and
mostof them have children. The average ageoffirst marriage

is about the sameforall of the subgroupsand is ratherlate,

another of the biologists and another of the physicists have

been divorced and have not remarried. The differences be-

‘

tweenthe groupsare very striking. Expressed in per cent the
divorces for each group (at the timeof the study) are: physi-

cal scientists 5%, biologists 15% and social scientists 41%.
Whenone remembersthatseveralof thesocial scientists have
been divorced more than once, the differences are even more
striking, and are clearly toc great to be due to chance. This

situation is consistent with someof the other findings which

27 years. The youngest marriage was at 19, the latest at 35.
That they marriedlate, on the whole, in comparison with the

will be discussed later. Here I will just point out that social
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scientists are very much ccncerned with personalrelations,
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with people as people, and that the other groupsare not. Part

mostof the time, and someofthese do it because they would

of the reason, I think, why they have more marital problems
than the other groupsis that their marriages, in one sense,
matter more to them, hence they may demand moreof their
wives and perhaps their demands seem excessive to the wives.

rather be working than doing anythingelse. But I think rather
few people are so fortunate as to be able to earn their living
by doing what they most wantto do. There are so many jobs

that leave parts of you unused, that givelittle scope for indi-

It is also possible that they more easily become involved with

vidualplanning andinitiative, and it is these needs that hob-

other persons and that this puts an additional strain on the

bies and recreations should meet, as well as a real need for

marriages.

relaxation.
Mostof these subjects, though, do have a few momentsat

Only 10 of these subjects have no children. The others have

from 1 to 4 children each, with an average for the total group

least apart from their work. The bulk of this time is spent

of 2. (At least 3 children have been born since the study was

with their families. Some of them will even go so far as to
take their children to the movies, an occupation that otherwise most of them avoid since the practically universal opinion amongthis groupis that, with very rare exceptions, movies
are worthless and boring. They are not alone in this opinion. A report on leisure interests of 2340 professional men

made, but I think there will not be many others because of

the ages of my subjects. ) Their families are smaller than their

parents’ families which is generally characteristic of the popu-

lation now. Their parents had from 1 to 7 children with an
averageof3.

I asked them howthey spenttheir leisure time. Of course

(not including scientists) states that only 32% at ages 40

some of them said “Whatleisure time?” This is not just a gag

to 49 years attend movies. I suspect that the reason for the
generaldislike of movies is that nothingis left to the observer
but just passive observation, for one thing, and for another

since many of these men work nights, Sundays and holidays
and a number donot take any regularvacations. For the most

part these long hoursare a matter of choice. They say,for ex-

ample, “My real recreation is doing what I want to do, my
work.” “I have no recreation. My work is mylife.” “Thereis

nothing I'd ratherdo.In fact my boysays I am paid for playing. He’s right. In other wordsif I had an income I'd dojust

what I'm doing now.I’m oneofthe people that has found what
he wanted to do. At night when you can’t sleep you think

about your problems. You workatit on holidays and Sundays.
It’s fun. Research is fun. By andlargeit’s a very pleasant existence.”

Of course there are other people than scientists who work
58

that so many of the moviesituations are totally irrelevant to

Vy!

any part of life that has meaningfor scientists. The stereotyped emotional situations that seem to be the fate of movie
stars have little or no counterpart in normalliving, but what
is more importantis that they also have no attraction for these
men. The ones whoare not interested particularly in human
relations in real life are not likely to be interested in them in
the movies ortelevision; the ones who are interested prefer

them in fact and notas tie cultural stereotype may have them.

The amount and kindofreading they do is extremely varied.

Someread nothing butprofessionalliterature, and others read
69
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a good deal, including detective and adventurestories, sciencefiction,classical literature and sciencein fields other than
their own. Readingis a favorite recreation of professional men.
About a quarter of the group have some sports interests

greatdeal of voluntary social activity is common.
There are a few amongthe total group who have highly

(about the same proportion as other professional men) al-

specialized interests, almost hobbies. For example, several are
interested in particular sorts of historical research. One com-

poses music. Several write novels or poetry.

tennis were particularly mentioned. It is noteworthy that

Noneof my subjects spontaneously mentioned church activities as important to him. I usually madea pointof inquiring aboutreligious interests although I do not have definite

ing.

very striking. Nothing was knownof thereligious background

thoughthese are less actively pursued than they wereearlier

by most. Fishing, hunting, climbing, sailing, swimming and

these are largely individualistic pursuits,i.e. team play is lack-

Only four of them have playedanyactive partin political
or civic organizations although a few others are occasionally

gotten into such activities by their wives, quite a numberof
whom work in the League of Women Voters. Most of them
do vote, but there are a few who make a point of not doing so.
I would judge that their political views ranged from rather
rightist to veryleftist, with the bulk of them definitely liberal.
In the leisure activities so far mentioned the three main

groups donotdiffer. There are some differences among them

in otheractivities. The physical scientists and the psychologists have more active musical interests; more of them have
played andstill play instruments than is true of the others.
The moststriking difference, however, is in their social interests. There is a small numberof the physical scientists who
are very socially inclined, and who spend quite a lot of time

partying, but mostof them andpractically all of the biologists
dislike social occasions, except perhaps for very small gather-

information on this from 10 of the subjects. The results are

of these men when they were selected, hence this was not
in any waya factorin theirselection. In the total group of
64 scientists, 5 came from Jewish homes andall but one of
the rest had Protestant backgrounds. The parents of the one
exception were strong “free-thinkers.” There were none from
Catholic families. Other studies have shown that Catholics
rarely becomeresearchscientists. This is not surprising when
it is considered that the research scientist must have freedom
of inquiry. This freedom must be as much within himself as
within any social framework; he must be able to accept what

he finds without having to force it into any already given

scheme. The Protestant churches in which most of these men

were brought up have varying degrees of insistence upon the
authority of the church overits members’ interpretations of
life. Some of them,certainly, are as restrictive as the Catholic
but they seem not to havesostrong a hold.
Althoughthe intensity of the religious interests of the par-

ings of close friends. In general they avoid social occasions
as muchaspossible andrather resentit if forced by profes-

ents varied a good deal it was customary to send the children

is in marked contrast to the social scientists among whom a

ber of smaller ones, Mormons, Quakers, United Brethren, etc.

60
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sional duties or their wives into spending timethis way. This

to Sunday School. All of the large Protestant denominations

are represented among theparents of my subjects and a num-
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Even with this backgroundthefact is that now only 3 of these

father’s success in business meant that in private school he
was with quite a different group. “When I was 16 what to do

menareseriously active in any church. A few others attend

uponoccasion, or even give somefinancial support to a church

about dancing caused me agonies.” He solved the problem

which they do not attend, but they are not personally concernedoverreligious matters, at least within anyinstitutional

of his class dance by taking the minister's daughter, and they

gion as any guide to them,and churchplaysno partin their

was 17 he began to waver inhis religious beliefs. “Father
lived until I was 48 and mother until almost then. I was anx-

framework. All of the others have long since dismissed reli-

lives, personally, although they may sendor permit their chil-

dren to attend Sunday School. A few are militantly atheistic,

but mostare just not interested.
The statements of a few of my subjects on this point are
given below.I haveincluded statements representing the ex-

tremes of attitude, as well as the most common ones among

this group.
“T find more wisdom concerning mind, values, conduct and

therapyin Christian doctrine than I do in our beloved butstill
puerile science of psychology.”
“Tm not very much ofa church goer. I’m a great believer in

church but don’t get aroundto it. I always wentas a boy.
Mother was a very good church woman.I’m not attached to
any church butI go occasionally. I usually go where my wife
wantsto go. I had nosort ofreligious crisis; if anything science strengthened meonthat. It was so clear that one doesn’t

understand things. There is this business of checking back on
nature and finding you were wrong in your ideas. I’ve had so
manyclear cut ideas and set up the apparatus andit came out
a different way, it makes you pretty humble when you think

did not dance but just walked around and talked. When he

ious notto give offense to them, so I postponed admitting I

was an agnostic, but I’ve had no conviction since I was 18.
About 20 I realized I couldn’t honestly say the Apostles’

Creed.”

“I can remember one thing when I wasshifting from one

church to another. (This was when he was in college and
going through a period of worry aboutreligion.) The Congregational minister wanted meto join and this caused me
a great deal of distress and I felt very guilty. Why was I different because I couldn’t believe it? After I discovered most
scientists didn’t believe it it was all right. I kept going to
church when I wasin college because I went with a couple
of girls. I think this made me unhappy becauseI felt deeply

overit for several years.”
“My parents were very religious and belong to a group
where the religion is quite emotional. I couldn’t understand
what was going on ard couldn’t appreciate it and I was bewildered and sometimes frightened. I think at the age of 7

I went through what was supposed to be conversion but I

didn’t know whatit wasall about. Perhaps it was because

about it.”
There were several who went through periods of severe
conflict. One was brought up in a very orthodox Methodist
household, with no dancing, no theatergoing, and so on. His

myolder brotherdid butI felt let down.I didn't really feelit,
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it was just sort of cadging. Church attendance was required
and Sunday wasverystrictly observed in our family. At college I attended church services and Sunday School and was
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a leader in Christian Endeavor for a yearor so. That was quite
a liberal church.I had noserious crisis when I left. I had never

taken the fundamentalist point of view. I had always ques-

somereligious instruction as children. (Even the son of freethinkers was sent to Sunday School.) Only a small minority
now have any connection with or any interest in established

the family took my defection very seriously.”

importance.

tioned it and tried to analyze religion as such. I don’t think

“I am pretty completely agnostic as to what is behind the

scene of things. I’m willing to take my chancesonits being a

fundamentalist or Catholic god. If such a being should turn
out to be in chargeI think the onlyself-respecting thing is to

be damnedbutI suppose I have a vague humanistic attitude

towardsthe situation.”

“Religion was one thing we were saved. Mother went to

church when she wasasked to sing and usually went once
more for every time she was asked. Father would go
occasionally with her because it was the proper thing to do.
And
I went to Sunday School and hadthe best necking of myli
fe,
but I don’t think I’ve ever been in a church since.”
“Father and mother were both free thinkers. Father
was
somewhat aggressively so and enjoyed nothing more than
insulting ministers. The result was that I grew up as a
free

thinker. I was sent to Sunday School until I was 9 or 10 and

then I read Paine and Ingersoll at 12 or 13. This had a certa
in
prestige value. I would do things like this. When we were
out

shooting I would point my gunat the sky andsay‘I hope this

bullet hits God.’ The free thinking set me aside in a
way. I
think since childhood I have had a conviction that the major
ity
is always wrong.”

These quotations are representative of the attitudes of the

total group. It seems the general rule that whatever the
reli-

gious interests of the parents were the children have tended
to non-religion. Practically all of this group did receiveatleast
64

churches, and to only three of them is religion of any great
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The Family Backgrounds

LET us TURN now to consideration of the sort of background
these men came from. We might ask first in what part of the

country they were born. It will be remembered that one was

born abroad. The other 63 came from 25 different states, 20
from the east, 25 from the midwest, 14 from the west and 4
from the south. Thedistribution of their birthplacesby states
is given in Table 2. There is some tendency for the largest
numberto comefrom the states with the highest populations.
This is not consistently the case of course, but the groupis too

small for any meaningful geographical analysis. Some came

from farm homes, some from very small towns, some from
large towns, and some from big cities. These geographical
factors, then, seem not to be very significant.
The economic level of the families from which these scientists came is extremely varied. Three of the men experi-

enced serious deprivation as children and others came from

relatively poor homes. Some of them came from very wellto-do families, but there are none from enormously wealthy

Birthplace by States of 63 Eminent Scientists
EASTERN STATES
Connecticut

Maryland

20
1

2

MIDWESTERN STATES 25
Illinois
6

Indiana

4

Massachusetts
New York

6
8

Iowa
Kansas

4
2

Pennsylvania

8

Minnesota

1

Missouri

1

WESTERN STATES

14

California
Colorado

5
2

Oregon

2

Oklahoma

Utah
Washington

1

2
2

Nebraska

4

Ohio
South Dakota

1
1

Wisconsin

1

SOUTHERN STATES
Louisiana

4
1

South Carolina
Texas

1
1

WestVirginia

1

groups but a higher proportion of the theoretical physicists
and of the anthropologists come from well-to-do families.
Occupation of the father is probably the best single indicator of the social and economic status of the family. Data

on this are given in Table 3. If the father shifted occupations
the one he followed duting most of the childhood of the
subject is the one tabulated. Since there are interesting differences among the varicus subgroups they are given separately, except the biologis:s who do notfit neatly into a smaller
grouping.

families. Most of them come from what would be called upper
middle class homes. This range is the sameforall of the sub-

Table 3 shows that in respect to the occupations of their
fathers this group is very unlike the population of the United
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States in general. According to the census reports for 1910

Table 3

only 3% of the gaimfully employed menin the country were
professional men. Im my group of eminentscientists the figure ranges from 387% forfathers of the anthropologists to 84%

Occupations of the Fathers of 64 Eminent Scientists

CHOLO-

POLO-

GISTS

CISTS

CISTS

GISTS

GISTS

9
0

5
1
2

School Superin-

0

tendent
Pharmacist

1
0

BUSINESS
Ownbusiness
Clerk, agent,
salesman

8
4

2

SKILLED LABOR

ih

% Professional

84
t
5

ers among them and only 2 sonsof skilled workmen.

for quite different reasons and 30 years apart should agree

20 12

4

FARMER

TOTALS

oooco w

Elem. or H.S.

4

o

Teaching: College

8
0
0

Ot

2
2

ONO ON Ff

Clergyman
Editor

o

0

7
0
2

»

Engineer

oocrorfe

0

o

incl. optometrist
Lawyer

bo

0

10
0
L

TOTAL

for the fathers of theoretical physicists and is 53% for the
total group. Furthermorethere are nosonsof unskilled labor-

NYPonnan

PHYSI-

_

ANTHRO-

PHYSI-

i )

PSY-

BIOLO-

o

Physician

THEORETICAL

—

PROFESSIONS
Research Science

EXPERIMENTAL

In 1921, Cattell and Brimhall madea studyof the families
of scientists. They found that 51% of the fathers of 66 leading scientists were professional men. That two studies, made

so well on this figure makes it reasonably certain that in this
country about half of our leading scientists are the sons of
men in professions. It follows, of course, that most of the

fathers of scientists (and it is also true of the mothers of my

group ) had hada better education than that of the populace
at large.

It is not enough to find out just that this relationship oc-

curs. The question is, why does it occur? It is quite clear from
the table that it is not that the sons follow their father’s professions. Only one of them has, exactly. The sons of those who

were teaching college are themselves college teachers but
only one is working in the same field his father worked in.

Therelationship is muchless specific than that. There is some

correlation between occupation and intelligence, and level of
intelligence is believed to beat least in part hereditary. There
is no doubt about the superior intelligence of this group of

20

10

12

14

45

50

84

50

38

53

scientists and one must consider whether this relationship
results just from the fact that the sons of professional men
have a somewhat letter chance of being of superiorintelli-

gence. But this explanation would not account for the sons
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of men in relatively humble occupations who becamescientists unless one goes on to assumea higher level ofintelli-

gence in the father than would appear from hisactivities, or

that the son inherited his intelligence from his mother. Either
of these is possible but unprovable on the present data, and
in any case the inheritance of intelligence is far from a simple
matter.

It is my opinionthat the effective factor is a rather different one and basethis onthesituation, not only in the homes

of most of the professional men, but in many (notall) of the

others. This is that for one reason or another learning was
valued for its own sake. The social and economic advantages
associated with it were not scorned, but they were not the
important factor. The interests of many of these men took
an intellectual form at quite an early age. This would not be
possible if they were not in contact of some sort with such
interests and if these did not have value for them. This can
be true even in homes whereit is not taken for granted that

the sons will go to college.

There are some differences amongthe groupsin the general

family expectation of sending the sons to college. As nearly
as I can tell, college was taken for granted for 65% of the
biologists, 60% of the physical scientists (but it was very

different for the subgroups, being 84% for the theorists and

30% for the experimentalists ) and for 82% of the socialscientists. These differences are associated with other differences in background. In generalthe sons of professional men
and of well-to-do business men were just automatically ex-
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to above.This is in the numbersof scientists whoare thefirstborn in the family. The datafor this group are given in Table 4,
where it is seen that 39 of these 64 scientists were the firstborn. Of these, 15 are only children. This is many morefirst-

born than would be expected by chance, and the excess is

just about the sameas that reported in the earlier study. For
this calculation, Cattell and Brimhall used 855 scientists of
moderate but not the highest standing.
Table 4
Position in Family of 64 EminentScientists
POSITION *

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

NUMBER OF SCIENTISTS

89 **
18
8
8
2
2
2

* Underposition, 1 means first-born, 2 second-born andso on.

** 15 of these are only children,

We may say, then, that being first-born increases the
chancesof becominga scientist. But whydoesit? Before theorizing we mightlook at the ones whoare not first-born. There
are 25 of these. Of them,5 are the oldest sons, and 2 who were
second-born areeffectively the oldest during their childhoods

since the older children died at birth and at age 2. Complete

pectedto go to college.

data on 8 of the others are lacking; they are all youngest children, one of 7, one of 5 and oneof 8; in the caseof the first

tween this study and that of Cattell and Brimhall, referred

older than the subject but ] do not know exactly how much
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There is another very interesting point of resemblance be-

two of these I do know that the next older brother was much
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older. For the remaining 15, the average numberof years be-

younger than a brother? (The presence of a slightly older

would
tween the subject and his next older brother was 5. It
seem, then,that most of those whoare notfirst-born

are either

t older
oldest sons, or substantially younger than their nex
e and these
brothers. Thereare only six of whom this is not tru

will be discussed individually later.

sister is of much less importance to a boy. Heis rarely in direct competition with her in ways that matter to him apart

from such general competition as exists for the parents’ affections, and even herethe sex difference may make this much
less explicit.) One biologist is just one year younger thanhis

that the
It would seem from manyaspects of these results,

only own brother but both of these boys were very early on

f a research
an extremely important factor in the productiono
oldest son
scientist. It is possible that the situation of being
er amount
is one whichcarries with it in many instances a larg

Furthermoretheir interests were so different as materially to

degreeis
development of personal independence to a high

other
of independence than other family positions do. On the

clearly
hand, 15 of these were only children, and a few were
ent work
overprotected, which would at least to some ext
They might,
against developing a feeling of independence.
ulgence in
and sometimes did, however, get considerable ind
of benefit
the matter of pursuing their own interests which was
to them.

ch a
If one considers the common family situation in whi

their own since they did not get along with the stepmother.

reduce any competitiveness.

Another biologist had a brother about 2 years older, with

whom he did compete for such things as school grades. The

boys were frequently separated for various reasons, but I

think there is no doubtin this instance that the competitive
situation served to make the younger brother put forth more
effort instead of to discourage him.

One of the physicists, the youngest of 7 children, had a
brother only a year and a half older than he. I do not know
enough of this family to be sure what the situation was, but

quite
youngerchild is frequently baffled because he cannot

apparentlyall of the children were pretty independent.

the frequent
up on this account, or at least feel inadequate,

next older brother only 2 years older. This family was one in

of great sigthe subject and the next older brother becomes
ween them, comnificance. When there are enough years bet
h moreeasily
petition is not acute in the same wayand itis muc

deal during their childhood which would reduce direct com-

often give
do the things a next older child can do, and must

ce between
occurrence in this group of considerable distan

or can do
taken for granted that the older brother is stronger

r encouragethings the younger brother cannot. If particula
of discouragement is not present, at least a particular sort

mentis absent.

le
What happened with the subjects who are just a litt
72

Oneof the psychologists was the secondof 4 boys, with his

which the boys were very close and supportive but it is also
true that this next older brother wasill and bedridden a good
petition in many ways. Apparently it did not function to increase competitiveness for the attention of the parents, but

there were otheraffectionate adults very muchin the picture.
Oneof the psychologists whose next older brother was 4

yearsolder seemsto havefelt the situation morestrongly than
the others, and said that ie had alwaysfelt he could not com73
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pete with his brothers in any way and speaks now of deepseated feelings of inferiority.

It would appear, then, that there are certain factors in the

family situation into which a child is born which are somehow associated with his becoming a successful scientist. At
this point, we do not know whether the primary association
is with becominga scientist or becoming successful, but further research will clarify this. One of these factors is a home
in which learning is valued for its own sake. This is most
likely related primarily to choice of profession. We find such
homesparticularly often wheneither or both parentsare better educated than the average andthe fatheris a professional

man.

Another factor seems to be position in the family,—being

the oldestchild, the oldest son, or at least a number of years

youngerthan the next older brother. One may speculate that
this is more closely associated with success than with choice
of science butone cannotbesure.Itis also possible that if the
older brotheris athletically inclined, competition would turn
the youngerto other pursuits so it might be in some instances
effective in the choice of profession.

VII

Growing Up

“IN A LARGE family I learned to read before I went to school.
I wasin the first grade for two days and when the teacher
found out I could read she took me to the principal. They

tried me outand I could dobetter than thethird grade, but

they thought that wouldn’t do and so they put mein the sec-

ond. Reading was pretty nearly mylife in the early school
days, and writing. I was practically always the top of my grade

in most everything. Then aboutthe time I wentto high school

we movedto a farm and father wantedthe farm runscientifically. That began to fascinate me and I read Morrison’s

Feeds and Feeding, a great big technical book. I realize now

that what intrigued me was the scientific part. We would

planta plot of this and a plot of that and keep recordsof it.”
“In grammar school I just loved the subject of grammar,
that just was the apple of my eye. Arithmetic I couldn’t do.

The only wayI ever passed was that father worked the prob-

lems and I learned them. In seventh grade we had a teacher

whotaughtagriculture and it was very good and myfirst con-

tact with anything at all like science andI likedit fine. It just

kept meon thefront edge of mychairall the time.”
74
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“I just can’t remember that anything in grade school was
important. I had very poor teachers except for one very good
teacher who taught me howto study. I think I passed out with
a grade of 76 as I rememberit. In high school I liked math
and Latin, but wasn’t very fondof physics. I had an ambition
to be a high school teacher of Latin. I think only in college
did I really get interested in science.”
“I can’t remember much about grade school exceptthat I
got reasonably decentgradesright along andthat I wasfairly
interested in science and math. I had a friend in seventh or
eighth grade who was the son of a druggist and we got a
chemistry set between us and played around withit and almost blew up the house. Wespent our spare time memoriz-

terestedin athletics chiefly andif I had any vocationalideasit
probably involved becominga coach. I liked chemistry and

ing the table of elements. I never got along in languages; I

couldn't see any sense in memorizing grammar. Inhistory I

read so much I had many morefacts than the rest, whether

they wererightor not. I didn’t like physics in high school but
I took an extra course in chemistry. There were only 4 students, and theteacherlet us do pretty much what we wanted.

This convinced me I wantedto be a chemist.”
“In high school I was enthralled by theclassics. Then I went
into a chemistry class by requirement and it happened that
the teacher andI hit it off and so I got to be sort of an unofficial lab assistant and I got interested in chemistry. Then
in some wayI got hold of a copy of E. B. Wilson’s The Cell
and I read that and the Origin of Species. But then I had a
teacher of zoology and onetime he had oneofhis classes get
a humanheadandboil it up and make a skull of it. That re-

math in high school andcollege and did them well and easily.

Latin and modern languages were very difficult.”
These are a few quotations from remarks about early school-

ing andschoolinterests. They have been selected moreorless

at random,andtheyillustrate the very wide range of degree

of interest in school subjects. Can you guess whatkindofscientist each of these men finally became? Thefirst became a

psychologist, the second an experimental physicist, the third
a physical chemist, the fourth a theoretical physicist, the fifth
a botanist and the last a biochemist.

By far the majority of these men wentto public schools.

Thisis true ofall of the subgroups except the anthropologists,

all but two of whom had atleast part of their schooling in

private schools.
It is also of interest to inquire into what they did outside

of school hours, when they werefree to choose their own ac-

tivities. In the life histories which follow, you will read about
someof these activities in detail but here I will summarize

the reports for the whole group.

Among the twenty biologists, only 10 showed anyinterest
in natural history as such when they were children. For 5 of

these this was rather vague, but the other 5 were intensely

interested in special asdects,—they hunted flowers andbirds,

they kept records of their finds and they spent long hours

working at them. The 10 who did not show special natural

history interests did not have any very special interests be-

volted me andeversince thenI’ve had a dislike of any laboratory contact with animal materials.”
“I had nointerest in anyscientific thing as a kid. I wasin-

fore high school days. They played around with the other
children, but they do not remember anything outstanding.
Whentheygotto high school, several of these became strongly
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interested in chemistry. A few had courses in agriculture
which interested them from the scientific angle. For most
of them this was not only their first but also their only con-

tact with science up to that time. Courses in biology were

practically never given in high school at that time, apparently, and physics wasless commonly available than chemis-

try. At the present time there seems to be better variety of

science courses available. Whether or not they are better
taught I do not know.

Children tend on the whole to take schoolfor granted, but

more of these children had positive liking for it than not.

The school subjects which particularly appealed to them

varied. Only twoor three of the biologists were particularly
interestedin literature although a numberwere great readers.
Moreof them wereinterested in chemistry, or any other science they happenedtotake, or in mathematics.
Amongthe physical scientists, both theorists and experi-

mentalists, there are many reports of early intense preoccupa-

tion with gadgets, with radio, with Meccanosets, and so on.
This was quite rare in biologists and social scientists. Both
groupsof physicists showed considerable early preference for

mathematical and scientific subjects in school. The theorists,

however,were strikingly omnivorous readers. Except for one
who was more interestedin athletics for a time, they usually

made some such commentasthat they read everything they

could get their hands on. A few of them soon concentrated
on science but a number were interested in biography and

history. Two of them remarked that they gottheirfirst inter-

est in science from readingsciencefiction.
Amongthesocial scientists the commonest early interest
aa. in literature and theclassics. A few had somenatural his78
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tory interests, but most, like the theoretical physicists, spent
a large part of their time reading. There are a few who were
early interested in mathematical orscientific courses, but not

many. Of course there are practically no activities a boy can

indulge in that are definitely related to what psychologists
and anthropologists do professionally. A rare exception would

be an early opportunity to become acquainted with Indian
communities or artifacts.

Whendid these men maketheir decision to becomethe sort

of scientist they did? Over half of them madeit duringtheir

junior or senior years in college, but some madethe decision

in early childhood and some as late as the second year of
graduate school. It tended to0 belaterfor thesocial scientists
than for the others.
Th
Thisis, at leastin part, ‘because of the
fact
t hatfewof them were in a position to find out about psy-

chology or anthropology very early. Thesocial scientists also

seem to have been somewhatlater in worryingoverthe neces-

sity for making a vocational choice. There is a further factor

that a numberof them originally decided upon literary ca-

reer, and did not discard this until they foundliterature an
unsatisfactory technique for interpreting human behavior.
They were notsatisfied largely because neitherliterary crea-

tion orliterary criticism was sufficiently precise, that is, suf-

ficiently scientific. A few others werefirst interested in a social
service career, and spent sometime on this but they later dis-

covered the possibilities of psychology or anthropology and

found them moresatisfying.
You may beinterested in how old these men were when

they finished various parts of their formaltraining. The aver-

age ages at which they completed college and graduate school
are shown in Table 5. The physicists, particularly the theorists,
79
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tend to be more accelerated than the others in their school

careers, but it should be remembered that fewer of them had
to work their way through.

Table 5
Average Age at Receiving College Degrees
Biologists
Physical Scientists
Social Scientists

B.A.
21.8
20.9
21.8

PH.D., SC.D., M.D. (EARNED )
26.0
24.6
26.8

More important than whenthey decided to become a par-
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documented in someofthelife histories which follow.

“I had no course in biology until my senior year in college.
It was a small college and the teacher was aboutthe first one
on the faculty with a Ph.D. It was about myfirst contact with
the idea that not everything was known,myfirst contact with

research. In that course I think my final decision wasreally

taken. It was mainly that I wantedto do something in the way
of research though I didn’t know just what, but working out
something new.”
“The transfer camein mysenioryearin college. I was taken

over to the university principally because the chemistry pro-

ticular kind ofscientist is whythey decided to. It was not just
a matterof early interests. As has been said, they had a variety
of these, and some were and some were not related to what
they finally became.
From fiddling with gadgets of various sorts to becoming a

fessor wasinterested in locating a teaching assistantship for

that one can make a profession of this. To go on to become

I wenton andstarted course work.”
“Oneofthe professors took a groupof us and thought if we
wanted to learn about things, the way to do it was to do research. Mysenior year I carried through some research. That
really sent me, that wasthe thing that trapped me. After that
there was no getting out.”
Once any of these men hadactually carried through some
research, even if of no great moment, there has never been

physicist is not a very great step, once the discovery is made

a theoretical physicist requires some contact with the specific

field, since it is not so obvious.Thisis also true of anthropology

and psychology, and indeed in biology, too,it is frequently

the case that the possibility of a research career is not learned

of in early school years. In thestories of the social scientists
and of the biologists it becomes very clear thatit is the discovery that a boy can himself do research that is more important than any otherfactor in his final decision to become a

scientist. I think this is also important in physics but there

the discovery comes so gradually as not to be noticed as such.
In the other sciences it often came as a revelation of unique

moment, and many of these men know just when they found

this out. A few quotations will illustrate this and it is further
80

another student. I had my eyes opened then and saw stu-

dents doing research work.It was just one afternoon, but the
research interested me,the idea of using chemistry to find out
newthings. I must have been very excited. While I was there
I applied for a teachingassistantship which I didn’t get, but

any turning back. A few of them feel that they would be

equally happy in someotherfield of science but only one has
ever seriously wanted to do anything else. This is a Nobel
prize winner whohas always wantedto be a farmer but could
not make living atit.
That a research experience is so often decisive is a matter
&1
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of considerable importance for educational practice. This is
true not only because the demandforscientists is so much

elsewhere, that served as important molders of their person-

greater than the supply, but also because thisis a very satisfying manneroflife for all who have pursued it wholeheartedly.

The discovery of the possibility of finding out things for oneself has most often come about through the experience of
working on problems individually, rather than of reading what
others have done. Sometimesthisis the result of careful preparation on the part of the teacher; sometimes it happens becausetheteacheris moreinterested in other things and leaves
his students to work on their own.

How manyother boys would haveturnedto science if they

alities and characters and that seem somehowto berelated

to their liking for what they are now doing, and the energy

they have putinto doingit.

It is very difficult to be sure of such things as the effect of

different childhood situations such as broken homes,illness,
and family discipline. This is because we havesolittle information on what generally or most often happensto children whenthey are growing up,so thatit is often hardto say
whether the things that occurred in this group would or

would not occur in any group taken at random. Wherever
such informationis available I shall include it. (Such a situa-

had ever discovered the possibility that they, personally, could
become scientists? Muchof our educational system seems designed to discourage any attempt at finding things out for
oneself, but makes learning things others have foundout,or
think they have, the major goal. It is certainly true thatit
is easier to teach a set of “facts” than it is to encourage an

tion as position in the family is quite easy to check because

makeits own discoveries. Once a student has learned that he
can find things out for himself, though, bad pedagogy is

probablyonlyanirritant. I feel strongly that this problem goes

checked on other data.
Hereare a few quotations about homesituations.
“We had a wholeseries of housekeepers,thatis all I can re-

entists and will say more aboutit later. More widely conceived
it means developing morecitizens who can think for them-

I think the main effect of it may have been just coincidence
but I had a rather unusualsociallife. It wasn’t so much lack

inquiring mind (which most children have to start with) to

much further than just the matter of developing moresci-

we can calculate what the probabilities are of being first- or
second-born and so on.) Whena situation occurs very fre-

quently, or when there are marked differences in the fre-

quency of occurrence among these groups, it is reasonable

to ask if there can be any relevance, and to look for psychological meaningfulness. Then a hypothesis can be set up and

memberabout growing up. Mother died whenI was about4.

selves and this is the basis for greater social advances, and
greater democracy. It is also a basis for much greater happiness for individuals.
There are other, less obvious, factors that seem to have

they never knewit. I got overit in college in undergraduate

These are things that happened to them in their homes or

“Discipline was liberal but with fairly rigid standards, but

played somepart in the choice of vocation these men made.
52

of opportunity but I didn’t take much advantageof it. I had

a lot of friends in the neighborhood andspent time in the Boy

Scouts but not in mised activities. I got crushes on girls but
days.”
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coercion wassubtle. We wereall good children, we never had

Table 6

a handlaid on us. We were indulged,weneverdid any chores.

Motherkept us dependent onherin some ways and she could

Age of Subject at Loss of Parent

get us to do what she wanted us to. We developed pretty
strong sense of moral oughtness.”

UNDER 10

“Myfather is a man who values independence andself-

reliance andheis anxiousto see his sons haveit.”

“Myfather was exceedingly hostile where I was concerned

Biologist

OVER 10

BY

BY

BY

BY

DEATH

DIVORCE

DEATH

DIVORCE

Father Mother Tot.

and exceedingly unpredictable. I could never tell when he

2

8

5

1

Phys.Scient. 2

3

knock me down.”

Soc, Scient

il

“1.

1*

Total

5

5

cameinto the room whetherhe was going to be nice to me or

yIt is not possible to reproducein full detail all of the life
histories, although a numberare givenin the next few chap-

ters. Here I will try to summarize some ofthesituations that
seem to be important.

Oneofthefirst things that standsout is the frequency with

whichthese subjects report the death of a parent during their
childhood. The data, together with information on divorces

of parents, are gathered into Table 6. The age at which the

loss occurred is important. I have somewhat arbitrarily divided the group into those whose loss occurred before and
after the age of 10, in part because I have some comparable

figures on this basis. Also a younger boyis less likely to be put
into the position of becoming the man of the family on the

death of his father. Fifteen percentof the total grouplost a
parent by death beforethe ageof 10, and the figures are 25%,
13% and 9% for the three major groups. In only oneinstance,

as noted, wasa satisfactory substitute provided. In some other

instances the surviving parent remarried but the results for
the child in terms of affection and care were not satisfactory.

84
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Father Mother Tot.

0

0

0

1

0

2

2

0

0

2

1

8

1

4

1]

10

1

5

t

6

3

* In this instance a satisfactory home was provided by foster parents.

The only contemporary figures I have been able to obtain
were supplied by Dr. Robert Strauss. He found that in a

group of 624 college students only 6.8% had lost a parent
by death before the age of 10. His group would be roughly

comparable to this one in termsof social and economicposition. The increased expectation of life which has come about
in the last 30 years would explain part of this great difference,
but evensoit is clear that the biologists are well beyond normal expectationin this respect.

In a group of 183 homeless men, Dr. Strauss found that

25.2% had lost a parent before the age of 10. The literature
is full of statements, based upon such figures as this, about

the adverse effects of broken homes. Broken homes have even
been cited in themselves as a sufficient cause for any number
of difficulties. But look at the figures for eminent biologists
who have comeout at the other ead ofa scale of social usefulness. Obviously a broken home, in itself, is not the sole

cause of becoming abum,—or a biologist for that matter. Cer85
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tainly the loss of a parentis a serious extra stress in growing

up, but it need not be always disrupting. It isn’t the extra
stress, but what you do aboutit that matters. For some people

extra difficulties call forth extra effort.

It would beinteresting to check biographies of other great

men of other times. The only ones that I have happened to
come across where this is easily done are in the collection

f£ biographies in the book Men of Mathematics, by E. T.

Bell. He records the lives of 32 mathematicians and physicists, from Archimedes to Cantor in some detail, and while

he does not always give data onthis point, it is definitely
stated that 8 of these men (25% ) lost a father or mother be-

fore the age of 10 and 10 beforethe ageof 14.

Perhapssucha loss as this can serve to increase the degree

of independenceattainedata relatively early age. The attainment of independence seemsto be essential to advance as a
scientist. But it may also be that such a loss has other, more

direct effects in individual cases. The fact that in this group

this situation has occurred most often among the biologists

is suggestive. A very good technique for handling difficult

emotional problemsis to generalize them into less personal
one and sometimesto reverse them.In a few instances in this

group it would seem that the problem of facing death had

been turned into a deep concern with the mechanisms oflife;
in such a situation the strength of the motivation shown in
the pursuit of research can be explained by the depth ofthis
concern. There are others in the group, however, for whom

no such relation is suggested. In these instances what seems

to have happenedis that this loss helped to establish a kind

of life that did not include a need for close personal relationships.

GROWING UP

Amongthesescientists I think that the divorce of the par-

ents wasnotof great significance. The biologist whose parents
were divorced when he was 9 hada difficult time for a few

years but there was a grandmotherto help give him emotional
support. The divorced parents of the social scientist shortly
remarried and the home wasconstituted as before. For the

two others whose parents were divorced, the divorce seemed

to alleviate a difficult homesituation, and in each instance the
son was by then quite self-sufficient.

In all of these groups there are a number who hadtrouble

while growing up because of some exceptional physical condition. A few were abnormallytall, a few were abnormally
small, and some seemedto be unusually weak. Such situations
were somewhat commoner amongthesocial scientists and the

theoretical physicists but I know of no comparativefigures on

this point, so I cannotestimateits significance.
There does, however, seem to be a significant incidence of

early physical problems among one of the subgroups, the

theoretical physicists, when both such conditions as those
referred to above andserious childhoodillness are considered.

Only 3 of these 12 men had generally good health and normal

physical development. Apparently a major result of this was

an increaseof a sort of social isolation whichis also reported
by these subjects. A number of them were out of school for

long periods. That most of them were avid readers was partly

intensified by these physical difficulties. Illness or other physi-

cal problems did rot occur to any extent among the experimentalphysicists, end severe illness had low frequency among
the social scientists and the biologists.

It is possible that this common physicalsituation may have

been a factorin developing anattitude whichisratherspecific,
86
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so far as I can make out, to physicists. It is held by experi-

Amongthesocial scientists this sort of statement is much

mentalists as well as theorists, but perhapsto lesser extent.
This is the mannerof thinkingof thesize of objects. To most

commoner:

“The family was essentially self-ostracized. There was a
great confidence in our completeintellectual superiority.”
“We were a family that kept completely to itself.”

people, conceptsofsize are directly related to their own bodies
as they perceive them,or to the body image as psychologists

of some importancein these groups. Many of these men had

quite specific and fairly strong feelings of personalisolation
whenthey were children. They felt different, or apart, in some

way. I suspectthat these feelings are very common generally,
and that almost everyone has them at one time or another.

They would besignificant, then, only if they persisted over
long periods, were particularly strong, or had some other un-

_ usual aspect. So far as my records show they were least common in these groups among the biologists but I think that this

may be because this wasthe first group I worked with and

I have somewhat less personal information about many of
them than I have abouttheothers. Such statements as thefollowing from the physicists seem particularly strong:
“In college I slipped back to lonely isolation.”

“T have always felt like a minority member.”

. “I was always lonesome,the other children didn’t like me, I

didn’t have friends, I was always out of the group. Neither
the boys northe girls liked me, I don’t know why butit was
always that way.”
&8

“We hada feeling of being somebodyin our small town.”
“We developed formsof living which were different from

those around us.”

It seems quite clear that there is much oftener great close-

Ke

call it. This is true even though people often do not think of
their own bodies in this connection. Physicists, however, who
nes deal with galaxies one day and atoms another must be
able to think of size in completely abstract terms. If, in growing up, your body hasproved rather unsatisfactory, it may be
easier to get away from the usual approach to size.
The problem ofsocial integration or isolation may also be

ness of family relations among the men who becamesocial
scientists than in the other groups, even allowing for differences in their reporting. There is also, with this group, the
additionalfactor of strong feelings of superiority, either on a
personal, or more frequently, on a family basis. Such feelings

of apartness as they had were much moreoften colored with
an attitude of superiority.
Furthermore the whole problem of personal relations has

always been much more important to the social scientists,

with the exception of a very few among the experimental
psychologists. It would appear that to most of the men in
the other groups other things mattered much more. This

meant, amongotherthings, that they had fewer parental con-

flicts, and that they more easily achieved an attitude of inde-

pendencefrom their parents. This situationis clearly reflected

in the Thematic Apperception Testresults as well as in thelife

histories. The social scientists, on the other hand, had many
more severe and open conflicts with their parents, and more
hidden ones, and quite 1 numberof themarestill angry about

it. This meansof course that they have never quite succeeded

in breaking away completely.

If one looks closely it the family situations, there appear
8&9
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to be somethat occur much more frequently amongthe social

scientists. In a numberof their homes the mother was a domi-

nantfigure andthe father wasrather ineffectual or was a man

whosuffered from some feelings of inadequacy. These seem

' to have been sensed by the children at the time, although

probablynotclearly. In other homes, in which the father was
clearly dominant several other situations occurred. In a number of these the father was a aaks man whohadachieved

a good economic position by intense effort; in several such

instancesit was remarkedthat his mother(the subject’s grandmother ) had hadstrong social pretensions. In several others
it was remarked that the subject’s mother valued her husband’s economic position for the justification it gave her for

social strivings of her own. In still others social superiority

wastakenfor granted. In short, in about three-quarters of this
group, social status was of conscious importance during the

childhood of the subject.

When social status is important, high value is naturally

placed upon interpersonal relations. (A child will accept such
valuations without thinking about them. Hewill acceptsteal-

ing as smart if his group places high value upon such an accomplishment.) People then become invested with unique

importance,andif interpersonalrelations are difficult for some
reason the problem then becomesoneof crucial importance,

and attracts much of the available emotional energy. One

wayof handling problems is to think of the personal problem
as just one aspect or example of a generalized problem, and

then to work on the general problem. This cuts down a lot

of the personal painfulness. It may not be done on a conscious
levelat all, but we have observed it repeatedly. It is psycho-

logically a very sound technique. It not only decreases the
90
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amount of unpleasant emotions involved but it serves as a
motivation for doing a good deal of work that may be extremely useful. I remember one psychologist whose remarks

abouthis father were strangely reminiscent. I checked, and

sure enough, he had written about a group he was currently
battling professionally (and I think with good reason) in al-

most exactly the same terms. And he was quite startled when

I pointed this out to him.
in
One might comment that the vocational activities of the

psychologist and anthropologist, particularly of the social or
clinical psychologist and the cultural anthropologist, are very

satisfying in a particular respect. The position of studying
one’s own or another society requires a certain Jovian viewpoint, which in itself has a sort of reassurance of personal
superiority. It also permits this reassurance under cincum:
stances whicharenotonly notasocial, but definitely of social
value, and hence doubly acceptable.

(If it occurs to you thatthere is a certain analogy here in

the scientist who studies other scientists I can only say that

it has occurred to me,too.)

The greater disinterest in persons shown by the biologists
and physicists has other effects. Many of them were slow to

develop socially and to go out with girls. This could be partly

on a defensive basis, because many of them did feel shy and

inadequate in these respects. But the more important thing
is that it did not matter enough to most of them to do any-

thing about it. (If it had mattered so much that they had

turned to other things in real desperation, one could almost

certainly pick this up in their presentattitudes, or from their

test performances, and I am sure thatthis has rarely been the

case.) There is a characteristic pattern of growing up among
91
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both biologists and physical scientists. Of course there are

exceptions in both groups buttheyarerelatively few. The

pattern is that of the rather shy boy, sometimes with intense
special interests, usually intellectual or mechanical, who plays
with one or twolike-minded companions rather than with a
gang, and whodoesnot start dating until well on into college

years. Even then dating may bea very secondary matter. In

several instances the subjectfirst developed a strictly platonic
friendship for a fellow graduate student, and after that he was
able to date someothergirl in a non-platonic way.
This is in great contrast to the social scientists, most of
whom becameopenly interested in girls much earlier. Half
of them started dating in high school and dated happily and
extensively from then on; only four did verylittle or no dating

GROWING

has, although these social standards seem in process of considerable change at the moment. Actual or supposed inadequacy of a father, and certainly dominance of a mothercan
easily interfere with this process. (Perhaps: this is an even
more important, but subtler factor in the greater numberof
divorces amongthesocialscientists than the factors that have

been mentionedpreviously.)

until they were through college. I have a decided impression,

not only of much more dating, but also of muchfreer sexual
activity generally.

These developmentaldifferences are paralleled in the present attitudes shown by these men. The difference in present
social interests of the groups has already been noted. Most
of the biologists and even moreof the physicists regard their

fathers, if not with great affection, at least with very genuine

respect. Relatively few of the social scientists do. Psychologists would say that it had been mucheasier for the physi-

cists and perhapsto less extent, for the biologists to “iden-

tify” with their fathers. It is currently believed that part of
the normal process of growing upis for a boyto sort of feel
himself to be like his father andthatthis helps him to become

aman himself, and makesit easier for him to behave as a man

is expected to behave. Certainly physics as a profession has
a more “masculine” tinge by our standards than psychology
92
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BECOMING A BIOLOGIST

who cameto deliver the wood left wheel tracksall over. So

VIII

Becoming a Buologist

I planted the beans in the wheel tracks and then it rained.
I may have patted downthe dirt. Anyway I went away on a
vacation and while I was gone the beans cameup.Atfirst no
one could imagine what had happenedinthe front yard, and
then mother remembered giving me the beans. They wereall

gone bythe time I came home.

“WhenI wasa child a brook ran in back of our house and
a sandy beach, and I had a sandpile down there and when I

was about6, I was fascinated by the way people made gera-

nium cuttings. I snipped off some of my mother’s geranium

I CANNOTTELL youthelife stories of all of these men although
all of them are interesting, and of courseall of them are dif-

ferent. Perhapsif I tell you severalof the stories for each group

and point out how the othersdiffer, when they do, you will
get someidea of what kind of childhoods they had. I will take

oneof the biologists who had anearly,intense interest in natu-

ral history and knew what he wantedto be from the start, one
of those whorather drifted into science, and one who found
out aboutit suddenly.
Letus call the first one Henry which is not his name. When
Henry was born his family lived in a middle-sized town, and

his father taughtin thestate collegethere. Theylived in a big

house with large grounds, and they and many others in the
town had vegetable and flower gardens, and even wild flower
gardens. He used to help his father with the spring planting.

shoots when she wasn’t looking andcarried them to my place

by the creek and rooted them.I expected to be punished for

doing it. I can still remember how astonished I was that I

wasn't punished but mother was proud had pulled off some-

thinglike that.”
He remembers two early scientific experiments. He had
noticed that the clouds seemed to follow him around, and
he wonderedif they really did. He was afraid to‘ask because
he had found out that people were apt to smile at his ques-

tions. He impressed his baby brother (still in long dresses)

into service, telling him to stay quite still and to watch the

cloud. Then Henry walked down to. the end of the garden.

Buthis brother reported that the cloud had not followed him
at all. The other experiment was a botanical one.
“The next experiment I remember I was 8. I was always

He has many memories of playing in the gardens and some
of them go back a long way. Herecalls:

thrilled every spring with the things planted in the garden

spring when the frost was going out of the ground the man

glories. I started out with typical and superb self-confidence.
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“When I was 4I was given somebeans to play with, weevils
got into them.I lived in an enormous Dutch house and in the

and always helped. Every year father had planted morning
glories and nasturtiums. I had heard about hybridizingplants,
and I decided I would hybridize nasturtiums and morning
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I took the morning glory seeds and pushed theminto the seeds

of the nasturtiums. I had no doubt that they would grow.I

planted them in the edgeof mywild flower garden. The morn-

ing glories didn’t come up but someof the nasturtiums did,

but even they lookeda little sick. I expected either they would

be morningglory flowers on nasturtium vines, or nasturtium

flowers on morning glory vines, but I wasn’t sure which they

would be andthat was one reason whyI wasso fascinated.”
Now Henryis a geneticist, but this is almost too pat. There
are others whoearly were intensely interested in natural his-

tory, but whose eventual professional work did not necessarily follow in just the samefield. One of them, who became
a botanist, spentall his early years collecting and studying

birds. The names of only a few birds were common knowledge. Then he saw a new one and describedit to his sister
whodescribed it to a teacher whoidentified it for him. This
was a tremendous experience, to know that each bird had a
nameandthathe could findit out by giving thefacts to someone who knew.
There was another who spent most of his spare time as a

boy collecting eggs, carefully taking only one from eachnest.

Sometimes he would spendall morning watching one bird

in orderto find the nest. Hekepta field book (hestill has it)

with a note ofall the birds he found, and when and where
he found them, and finding a new bird was oneofhis greatest
satisfactions. He collected butterflies, too, but now he works
with neither.

Henry remembersalso that he was fascinated by shapes

when he wasa boy. He could put picture sets together at a

very early age but he soon gaveuptrying to draw because the

results did not meet his high critical standards. He remarks,
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“I can’t draw butI certainly can see, and I think a lot of my

drive to analyze morphology (the forms of things) perhaps
comes from being able to see these forms so clearly and yet
not being able to satisfy myself by drawing them.” Like most

of thesebiologists, he thinks chiefly in pictures, and this seems
to go way backin hislife.

“The other thing that fascinated me most as a child was
mathematics and it occurred to me whenI was about 10 that
you could have a number system with another base soI invented ones with 11, 12 and 18 bases. I never found out that
the 12 base would work better. I worked with the 11 base

quitea little and found I could do some problemswith it. My

teacher caught meandtoreit up, but I took that as a matter
of course. I had a very poor teacherin high school math. He

was the coach and he wasthe kind who couldn’t do original
problems in geometry. He took them homeandgot his wife
to do them andthenlaid the notes on his desk with books

around so we couldn't see them. I found this out and when

he wasout of the room I changedtheletters on the diagram

around. I was going with a girl whoseinitials were GRB and
I labelled triangles for her initials and of course the entire
room wasin snickers but it never occurred to the teacher what
it wasall about.”
Mostof these men hadnodifficulty in school, although not
all of them showed particular promise there. Some of them
found languages difficult and others enjoyed the classics particularly, but for most of them mathematics and science were

really easy and they liked them. They were rather morelikely

to get along with their teachers than not, partly of course
because they were bright students, and few of them were

smartalecky.
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“I went through high school in 3 years at the principal’s

request. He asked father. Father knew there would be prob-

lems when my emotional age was behind. I wentto college
at 16 and had great trouble because I wasreally emotionally
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a certain field. The main thing wasthat they left me alone.”
This problem of social adjustment is a very common one
in this group.It is, of course, likely to arise for any boy, or
girl, who is intellectually advanced, goes ahead in school

a child, It was an agricultural college and hadlots of boys
from small towns and the entrance age washigher than now.
Thadall this terrific energy and a greatinterest in people and
these things. It has prevented me from having anynostalgia

and is thrown with older classmates. The stage of physical
development mayitself introduce special problemssetting
him apart from his classmates; even just smaller size or lesser

founded one which became a stinking political influence in
my alma mater. When I went to college I already knew I
wanted to be a botanist, but I’m one in spite of my under-

unless he finds another boy or two like himself. Then there

taught.
“Mychief problem in college had been social adjustment.
In an ordinary family it would not have been so hard but

wasreally openly interested in girls at an early age. For example another of them remarks, “I had been a complete misfit
in college myfirst two years. I had been very slow developing physically and this made for difficulties. The third year

for old college days. I didn’t get into any fraternity so I

graduate work. It was sound stuff but not very attractively

the rest were socially brilliant. Everyone adored father; my

mother was the reigning dowager and mybrother was always

president ofhis class and all that. But here wasI, very calfish, especially seen against the background of my family. I
tried to do things the way they did, that was just it.’'m like

my father in some ways and like my mother in some so I
couldn’t do things the way either of them did.It’s just experi-

ence that has taught me I’m different. I didn’t feel different.
An old lady I met whenI wasin the navy taught meto just go

ahead and be myself.”

“At college I would have rated below 100 in popularity in
a class of 150, but in graduate school I was very happy most

of the time. My thesis was not particularly interesting; the

strength can be a handicap. Whena boyalso hasintense per-

sonalinterests not widely sharedheis likely to be very lonely
is the whole problem of girl friends. Henry hada girl friend

in high school, but this is rather unusual in this group, and

was rather tentative, anyway. Only one of these biologists

I gotinto a fraternity. I did not fit very well there but I had

to go to dances and so on. When I cameback for mylast year,
after a year awayit was a moresociallife and fitted in much
better.” Some of them had well-concealed crushes during
adolescence which they felt unable to express in any way and
it was often the case that their first friendship with a girl was
with a fellow graduate student. Such problems are not confined to scientists, and are not too unusual. I think some
changes in educational practice could be a help here.
Unlike most of this group, Henry had known from a very
early age not only that he wanted to be a botanist, but that it
waspossible to make a living as one, and he knew, too, how

topic was largely a question of what was available. I don’t

to go about it. But he, too, mentions the importance of being
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think it did me any harm andit did give me aninsight into

left to work on his own.
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The story of how John becamea geneticist is quite a dif-

ferent one in many ways. He grew up on a small farm on the

edge of a small town. There was an older brother and a
youngersister. His mother had died when he wasabout4, and
most of what he remembers of growingupis a series of housekeepers. He had a good deal of freedom as a child, no one
ever knew whathe was doing. Of course he did have some
chores, but only a reasonable numberof them andhe did not
mind. Hehada lot of friends in the neighborhood and spent
some time in Boy Scoutactivities. He says, though, that he
never went aroundwithgirls until he wasin college. Before
that he got crushes on them but they never knewit. He does
not remember much about grade school days. There was a
high school in town, with about 200 pupils, and he went to
that as a matter of course. He had no particular plans, except
that he rather supposed he would becomea farmer. Abouthis
schooling, John says,
“T wasn’t phenomenalin schoolatall. It’s a funny thing but
the older I grew the more I stood out as a student. I wasn’t
at the top of the class in high school but myfirst year in college I was at thetop of the college. Of course there was some
factor of interest there.”
This must largely have been becauseof increasing interest

and application onhis partsinceit is more often the other way

around, The top man from one high school will meet top men
from otherhigh schoolsin college and the competition is much

tougher. Only one of them can maintaintopposition,if any do.

“In high school I was interested in physics and chemistry.
I suppose the biggest influence in high school wasa particu-

lar teacher who taught physics and chemistry. I guess she

didn’t know too muchbutshe wasa very goodteacher, allow100
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ing people to go ahead and express an interest. She used to
let us work after hours in the lab and fool around andit’s a

wonder we didn’t blow things up. She thought I should goto
college. I wasn’t hard to convince although my father was
hard to convince. I had to browbeathim. I finally just told
him I was going so thenit wasall right.”
It is very unusual for the parents to object to a college
course. It was true that a numberofthe parents did not think

of sending their sons to college but most of them, once the
issue was raised, were quite willing for the sons to go and

helped them financially when they could.A large percentage
of all of these men earnedatleast part of their expenses and
a numberwereentirely on their own.
“One reasonit was easier for meto goto college was that
I had an olderbrother, 8 or 9 years older. He was a very smart
guy, but he died at 18. Father wouldn’t let him go except to
a small local college and I think that’s why he didn’t argue
with me as much.I worked partof my way through,notall,

because I had a small amountof moneyleft from my mother.
“I went to an agricultural college because I thought I was

going to come back and be a farmer.I liked English a lot, but

as a sophomoreI gota job reading papersin agronomy.Shortly
after this the top manin the group camebackfrom getting his
degree in genetics. He was all steamed up aboutit and gave
a coursein it. I took the course and foundI could do the problems better than he couldso I got interested in genetics by
taking his course and also workingfor him at 30 cents an hour
classifying wheat.
“The agricultural school had a supply of all kinds of grains
for high schoolcollections. This was a business and I was put
in charge and enjoyedit. I identified, collected, ordered, and
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all the rest of it. It was a kind of established business and

passed along. In connection with that every summer we grew
a little museum plot.

“WhenI got interested in genetics I did somecrosses,just

for fun. I had kept bees and rabbits on the farm but had no

particular interest in them from a genetic standpoint. But as

soon as I learned about genetics in college I was very inter-

ested and I used to read aboutit in my lunch hour.

“I was an agricultural major from the beginning. I suppose

my major subject was agronomy but another dominantinterest wasinsects. I spentlots of time making drawingsof insects.
I took all the courses offered and the professor suggested I

should doa special problem,the ants ofthe state, and this depressed meso I quit being an entomologist.”
Whythis should depress him is not clear. Perhaps because
the “professor was a very scholarly fellow who sat in an office
all day.”

“Then this professor I had been helping said he would get

me an assistantship at his college for graduate work and he
did after I took my M.A. with him. My teachingassistant-

ship was in agronomy and I was supposed to study grasses.

But I soon foundout it was someoneelse’s problem and I was

just doing the work, so I decided I'd be a geneticist. I had
had a minorin genetics from the beginning, and I probably
changed becauseof the personality of that professor. He was

a very charming man.I didn’t have an assistantship atfirst

after I changed but a few monthsafter that the genetics professor gave me research job.I liked it because he didn’t want

to be bothered and he wasthe kind of a fellow who was very

generousscientifically. Instead of saying “Here is my problem, do so and so on it,—of course some times he had to,—
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but in generalhe’dsay,“Here is a problem, work on this’ and
then it would be your problem,not his. It was a very generous
attitude. This has hada big influenceand thisis the tradition

in genetics.”
John points out that much of his career has been deter-

mined by accident, not by any planning onhis part. The ef-

fect of personal contacts, and of the spontaneous help of interested teachersis particularly clear in John’s case. Even so,

it is not accident, only, that it was John they helped, nor that
as soon as he even heard about genetics, “I becamesointerested that I used to read aboutit during lunch hours.” With
noidea,to start with,of the possibility of a career as a geneticist, he followed his immediate interests, and a series of easy
steps took him from scientific farmingto research in genetics.

Thestory of Edis quite a different one. As you will see from

his own brief account below,his interest in science apparently
camesuddenly,from one experience. It has been great enough

to carry him to a pre-eminentposition.

Theylived in a country town wherehis parents had a news-

paper. He remembersthat there were always many booksin

the house, but he can give the nameof only one,called This

Wonder World. His parents had never put any pressure on

him for grades, nor did they have any special vocational plans
for him. Most of his early days he spentin out-dooractivities,
and he went to college largely because ofhis interest in athletics.

“I had nointerest in any scientific things as a kid. I did
like high-school chemistry and I liked chemistry in college,
and majored in it and math because I enjoyed doing them
and did them well and easily. Latin was very difficult and

modern languages difficult. I could get them if I studied,
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but it involved proportionately much more work. Mychief
interest wasin athletics and football, so much so that summer

work wasof a nature which would develop mephysically.

“The transfer came in mysenior yearat college when I was

taken over to the state university, principally because the

chemistry professor was interested in locating a teaching as-

sistantship for another student. I had my eyes opened then

IX
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for I saw students doing real research work and I had an opportunity of talking with a very outstanding professor of
chemistry. Just an afternoon visit. It was the research that

interested me, the idea of using chemistry to find out new

things. So I applied right then for a teaching assistantship
which I didn’t get, but I went to summerschool there thinking I'd like to get going and find out what it was all about.
I must have been very excited. I had worked hard,I suppose,
for that fall I was given one of the quarter-time teaching
assistantships. My family was not wealthy and that $30 a
month meant a lot. Of course what I wanted was the $60
teachingassistantship, which I got in aboutsix weeks. As soon
as I could I got started in research activities. Some were

started thefirst year and during that year I worked off many
of the required courses so about half my timethe second year

andall the third I could spendin research.”
I wonder, if Ed had not just happened to make that trip
with his professor, if he would have continued in athletics?
Onehasthe feeling this would have never havesatisfied him

if only because he clearly was capable of so muchgreater a

role in the world. He could not possibly have seized uponthis
experience, though,if it had not met something he was want-

ing without knowing it. He seems to have known at once

“That's for me,” and he wasright.
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Here anethestories of several of the men who becamephysi-

cists. Since the theorists and experimentalists are quite unlike
in some ways,I shall include both. Again it is true that some

of them knew quite early that the physical sciences were a

vocationalpossibility, and others did not hear of them in such
a connection until well along in school. You can know that

there is a school subject called physics, and men who teach
it, and you probably will have learned that there have been
famous men called physicists, who found out certain things
about the world, butthis is very different from realizing that
you can makea livingat finding out thingsin this field.
Martin wasthe son of a consulting engineer, who had had
somecollege training. His mother had workedas a reporter
for a while after she finished high school. Hesays,

“I can’t remember much aboutgrade school exceptthe fact

that I got reasonably decentgradesright along and that I was
fairly interested in science and mathematics. I had a friend
in 7th or 8th grade who wastheson of a druggist and we got

a chemistry set between us and played around with it and

almost blew up the house. We spent our spare time memoriz105
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ing the table of elements. I never got along in languages, I
couldn’t see any sense in memorizing grammar. In history I
read so much I had many morefacts than the rest whether
they were right or not. I think probablytheinterest in science

I like to relax by reading history or almost anything but phys-

waspartly because of father. When he was homeheliked to

do shop work and I used to do some with him. He wasrather

meticulous and in some waysthis was discouraging for a be-

ginner.”
Several things about this statement are very characteristic
of theoretical physical scientists. All of them liked school.
Mostof them preferred mathematics andscienceto other sub-

jects. A numberof them spoke of dabbling in chemistry, and

of still being surprised that they had not blown upthe house,
and manyof them didothersorts of things with their hands,
such as the shop work mentioned by Martin. His mention of
memorizing the table of elements reminds meof another of
this group who becameinterested in mineralogy when he was
a boy and whopaperedhis room with sheets of paper on which
he had copiedtables and descriptionsof minerals.

Martin goesonto say,

“I wasrather sickly. I imagine it was moreallergic than
anythingelse, although it was not recognizedat the time, and
I was out sick two or three months each year. One term in

high schoolI wasonly there for a month. It was always some-

thing special; my brothers andsisters always had measles and
things like that but those never bothered me. I had tonsils
and adenoids, hay fever, a mastoid, and appendicitis. This
meantthat during most of the winter monthsI didn’t get out

andI got to readingfairly early. Since I wasin the 8th grade
I’ve been in the habit of reading 4 books or more a week. I

read pretty much anything. If 'm working hard in physics
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ics. Onespell in high school, when I wassick for three months,

I decided I was going to go into history and I spent the time

in drawing up a historical chart beginning with the Egyptians.”
His frequent illnesses, and his omnivorousreading are also

characteristic of this group. There were only three who had

had noserious physical problems during childhood, and all

of them read intensely and almost anything they could get
their hands on. Two of them remarked that they thought they
got their first interest in science from reading sciencefiction.

Reading, of course, is not a very social occupation, and the

physicists, like the biologists, rather tended to be quite shy.
Martin, however,is unlike the others in that he got over this

rather suddenly, although notvery early.

“T did very little going out in high school. Mother was very

worried aboutit. I felt very shy. I started in my junior year

in college and all of a sudden foundit interesting and easy
and rather overdidit for a while. Let’s see if I can remember
how it happened.I just happened to get in with a group of

fellows and girls who were interested in artistic things. I
started going to the symphony concerts at that time and we
got in the habit of going Saturdays to Little Italy and sitting

around and drinking wine and talking. Since that time it’s
been a thing I could turn on or off at will. There were a numberof periods before my marriage that I did a lot of running
around and other times I'd be too interested in something
else. I've always been self-conscious at social functions and

never cared very muchfor them. With a few peopleit’s differ-

ent.”

In high school one of the teachers had great influence on
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him, and this experience oriented him towards science at the
sametime thatout of school experiences convinced him that
he did not want to be a business man. Notall of these men
had occasion to spend any time in commercialactivities, but
quite a few of them did, usually in the course of making
enough moneyto go to school. None of them liked business

“WhenI wasstill in high school I took a job one summer
at a Yacht Club.It was a navy camp andoneoftheinstructors
had beena radio operator. He got meinterested in radio and

glad to go back to science. The extreme competitiveness, the
indifference to fact, the difficulty of doing things personally,
all were distasteful to them.

we opened a small store and for a while I spent part time
there. Whenthecrazehit in 1922 or 1923 the place was about

except one of the biologists who foundit of interest but was

“Thefirst few years in high school I don’t remember any-

thing special about, exceptthat I managed to getfairly decent grades in mathematics. I took physics and didn’t likeit.
I had taken chemistry before I got there, but there was an
extra course that soundedinteresting so I took it and it turned

out there were only four students in the course and a very

interesting teacher. He sort of took personal charge andlet
us do pretty much what we wanted except that he was ex-

tremely insistent that we take care and do a good job. We
worked throughall of analytical chemistry there and I got a

feeling for looking for small traces of elements, etc. This convinced me that I wanted to be a chemist. little earlier I had

gotten a job with the phone company which waswith a fellow

we played arounda certain amount. That winter he and two
other radio amateurs decided to open a small radio equipmentstore in town and they asked meto go in. Perhaps they
thought father might help. Dad did put up some money and
swamped,it was the only store in town. What was made on

the store pretty much paid my way through college. While

this episode wasinteresting I was pretty sure I didn’t want
to go into business. You always got essentially people fight-

ing you. Duringpart of this time in addition to working at the
store I had been part-time radio writer for one of the papers.

While that was interesting, too, it didn’t appeal as a life work
either. By then I was convinced I wanted to go on in academic
work.

“College was actually pretty much taken for granted. My
mother was convinced from the beginning that all her children were goingto college. I just wentto college expecting to

be a chemist. I had no very special idea aboutit. Two things
happened in my freshmanyear. I took the college chemistry

studying to be a chemist.I read Slosson, Creative Chemistry.
This was the romantic thing to be. I think that teacher had
moreindividual influence on me than any other.”

plete loss. I think it was taught by a poor teacher who was

of chemists, had sent Creative Chemistry around to a num-

everything and reported it. I didn’t like the way the course
was taught because I wastold everything I was supposed to

Some firm, apparently interested in increasing the supply

ber of high schools, and it seems to have been a very successful

promotion. At least several others of my subjects mentioned
having beeninfluenced byit.
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course plus the lab course. The lab course threw mefor a com-

careless of the reagents and they weren't pure. I got traces of

do and it soured me on chemistry.

“I got acquainted with a youag man who had just come

there as an astronomer and was teaching mathematics. He
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was perhaps the most inspiring teacher I had. He let you go
if you wantedto go, I needed some moneyso I helped arrange
the library and so I had a chanceto look over the mathematics
books. At the endof the year I decided the devil with chemistry, 'm going into physics.

“Atthat time the college had a course in physics which was

not popular. Myclass had three students andthis gave us personal attention. I thought of going on with it. My father was

very dubious aboutit. He wasn’t sure that physics was a thing
you could get along with but he didn’t push it very hard. He
talked to me aboutit once andsaid, ‘You will have to go on

in university work and won't make any money.’ I said I knew
that and he said ‘If yourealizeit, that’s all right.” There was

nothing special about the course except at the end of that
year a prize examination was given. At that time physics was

taught practically everywhere without the use of calculus
andstill is in many places. We didn’t get calculus until our

sophomoreyear in mathematicsand still can remember the
annoyance andthe feeling of being cheated out of an extra
yearor so of activity by not having hadit earlier. At any rate

the physics course was given with the calculus but didn’t use
it. So about the middle of the second term I got disgusted and
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manuals and get the old apparatus out and usually it would

haveto be cleaned andfixed up, and he would tell us to work

it up and we would havea fine time.
“Myteacher felt I should go on to do graduate work. This
waskind of a surprise to the family anda little bit of a worry
because my brothers andsisters were coming along and there
wasn't too much money. But I applied for scholarships at
three places and took the second offer. My main danger the
first year was to keep from gallopingoff in 24 different directions at once. I foundit extremely interesting and exciting. I
started work on an experimental problem, but then I would
get an ideafor a theoretical paper and work onthatfor a while,
and then go backto the other.
“I think my teacher in high school had given me a few
nudges in the direction of research. Both the professors at
college with whom I wasin close personal contact and saw
daily were active in research themselves and I just soaked
that stuff up.I find it hard to think back to the time when the
idea of research and just spendingall the time I had available
on trying to understand anything wasn’t just there.”
The story of George, who became an experimental physi-

decided I wanted to learn physics the right way and asked
the teacherfor a text. He smiled and gave me one andI studied

cist is quite a different one, butit is fairly characteristic of

that so when the exam camealong I gaveit all in calculus
and got the prize. This confirmed me,of course, and the next

do, but was not particularly interested, and he did not have

two years were extremely pleasant. I divided my time pretty
much between astronomy and physics. There were just three
of us and we'd goto the professor and say we hadfinished up

this and what should we do next and he would say, “What

the experimentalists. He did some manualthings as farm boys

radio sets and gadgetsof one sort or another. Farm boysdidn’t
then. Nor did he do any particular amountof reading. So far
as he knowsnoneof his family had goneto college before

him, although some have gonesince; his father had had about

do you want to do?’ So we'd tell him and he would give us

a 6th grade education and his motheroneyear of high school.
Hestarted out in the usual 7 months country school, near
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home, buthis going on was unusual. He says,
“My father and mother were rather an exception in the
community which can be pointed out in this way. Welived
out in the country about7 or 8 miles from a high school. The

country school to which we went wasvery close but when I

finished seventh grade the school was havingits usual ups and
downsandthe high school was no good. So my father and
mother decided to send meto another school andit required

boarding me away from home,and that was quite the talk of
the area, that they would waste money boarding me.
“Myrecreations were the usual ones, physical activities.

Whereas most parents in that neighborhood believed that
children when notin school should work along with the hired
help, both father and mother adoptedthe attitude that they

expected meto doa certain amount of work but didn’t care
when I didit. They would lay out a certain amount per day
andif I wantedto get up and work hard and be through with
it that was up to me. That was alwayscriticized because I

was always enticing the other boys away when they were
supposedto be at work. I earnedthetitle of being oneof the
laziest boys. Father required only that I do my work and do

it well. He did this with the other help as far as possible, too,
like piece work. From that I learned how to make time on
manualthings and at the sametime to do as well as required.
But we had notools and I did no carpentering. Up until I
went to graduate school I never knew I hadanyability in
that respectatall. I didn’t do a great dealof reading. In those
days the books that were available were novels and I wasn’t
particularly interested.
“I think I wanted to go to high school. At least I was per-

fectly willing to go. It came rather suddenly. I don’t think
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very much wassaid aboutit until possibly a few days before

I went. I suspect my mother had more to do withit, she had

thoughtit out very well, but I don’t think she said much even
to father. His reaction wasthat as long as I did well he'd help
megoto school. If I failed I could come home and work. He
always thought farming too hard for anyone and that anyone
whohadintelligence would getoff it. The first year or so was

pretty rugged. It was difficult to find a satisfactory place to
stay. We had onelittle course in physics in high school, not
a lab course, and the usual mathematics. I think I was proba-

bly the top of the class in that.
“There was an incident there that has always been amusing to me. The only timeI had anytrouble in school was with
the physics teacher. About the middle of the year she was

showing how the water level in the boilers was determined.

She left the gauge open andI said all the water would go out.
The argumentgot hotter and hotter and finally I volunteered
to show her, at which time I got thrown outof class. There
again it was what father alwayssaid, you haveto think things
out for yourself.”
This is the sort of incident that can happen whena teacher

(or parent) is so insecure as to be unable to tolerate the sug-

gestion that she might be mistaken, or might lack some particular piece of knowledge.

The experimentalists are like the theorists in their early

preference for mathematics andscience classes, and their disinterest in languages, and difficulty with them is somewhat
greater than that shown bythetheorists. Very few of the experimentalists were avid readers. The teachers at George’s
school were all college graduates, and the principal talked a

good deal about goingon to college. George was early deterL168

mined to go. He liked school work, he did notlike farming,
and he had someidea of going into medicine. Hetells how
he happenedto think of this.
“I started out for medicine. Along about the time I was 14,
there was a young doctor came to the community and he
boarded in my home.I used to drive a car for him and I got
rather interested. Myreal interest got started from an incident one afternoon when a colored child had gotten badly

burnt. Neither parent could hold the child and a neighbor
couldn’t do it either so he cameoutto the car and asked me
if I thought I could hold the child and give it ether. It was
badly burned. Apparently I succeeded because that night he
told my mothershe had a youngsurgeonin the family. Maybe
that started it, but when I wentto college I intended to go
into medicine.
“I went to the nearest college. The medicine idea shifted
gradually. Two things happened,I think, that causeda shift.
Onewasthat by pure accident, in thefirst year mathematics

course I wasluckyto bein the section of an exceedingly good
teacher. I alwayslikedto be in the back of the roomif I could.
It seemedthat duringthefirst week this professor wouldstart
asking questions and begin at the front end, and by the time

it came back to me I would have beenable to get the answer,

from the book or by working it out. Then he began another

trick, if he didn’t get the answer onthefirst three or four he
would say, “How about my old standby?’ and call on me so

I felt I had to knowit. From that he began to take quite an
interest in my work and before the year was out began talking about my working up the second year for myself during
the summer. So I promised I'd try and hesaid he’d give me
an examinationin the fall and then I could gointo the third
L114
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year which he taught. I never have known if I passed it or

if he let me by, but I went on with him. He wanted meto specialize in mathematics, and along with that there happened

anotherincident.
“I had become engaged to my wife and she wasn't keen

about being a doctor’s wife and undoubtedly that had an influence on me. She wanted her husband at home a reasonable
amountof the time. As it turned out, especially during the

war, that isn’t just what she got. So I gradually drifted in

the direction of mathematics. The second summer I worked

up someother courses and at the end of the third year had
completed four years of mathematics. Along withit I took one
course in physics but I wasn’t particularly interested, and I

had one year of chemistry. The last year I foundall I lacked

for a B.A. instead of a B.S. which wasn’t considered as good a

degree, was a year of Greek so I took that. It was a kind of
training that to my mindis lacking today. I even wound up
with the highest gradein theclass.

“The idea of going on to graduate school came from this

mathprofessor. WhenI started I only intended to go through
for an M.A.I didn’t see my wayclear further. This professor
helped meto get a fellowship and that plus my father plus

my wife’s working madeit possible for meto go. I started out

intending to spend a year and a half and get an M.A. and go
out teaching in mathematics.
“Then again one of these things happened. The first summerI took two courses in mathematics and for some strange
reason I was assigned a course in physics, The two courses in

mathematics were taught by two foreigners and they were the

two most discouraging courses I’ve ever had in mylife. One

in particular was taught by a famous English mathematician
Lid
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and he wasteaching completely over our heads. I thoughtit

it and there were hardly any. Then I had a run-in with the
buyer and wastransferred upstairs to sports goods and the
same thing happened there. It was the same old trouble. No
one ever bothered to study their stuff. At the end of the month
I saw veryclearly that in an industrial job you didn’t get anywhere by knowing more or doing more than anyoneelse. By
that time I was convincedthat that side of the world was a

was my own dumbness. I worked as hard as I ever worked in
mylife and accomplishedaslittle. A few daysbefore the exam

I mentionedit to one of the other students and he wasfeeling the same way.So thenext class he had the nerve to go in
before the teacher came in and he went up front and asked
and pretty soon he discovered most of us were in the same
boat so whenthe professor came in we stopped him andtold
him this. He asked around the class and they mostly said the
same. He had assumed wehad had twoyears of mathematics
that we hadn’t had and so hegave an exam I could have passed
in high school. I was thoroughly disgusted with mathematics.

The only course that was half decent was the physics course

but I wasn’t preparedforthat.
“At the end of the summerI thought I wouldn’t go on with
graduate school and I decided to go down town and get a

job. If I still felt the same way I'd just continue working in-

stead of going back next term.I got a job as a salesman. That

was another lucky stroke. I went down andstarted putting
the same effort into that. I beganselling boys’ shirts and I'd

never boughta shirt in mylife, mother always did. So I went
to the library and got out three books on cloth. I read two

that night and by the second day I understood little more.
I thought that if you wanted to be helpfulin selling andit

would be yourjob to learn what you were selling andit paid
off as far as sales were concerned. Of course then it was said
I was a sales grabber so I wastold to take my turn. I said
that was all right and did take my turn butI still maintained

pretty sorry one.

“By then I had also decided I didn’t wantto go on in mathematics. That one course convinced me that physics was what

I wanted. I had myfellowship transferred and hada long fuss

with the Dean who wantedto assign courses and I wanted to
work up to them.So I started out from there and with essentially undergraduate courses.
“I liked it very much better and I found I somehow had
time on my hands and very soon I wanted to try my hand
in the lab. I had never had any tools in my hand. Again I
had a lucky break. I went down andtold the professor and

said I'dlike to try and I'd be glad to begin by opening boxes

or anything else. He laughed and said as it happened there
were a lot of boxes to open andso he put meto work. Presuma-

bly lying dormantin my fingers wasan ability I didn’t know
I had. Within a month I challenged him that I could make an

electroscope work better than he and I won. I’ve always won-

deredif he let me do it; he never would admit it but I would

not expect him to.

“TI found that almost anything in experimental work I had

no difficulty in doing. Glass-blowing and so on just came to

the highest sales, but it was because by then I was selecting

meovernight.I learned mainly just by doingit. Machine work

said there would bea lotof returns, but I asked them to check

camenaturally as if I had been doingit for years. So much

out the good quality. I got called down for that, and they
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so that when I came here and took over the shop I said I'd

national Correspondence School texts on engineering which

they sometimes said they couldn’t do things, but I always

hard too. Father was a better man than I wasor ever will be.
Even when I was young and strong, my father was much

never ask them to do anything I couldn’t do myself. At first
showed them andsince then there hasn’t been any question.”

It is rare to find any planning ahead in the early years.
Mostly the menjust go from one thing to another, as occasion
offers, The nextstory is particularly interesting from this point
of view. He hadan early bent to mechanical things. He went
to college, largely because of his mother’s dreams for him,
but even there andafter he had courses in physics,it was some
time before he found out about research. His story is a particularly good illustration, too, of a sort of unconsciousness
about many aspects ofliving that is not uncommonatthe col-

lege years, and not unheard of beyond them. Emest described

himself to me as an experimentalist but oneof his colleagues
once told methathis greatest contributions had been theoretical.

he had studied. That’s a lot of work when you are working
stronger and tougherthan I was always.”

References to parents show marked differences in the at-

titudes of the sons. Emest’s respect for his father was very
great, andthis is generally characteristic of the physical sci-

entists. It is less characteristic for them to have any great feeling of closenessto their fathers, or great affection, but Ernest

and his father seem to have been very close.
“Father had a strong mechanical bent and I learned quite

a bit from him withoutrealizingit. From the age of ten or so
I was entrusted with keeping his car serviced. By the time
I was 12 there wereseveral of us interested in radio and we

madea set. I was sort of leader and I did most of the designing and construction, the others did the operating. This was

a transmitting and receiving station. I was always sure I

“T really can’t say whenI got interested in things mechanical butit’s just about as early as I can remember. About 6 or
so I was interested in pretty much anything electrical, the

wanted to be something of the engineeringsort. I had never
heard the word physicist, of course, and neither had either

“Father never got even through high school and started

ble amount of money. The folks would buy motors for toys

usual things that kids are interested in, autos andso on.

at practically hard labor at 13 and got from that to be a star

salesman. I don’t know when he found time for the things

he did. He was quite athletic and at that time there were
amateur athletic groups and he wasstroke. I never realized
how goodhe wasat the time butlater I found someold papers

and found that his crew was the best anywhere around.All

the training was done after a day’s work. Then some timelater
some of the books I read when I was a kid were some Inter118

of my parents. I hadfairly large sets, Meccano and Erector,

at a ratherearly age. You can geta lot of action for a reasona-

and whenI gotto be old enough to be a radio amateur I was
more organized and then it was mainly a question of making

up my mind whatI needed. Wehadall kinds of complicated
arrangements, For a while we formed a small company to

manufacture transformers. It was sort of a joke. The power
company wasputting in a lot of new transformers, and so we
got any amountofstuff given us by the uncle of one of the

boys and then we cooked up a deal with another’s uncle to
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dig a cellar for $20 or $30 worth of wire, and we made some

just read anything. I wouldn’t say I liked all my studies but I

transformers and sold them. I never worked so hard in my

life. We sure foundthingsout the hard way. We hadconsiderable instruction butit was practically all of it from books and

we foundout how to doit the wrong wayfirst always. It just
happened there were no radio amateurs around who knew
more than wedid so they learned from us.
“Father never helped me make anything. Onthe other hand
if I asked him how to do something he always knew and he
hadtools around which he got for his own purposes and which

I appropriated soit’s hard to describe. He never gave me any

formalinstruction but I learned a lot. Not about electricity
but about mechanical things he wasvery, very good.
“In high school I took chemistry and physics, all there was
of both, about a year of each, and then some odds and ends

of surveying and such courses. I took all there was of math

and some that didn’t exist, i.e. the math teachers were very
interested in me and awfully kind to me and gave meinstruction in things that weren't really on the books and I learned
someon theside myself.

“I got through high school quite young and myfolks didn’t
think I ought to go to college quite so soon so they sent me
for a year to the technical high school there, so I had perhaps
better training than ordinary in that way. That was a well-run
course. I spent most of my time in the machine shop.
“Going to college wasn’t taken for granted. My father was

the son of immigrantparents andhadhisfirst job as a black-

smith, so college tradition in the family wasn’t strong. It was
mother’s idea. Her father was a minister and she was of a

liked anything scientific or mathematical and wasall in favor
of more school. Father wasall for it but it was mother’s idea
in thefirst place.
“I got a scholarship and wentto college intending to be-

comeanelectrical engineer that being the nearest thing we
knewof to what I wasinterested in. Then my moneyran out

and I went homeand continued in the college there. About
then I hadto take sophomore coursesin physics and the professor thought well of me andhesaid, “Whydon’t you go into
physics?’ It seemed a lot of fun and he thoughthe couldstir
meup a job at anothercollege and said there wasn’t much difference between the physics and the electrical engineering
courses and I could change back if I wanted to. I guess he

must have done someconsiderable wrangling but he got me
a job as assistant when I was a junior, and I came up here and
thought that wasa lot of fun.

“I waspretty young andI guess not anytoo noticing about
somethings.I didn’t realize there was sucha thing as research

either at that time. Onefine day I was downstairs and saw
someone wandering down thehall with a soldering iron, something I recognized. He was a graduate student and didn’t
look like he knew what he was going to do so I went with him

to help and spent most of my junior year working onhis re-

search and had a high old time workingonit.
“This was a small place in those days. No one told me how

things ran. I didn’t know about any of the places where people gathered. I'd seen this fellow around the teaching labs

but Id never heard of the idea of research. I’d taken courses

and I thought that teaching was what professors did. The

fairly well educated family. Among myboyfriends none went
to college. I always had had a goodtimein school and would

fellow I assisted for was one of the few that did not do re-
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search andI just saw him in his teaching laboratory. I didn’t

have any idea of what the student I helped was trying to do.

I could see he was building things that he didn’t know how
to do and I did so I helped him for the fun ofit.
“There was an International Research Fellow here. He’s

a smart guy butpretty excitable and not dependable. By the

Becoming a Social Scientist

time I got to be a seniorit got to be recognized that I was
pretty useful in the lab so they gave meto him for research

associate and by that timeit got time for me to graduate and

I began to wonder whatto do. This research Fellow wasof-

fered a job elsewhere and he could bring along anyone he
wanted so he asked meif I wouldn’t like to go andI said sure.

The next day I ran into the departmentheadandtold him this

and he didn’t say anything about it, but after a couple of
weekspassedI gotanoffer of an instructorship here and that
surprised me andI accepted. So I stayed here to get a Ph.D. I

was only 20 and just had hardly grown upyet. I took chemistry too and got along well in it and had a goodtime. I’m sure
I would have been happy as a chemist only I just had more
experience of thinking mechanically that made me seemtofit
into physics better.
“Asit happened I worked on several problemsat once, but
the one I did mythesis on was a joint paper with the head,

so he really suggested the problem and I just worked with

him.It’s a very rare studentthat can tell a good problem when
he sees one, can start it off and carry it through.I certainly
couldn’t have.”

HereAne thestories of two of the psychologists, and of one

of the anthropologists. I have chosen them to illustrate the

different early interests most characteristic of psychologists

and anthropologists. Children are evenless likely to know

of psychology and anthropologyas possible careers than they
are to know of biology or physics. One of these psychologists

expected for a long time to becomea writer. This is characteristic of many of them. The other whose story appears here

intendedfirst to become a minister, and much of his motivation throughout has been atleast in part a service one. This

is not uncommon among psychologists, particularly among
clinicians. Neither of these situationsis likely to arise among

men wholater becomebiological or physical scientists, although both may appearin thehistories of anthropologists.
The anthropologist whosestory is told here, however, wasfirst

interested in natural history. This is true of a number of an-

thropologists but unusual among psychologists.
Stanton begantalking about his family background, which
is similar to many in this group.

“My family backgroundis both farm and a fairly good up-
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per middle class group. They had farm, mercantile and pro-

fessional affiliations. In the professions they were doctors and

lawyers. My fatheris a very able, hard-working man who put
’ himself through college after he married, went on to graduate

work and ultimately becamea professor. I am surprisedto find
myself teaching now.In adolescenceI hatedthe ideaof teaching and hated educators.
“We moved around quite a lot. I never was particularly
interestedin school. I was oneof the good boys and I got along

entered my head. The things I was excited by were creative

writing and courses here and there, one in Herodotus and

one in archeology. But by my junior year I had decided to
be a short story writer. In my senior year I waspresidentof

the English group andassociate editor of the college magazine. I became quite a Bohemian, interested in the esoteric
and an expert on metropolitan speakeasies, andonlocal wines.
I meta short story writer of some stature at a summerresort

nicely in school because I was good. I was oneof the rather
non-social shy children whom teachersall like. My scholastic
interests were minimum,except English and drama.

and he invited someof us to his room and would read us his
stories. I was terribly shocked and very much excited, and
thrilled, and quite happy to think I wassitting talking about

although I didn’t get along too well with otherchildren. Then
we movedandI had difficult year. I was a stranger, and I

Quite a surprising numberof the social scientists were ac-

“I always had oneor two close friends in early school days

wasverytall and thin and physically ineffective. I found out
whatit meant to be a minority member. And then we moved

back andsex had arrived, which was very happy. My high
school years were very highly heterosexually oriented with

lots of dating and dances and greatinterest in reading and

writing. I did a lot of acting and journalism. I played the piano
and learned to play jazz. I was thoroughly and completely
an ingroup memberthen.”
This happyinterest in dating and dancingis true of many
of the social scientists though notofall of them. More of them

wereinterested in music than of any of the other groups except the theoretical physicists. In the number of them who
had physical problems during adolescence,theyarealso rather
like the theoretical physicists.

“It never occurred to me that there was anything anyone
did except goto college. I don’t think vocational plans ever
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such things andbeing very adult.”

tive in college literary societies and glee clubs and president

of this and that, and this was true of very few of the other
groups.

“At the end of my junior year I got engaged. She’d had

to go to summerschool because she'd been outso I did, too,

and we took Psychology 1. Wesat in the back row and held

hands and went out and studied together underthe trees.

This undoubtedly had a profound effect on my interest in

psychology. On the other hand wealso took sociology together andit didn’t have anyeffect on that. I looked on psy-

chology as a refuge from the vagueness and what even then
struck me as the amateurish guesswork of English criticism.
I was quitedissatisfied with the balderdash about motivation
and characterthat yougotin that.
“And at that time I had begunto suspect that I might not

be the kindof short story writer that eats, I kind of liked learn-

ing theory andI loved the objective questions. Just this in-

credible number ofisolatedlittle facts. It must have hit me
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as providing a certain solidity. It was so nice to get things
down to a really precise point. That’s something youwill see

~

in my research. I take perfectly good problems with lots of

enthusiasm of someofthe people.I started working with one
of the professors and started working on an experiment. I
did a lot of research and then there was just no further ques-

in psychologyafter I fell in love, after I had gotten bored

tion.

phases to them but I always end up measuring. I majored

with English and the people in the English department, the

kind of aesthetic pseudo-intellectual they had there, and I

found somevery smart, sharp, good people in psychology who

were very muchinterested in me and whospent time with me
and gave me interesting things to do, like measuring things
andfindingrelationships. If any one course wereto be given
credit for my final choice, it would be the course in experimental.”

This shift from English andliterary criticism to psychology,
and the description of what he liked about psychology is al-

most as apt for a numberofthe others. They hadtried to find
out aboutpeople, through reading and through writing about

them, but this became unsatisfying. At the same time they
learned about psychology which gave them a more directat-

“During mysenior year in college I was very highly motivated. Just where that interest came from, whether it was
derived on a semi-consciouslevel, that I was working on my

ownproblems, or whetherit was the subject matter or what-

ever it was, I was very much motivated. In graduate school I

really became, I think for the first time, a thoroughgoing sci-

entist in the sense of being interested in the purely scientific

aspects. I was fascinated by conditioned response and I remember the great day when twoof us set up an apparatus
and got a conditioned responsefor thefirst time. I felt as if

I had found myself. This was my home.I did a lot of research;

there was an attitude more or less pervasive that students

should get in and do research. It didn’t matter much what

they did but they should be doing something. Once in, my

tack upon the problems that bothered them, and one which
also satisfied anotherdesire most of them had,for regularity,
for measuring, for doing somethingspecific.

professionallife has all been sort of automatic. You go on
and do whatis expected of you and you doit as well as you
can. The whole business of psychological science seemed to

get so far away from home andfun to see something of the

I met andit looked
U§eful and something people would approve of. It just seemed littlestrange that people would pay
meto doit.”
"

“I decided to go on for graduate work. I went with the notion that I would go only for a year and it would be nice to

rest of the world. I suppose this was probably about 80% of

a decision toward a profession but I can remember I had a

feeling of not having madea decision. But I couldn’t seem
to think of anyalternative. I didn’t like it; it was ghastly but

after two months you couldn’t have gotten meout ofit. I

guess it was like taking religious orders. Part of it was the
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me glamorous and exciting. It still does. I liked the people

Bob's background is quite a different one, in many ways.
His family kept itself pretty much apart, and thefeeling of

family difference from others was very strong. His sociallife

waspractically nil until he got to college and there was very
much colored byreligious interests. In spite of the fact that
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the family interests were distinctly non-intellectual he was

the morning. Readingearly in the day meant you were sneak-

fascinated by books and reading from childhood. One won-

ing it in somehow. I think most of what I read was pretty
sappy stuff but with a fairly wide age range level. It was

dershere, if this might have been an escape pattern, and an
early and subtle form of rebellion against the family.

pioneers, Indians, juvenile fiction, stuff of that sort.
“I waspractically always the top of my grade in most everything, but my sociallife was unbelievably nil. There was never
any question about going to college. It was a definite part

religious background.
“TJ learnedto read long before I wentto school. I havereally
no idea how I learned.It’s characteristic of the family situation that the first book I read wasa fat Bible story book. Read-

ing waspretty nearly all mylife in the early school days and

writing. I liked all types of school work. Looking back on

it I liked them too much. I was a shy youngster. I can’t believe I had anysocial adjustmentin the group. I had enough
companions at home to makeit unnecessary. We always came

homeright after school. The notion of not coming directly
home would never have occurred to any of us. I have often

thought my parents managed to achieve censorship in so

manyfields without its being an obvious thing. You did things

at home, you didn’t go out. Dancing, card-playing and movies
were verboten, and even carbonated beverages weren't quite

right. It’s kind of an incredible family pattern.
“In our homereading wasonly sort ofall right; if you had
done your chores and there was nothing else you must do

it was okeh to read. It took me a long time whenI gotinto

university work to feel fairly comfortable reading early in
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has always been very muchrestricted by her strong primitive

———

very prosperous. He had a college education but he was most
certainly notan intellectual. He had a good mind but tended
on the whole to scorn professors and such and did relatively
little serious reading. Mother wentto college but I can't rememberif she finished. Any expression ofherintellectual side

——

“Father was a construction engineer and finally became

of the pictureforall of us and I really don’t know why.Certainly not becauseof the values of a liberal education, but I
think more on the grounds that you prepare a person to get
ahead. We wentto thestate university where father had gone

and started living in the YMCA dormitory. Father had been
active in student Y and had keptuphis contacts and that was

part of the pattern of control. It was sufficiently subtle and not
protective.

“I knew whatI wanted to do. I'd always beeninterested in

nature. It was about the time of Gene Stratton Porter, and her
books about moths of the Limberlost figure very much. I
started reading about moths and finding caterpillars and

feeding them andI got to be quite an authority about night
flying things. Then father wanted the farm runscientifically
and he had someofthe agricultural people come down from

the state university. I don’t know how first got caught up

in that but I did and that began to fascinate me. I must not
have been over 14 or 15 years old when I read Morrison’s

Feeds and Feeding, a great big technical book.I realize now
that what intrigued me wasthe scientific part. There is a great
deal of that, agricultural work is good experimental work and
I took that in. We fed the chickens so much this month and

kept graphs; we would planta plot of this and a plot of that
and figure how much grain we got from each and thatit
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would be so much anacre.I realize now it was not farming

that attracted mebutthescientific side of it. But I registered

in agriculture and had every idea that what I was going to
be was a farmer.”
It is striking how manytimes, in this as well as in the other
groups,thefirst intimation of what constitutes scientific work
comes through agriculture.
“With this home backgroundI was a pretty religiouslittle
prig at that time, active in the Y and so forth. They put on
religious conferences and being of a somewhat emotional and

sensitive sort those hit me pretty deep, and I don’t know

whethergradually or suddenly,I began thinking of the minis-

try. I think it crystallized at a Student Volunteer conference.

Some vestige of good sense kept me from signing up as a

student volunteer but that conference did decide me that

this was the great crusadeandto be in religious work would

be the thing. I changed mycourse.I realized a broad background would be a goodthing and so I decided to take a major

in history. I thought of it as a good preparation for religious

work. Andthen,too, the exploring,the scientific, the scholarly

side of history appealed to me more and more.

“Then I attended a World Christian Federation meeting.
That was an education! A group of people who by mystandards at that time were liberal and broad thinkers went over
on the sameboat and wehaddiscussions and meetings. That
stretched my thinking enormouslyandpretty well disabused

meof a lot of the narrowreligious ideas I had. I remember
going through quite a bad day or two when I cameto the
conclusion that maybe Jesus was only a man andnotdivine.

BECOMING A SOCIAL SCIENTIST

He had somestormysessions with his family over his liberal ideas, and over his joining a fraternity and learning to

dance. They did not disapprove of his becoming a minister

but strongly disapproved of his choice of seminary. Family

dissension over the son’s plans is more common among the

social scientists than in the other groups. Fortunately for Bob
he had beenable to earn a fair amount of moneyand this made
it considerably easier for him. The economic problem at the

studentageis a very intricate one which merits furtherdiscus-

sion later.

“The motivation for the ministry was really a service motivation. It was quite a strong oneI shouldsay, and on a fairly
abstract sort of level in a sense. I found the seminary an ex-

tremely stimulating place. It was a very free atmosphere at
that time andtheyreally believed in freedom of thought and
inquiry. There was a bright group of students and in no time
at all we were teaching ourselves. In coursesin religious education we got a good deal of what really would be clinical

psychology. That appealed to me very much andsort of
shifted my focus to religious education. On the intellectual

and philosophicalside there was a steady growth in question-

ing on the part of the whole group of us. I began to take
courses in psychology and by the end of my second year I
definitely decided on it. I was interested in child guidance
work and the service motivation was definitely dominant.
“T transferred to another school which was quiteliberal in

giving me credit for the work I had doneat the seminary. I

But that determined me to go to someliberal seminary and

would hate to record howlittle 1 have hadthatis regarded as
essential,—no experimental or abnormal, etc. But I took my
degree in education. There was a clinician who had sense
enough to get us a chance to work with children in our own
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it strengthened my decision to go into the ministry.”
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way. It was crude but good and gaveusa taste of really working with peopleon a clinical basis. Perhaps I should mention
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knew as child. Nevertheless the background was of impor-

tance for him. That sort of personal acquaintance with a more

that although I seem to have hadthis ragged background I
did well in my courses and I think I’m correct in saying that

primitive groupis naturally not a usualsituation.

“Then I gota fellowship in child guidance. It was a fairly
tough year. I wasstill taking courses at the university and at
that time they wererigidly objective, emotions didn’t count

family are generally professional and mostly lawyers. Father

on the matriculation exam I was in the top 1% andI think
I wasthe top one.

“Both of my parents were born in the west, of pioneer
families. On my mother’s side, the family were mostly farmers.
Myfather was a lawyer with a good practice. The men inhis
was raised next to an Indian village. He was attorney for a

and the Institute where I worked was everything from ultraFreudianto statistical. That was very fruitful; that was awfully good training. That year I began to realize I have a
facility for working with people.
“Then I was faced with the need for finding a real job and
took one with a social agency. It gave me a kind of chance
that I think not enough peopleget, that I just got a snoot full
of work. I wasn’t particularly thinking about whatto do next

numberof the Indian tribes, and of course I got interested in
the Indian background.

children to see, so many agencies wanting help with children
that I just got deeply immersedin theclinical function. I just
learned how to work with kids. And there was none of what
I feel has so often killed clinical psychologists; there was no
one whom wehadto be subservient to.”
This emphasis on the value of intensive work experience,
uncolored by outside domination, is one which should be
taken very seriously. It is certainly something thatclinicians
must have and they should have it early. Lack ofit just cannot be madeupeffectively later on.

of tough part of town and I wasn’t usedto thatkindof kids.

professionally. There was just so much work to do, so many

This anthropologist, Howard, had quite early experience
with Indians, but his own work has not related to those he
132

“I went to a public grade school, and then to a private high

school until my last year when it failed and I returned to

public school. After school I went home and played around

the house with neighboring children. We played cowboys and

Indians and military campaigns. In high school I went into
the woodsandstudied birds. I was very unhappy in myfirst

school days. I was thrown into a big public schoolin a sort

Later I hadpals.”

Moreof the anthropologists than of the others had private
school experience. This is in part because of the generally
greater meansof the family, but also because of their social
attitudes, although the latter was not as important with
Howardas it was with most ofhis colleagues.

“I did an awful lot of reading. The house wasfull of books.

Myfather loved books andhe hadfine booksandI read everythingin the public library, particularly nature stuff and military stuff, nature books and travel books. I read some dime
novels of course, but I don’t think I ever went through a period of trash. I used to read witha flashlight under the covers
at night. It was supposed to be bad for your eyes to read at
133
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night. My favorite sport was to have a good book and a box

“During the warI first came into New York andthefirst
dayI gotleave I arrived at the American Museum of Natural

of seedless raisins, that was wonderful.”
Howard's relations with his parents are not typical of this
group, as they seem to have been on very good terms throughout. A numberofthe others hadserious problemsat home.

“I don’t think anyone thought that I wouldgo to college

because I was very poor in math and languages in high school
and excellent in history and English and things I liked, and

I think the family thoughtit would be a wasteof time. At that

time I wanted to becomea naturalist. I didn’t know much

about how to become one except that I knew that I would
have to go to college. I was particularly interested in ornithology. Father was pleased but he said that he had never
heard of anyone making any moneyas a naturalist butthat it
wasall right andif I became goodatit he would help meif he
had any money. I kept a diary, lists of birds that I saw, and
things of that sort—that was a passion for me.

“T enlisted in the Navy in April of my senior year and they

gave us our degrees without taking any exams. I think the

Navy experience is important. I think I would have made a
good officer but I did not make a good enlisted man because
I was not mechanical. The main thing was I was travelling,
but we didn’t see anything of the world except the ocean.

' There was an old-fashioned but good library aboard this ship,
including Darwin's work, and I read the Origin of Species

and the Descent of Man. That made a great impression on

History at 8:30 in the morning and I hung around until they

openedthe doors and I didn’t leave until they kicked me out
that evening. I don’t think I had any lunch but it was just

fascinating to me.

“I got along fairly well with the others in the Navy, but I
had a shock. I was innocent andatfirst I was kicked around.
Theyjust herded lot of us on there. I was a good boxer, and

while I never had a seriousfist-fight, I did box and I was

willing to fight and with that I got a place for myself butit
was never high because I was not a good mechanic and also

I didn’t have much of a leadership drive. I think I adjusted
fairly well but I didn’t make a goodsailor. I did what I had

to do as well as I could doit, but that’s about all. Everyone
would have given his soul to get out, it just seemed such a

horribly restricted life, the endless, senseless vulgarity and
obscenity and never being by yourself. WhenI first got there
I used to write in a diary and I used to read books and everybody thought that was very funny. Atfirst it bothered me

the way they carried on about it, but after I took up boxing
and madea place for myself they left mealone.
“It was in the Navy I beganto see a difference in a very
marked way between theofficers and the crew,thelines are
very sharply drawn. One of the few officers that I got at all

acquainted with gave me law books andI beganto read those.

me. It gave me somescientific background for what had been
just a collector’s instinct and innatelove for nature. I got into
trouble with the censor writing a detailed description of the
birds of the areas where we were then travelling because of

That’s when I decided to go to college. I began to see that
it wasn’t just chemistry and math but that there were other
things that you could get andlearn. I saw the difference be-

course you could tell where we were from whatI hadto say.”

tween what a technical education did and what a college
education did.”
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I wonder if the Navy has changed much between wars.I
should think lots of men had had similar experiences in this
war, in learning how to getalong with the others, and in finding out whatanofficer’s status might mean. But I also wonder

how many of them found copies of the Origin of Species

aboardship?
“I registered as a pre-legal student and later changed my
major to history because those were the courses that interested me the most. I didn’t know anything about taking biology. You can’t take a course in Darwinology and I didn’t
know what these other things were. About that time I began
to collect birds for the Museum and switched from history

to zoology and majoredin it. In my junior year I went on a

collecting trip. That was fascinating. I was doing professionally what I had done by myself. That was when I became
aware that people did it as a business and at least were able
to eat someof the time.
“Then a disaster happened to the family finances which
made all the difference between just being able to get along
and being comfortable generally. That, of course, stopped the

funds for my college. I got a job working with an investment

firm and whatI learned aboutbusiness!”
Ofall sixty-four of the menI studied only one who had had
any business experience had found it of interest. He even
cameoutof it with a good deal of respect for business men,

but perhaps that was becausehe wasin a managerialposition
from the start, having suddenly to take over when his fatherin-law becameill.

“Father said that if I wanted to go back to college and

could work my wayhecould give mea little money,so I went

back. I went to a Museum andasked for a job. It was a very
136
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different thing when I wanted some money although I had

done lots of collecting for them. The only job I could get

was feeding the rats with garbage from the faculty club. At

the sametime I had taken somecourses in anthropology and

been interested and I wentin to see the head of the depart-

ment. He didn’t know me, I had had a class with him but

I was one of a large numberof students. I told him about
things and asked him for work, and he gave me a job doing

someresearch in archeology. It’s amazing. I don’t know why
he picked me. I wasn’t even a major in anthropology at that
time but they had very few majors because there was no fu-

ture in anthropology then. He gave methis work and paid
methirty-five cents an hourfor it and that madeit possible

for me to give up someof the other work. This wasa sorting
job and as it grew you hadto havea senseofstyle. I grouped

the things and he beganthe writing and he would write some

portions and then pass them on to me. To mygreat surprise

I noticed that he said ‘we’ decide this and ‘we’ decide that
and I asked him whothe ‘we’ was andhesaid that I was to be
an author with him because we were working onit together.
Of course that wasa thrill and from then on I majored in anthropology.

“Once I really got into anthropology there was nothing

more for me.I think that if any motif runs through it’s that
interest in history. It’s history I was interested in in high
school and the major aspects of evolution. I had the interest
of a naturalist, too, but dissecting left me cold; I was never
temptedto go on in zoology. Those three graduate years were

without doubt the. most exciting of my life. It was a period

of life opening up as more than work and sports and books.
Wewereall poor and workinglike hell. But week ends every137
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one would get together and we'd have a big party. It was a
free and easy and Bohemianlife which wasa very interesting
and stimulating thing.”
This opening out of life into so many fascinating waysis

not altogether a commonexperience, but a number of them

How Scientists Think

do speak of it very movingly.

How boscientists think? In this, as in so many things, they
vary. Someof them probably think in much the same way that
you do, and somedo not. But what do we mean by the questionP

Thinking takes place in very complete privacy, and your

thoughts are your own unless you choose to reveal them.
Sometimes, even when you want to, though, you can not do

so. It is something of a trick to think and at the same time

observe the thinking going on, and then report it to some-

one else. Onedifficulty is that you may change the process
just by observing it. Another difficulty is that much goes on
that is extremely hard to describe in words. So the question
of what actually goes on in-the mind, and what terms are
being used in the process of thinking seems almost insoluble. We know more, I think, about how some mentally dis-

ordered persons (particularly schizophrenics ) think than we
do about how normalpeople think. People who have worked
on the problem of schizophrenic thinking have tendedto assume that they know whatnormalthinking is, and I suspect

they may have been led astray upon occasion on thatpoint.
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Over twenty-five years ago, when I was a graduatestudent,
the psychological world wasstill buzzing with the aftermath

ing of relations, unaccompanied by imagesof any sort. After

of a famouscontroversy. This was over the existence of what

is called imageless thought. One group of psychologists maintained that all thinking took place in images of one sort or
another, or combinations of these. For example, the thinker

might have pictures or diagrams or some other form ofvisual

representation of the contents of thought in his “mind’s eye.”
Or he might be going through a process more readily de-

scribed as talking to himself, in which he didn’t actually say

words aloud, but seemed to hear them said in his “mind’s
ear. This type of imagery we would call auditory verbal,
which is another way of saying hearing words. The other
formsof sensation, smell, touch, and so on, are less frequently
represented in mental images. It was pretty well established
that some people have sharp and clear images in one sense

and not very good ones in others; or they may have good
images in any numberof senses, or they may have fuzzy ones

in all. Further,it is not just the senseitself that may vary, but
you might, for example, have very good auditory images of
words, but not of music. Such individual differences in form

and strength of imagery were pretty well agreed upon. The
controversy was over the question of whether or not there
was any form of thinking that did not require one or another
form of imagery,i.e. over the existence of imageless thought.

The real reason why the controversy wasso difficult, I expect,

is that each man tendedto believe that everyone must think
as he himself did.
Finally it seemed to be pretty well accepted that there is

this psychologists rather lost interest in imagery. One or two
attempted to devise somesort of tests that would give a good

measure of the amount and strength of imagery, but none

wasvery satisfactory. It is not too difficult, if you have a good
subject, to determine what formsof imagery are most preva-

lent and clearest for him. Galtonfirst started such investigations in the last century by asking people to think of the
breakfast table that morning, and note whether they had

visual images of the table and food, auditory images of conversation, or dishesrattling, images of the smells of the food,
and so on, and which were clearest and came most easily.

You can even work outa sort of rating scale of clarity. The
trouble comes when youtry to apply the samerating scale
to someoneelse. There is just no objective means of comparison. Two men mayeach say that their visual images are
extremely clear and sharp, and manipulable, but how can

you estimate the relative sharpness of the two? Even careful
description of the images is not adequate for this, as you will

find if you try to get several people to describe their mental
pictures for you. And how much moredifficult it becomes for
images of smellor taste!
It certainly did not occur to me whenI setup this project
to include any investigation of imagery. I doubtif I had even
thought ofit professionally since I taught a beginning class
in psychology. It just obtruded itself into the situation. When
I wastalkingto thefirst few biologists I saw and asking them
how they went about doing their work, I gradually realized
that in some ways their minds did not seem to be working
the way mine does. They seemed to be abletocall up in mind

such a thing as imageless thought. This is naturally hard to
describe. Perhaps the best wayis to say thatit is a sortof feel-

in detail the most intricate visual patterns and shapes, in
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two or three dimensions, so that they could compare mentally,

pose one reason is that we so commonly come out with the
same conclusions and attitudes that it had not occurred to
us to notice that we had arrived at them by quite different
processes.
In suchliterature as there is on imagery no marked sex differences had been reported and I had no reason to suppose
that I was unique among psychologists. Hence it seemed entirely possible that I had hit upon a difference that might be
significant to the study. My own typeof thinking is predominantly of the sort of talking to yourself. I can conjure up some
visual images, but I do not rely upon them in any way when
Iam working on a problem,andtheyare notvery clearat best.
Of course everyone can and does use more than one form

say, the skull of onereptile (which is an amalgamation of
large number of bones, worse than a jigsaw puzzle) with
that of another. Someof the things they did could clearly

not be done by describing the patterns to yourself in words,
any more than you could easily, if at all, describe the cut-outs
of a fancy jigsaw puzzle especially when it wasall put together. Then,too, they seemedto use visual images in other

ways. They thought about intricate abstract problems in

terms of complicated diagrams, for example. Finally, one of
them, who was working on evolution in plants, described how
he could conjure up in his mind an image of a whole forest,
with assorted trees and shrubs and plants, and with a clear
perception of the underlying geology, and then watch this
change as one geological age succeeded another! Practically
a home movie.
This really floored me, and I must admit that for some time
I was skeptical that I was hearing whatI thought I was hear-

ing or whetherI should takeit literally, But it was obviously

meant literally, and I ran into the samesort of thing in subject after subject, although notin all of them. And when I
came to think of it I did not see how they could do some of

the things they did in any other way.

Whatreally convinced me, though, wasasking my husband
about it. He promptly said that of course he thoughtthat way,

how else would you. This is a good example of how much

you can fail to observe about a person you know well. I have
knownhim wellfor forty-five years, and while I had observed

a numberof differences in our mental processes (I have extremely poor spatial perception, for example, andhis is very
good ) this particular difference neitherof us had noted. I sup142

of thinking. This may vary with the type of problem, or with

other things. But most people use one more than another and
often to the near exclusion of others. What I wantedto find
out from each subject was what forms were available to him
and whenheused them. SoI asked them.
This is an extremely difficult question to answer. Try now
to think of how you think andyou will appreciate the problem. I usually had to ask leading questions in order to get
across to my subjects just what I was driving at, and I often

hadto describe various forms so they could judge which their
own thinking most resembled. The data I accumulated are

not very satisfactory because of all these gimmicks, but in

spite of that they make quite a lot of sense and I think they
are important. I hope theywill stimulate some bright young
psychologist to devise more objective means for classifying
people in this regard.

I got alongfairly well with this inquiry with the biologists,
and was so concentrated on the differences between pre1438
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dominantly visual and auditory-verbal thinking that I did not
pay enough attention to their use of imageless thought. At
least I think that is the most likely explanation for the fact
that I did notrecord its presence as often among them.It is
harder to perceive in yourself and to describe, but I am convinced that practically everyone uses it to a greater or lesser
extent. Some of them gave such descriptions as this: “I just
seem to vegetate; something is going on, I don’t know what

it is”; “I often know intuitively what the answeris, and then I

have to work it out to show it”; “Youfeel it in your guts.”
WhenI gotto the physicists, though, one of thefirst ones I
interviewed had meon theropes. I simply could not understand what wasgoing on in his mind from his description of
it. It finally occurred to me, however, that he was talking

about imageless thinking, as he wasusingit for physical prob-

lems, and thatit was this content that kept me for some time
from seeing that the process wasonefamiliar to me with other

content. It is precisely the sameprocess that I use when I am
thinking “clinically,” when I am getting the feel of a person

and how he works. This is not a verbal process, even with me,

although it may get translated into verbal terms whenit is

finished.
This raises another point. Since we communicate with one

anotherchiefly with words, most thinking has to be translated

into this form before it can be passed on,either in termsof

speech or writing. This is often difficult for persons whose
mental imagery is not usually in words.

‘I thought the physicists were difficult to understand when
they undertook to describe how they think but the psycholo-
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statements on the whole. Furthermore a numberof them kept
talking about kinaesthetic elements, that is, feelings of muscular tension. I think these may not be images, but actually

barely perceptible sensations which could easily accompany

the process of imageless (or any other type of) thinking. A

man concentrating deeply mayeasily get into a strained physical position and hardly notice it if at all. If the kinaesthetic

elements they mentioned are not of this sort, I do not know

whatto makeof them.

I have summarizedtheresults of these inquiries in Table 7,

which shows the number and percent of subjects in each
group using various mental processes. These apply to sixtyone scientists only since I could not use the data from the
other three. I have kept the experimental and theoretical
physicists separate in these tables because they differ so
sharply in this respect. By visual imagery I mean thinking in
terms of pictures. These may belike memory imagesof real

things, they may be diagrammatic, they may be symbols, such

as mathematical symbols, but which are seen rather than said
to oneself. And they maybein twoor three dimensions, and
manipulable or fixed. Auditory-verbal imagery means think-

ing in terms of words, as though you are talking to yourself.

You don’t actually say the words but you hear them in your
mind as though they were being said. Thinking in symbols
can also beclassified here if you say the symbols to yourself
rather than seeing them. Imageless thoughtis thinking that
cannot be described in terms of any sensory modality, a sort
of feeling of relationships, of “just knowing” something, Kinaesthetic thinking involves images of muscular movement of

gists were worse. Partly becauseof greater sophistication they
were much more meticulous and muchless certain in their

somesort, or at least of tension.
Each subject may appear in several columns; I have re-
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Table 8
Type of Imagery Chiefly Used and Scientific Field
A. In This Group
VISUAL VERBAL TOTAL
14
4
10
Biologists
6
0
6
Exper. Physicists

Theor. Physicists
Social Scientists

Total

38

2

21

4

ae

19

7

13

40

B. Theoretical Distribution

VISUAL VERBAL TOTAL

Biologists
Exper. Physicists
Theor. Physicists
Social Scientists

Total

7
8
4
7

ot

7
3
3
6

19

14
6
im
13

such things as major interests in school days, and the sameis
true of the physical andsocial scientists.

The problem of how these differences in use of imagery

develop is one on which I have no definite information but
I did discover a rather interesting relation. As I was looking
overthese tables and thinking about the position of the different men in them, I suddenly noticed that among the men
whose imagery is predominantly verbal were several whose
fathers were ministers, and even more whose fathers were
lawyers. I quickly checked therest, and the results are shown
in Table 9. Here I have classed as verbal professions the law,
the ministry, teaching, editing and so on, and as non-verbal
professions medicine, engineering, pharmacy, and so on. Some
of the fathers’ professions could not be definitely classed in
either group and these were omitted from the tabulations.
Table 9

40

you would get the distribution shown in Table 8A, if the
two categories are not related. It would seem, therefore, that

there is somerelation between imagery and profession. This
test, of course,tells you only that the two things are probably
related; it does nottell you anything aboutthe nature of the

relation. It could be that possession of one type of thinking
process predisposes to selection of certain kinds of vocations,

or it could equally well be that workingin one vocation tends
to develop certain ways of thinking about things. Which of

Nature of Work of Professional Fathers and Imagery of Sons
NATURE OF
FATHER’S PROFESSION

IMAGERY OF SON
VISUAL VERBAL TOTAL

Verbal
Non-Verbal
Total

5
8
13

10
2

a5
10

12

25

This table, too, shows a significant association. Thatis, sub-

be checked by studies of younger menin thefield, and by

jects whose fathers were in professions obviously requiring
verbal facility are more likely themselves to be dependent
upon verbal imagery than subjects whose fathers were in
other types of professions. Again, the nature of the associa-

noting that the few biologists who are unlike the rest of their
group in the waythey think are usually unlike them also in

it could be due to growing up with a father who, one might
guess, did a lot of talking. The mother’s attitudes were proba-
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these interpretations is correct, or whetherneither is, could

studies of the developmentof this process. Hereit is worth

tion is not known. It could be due to a genetic character, or
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to environbly even more important if the association is due

on about them.
mental influence, but I have no informati
Maybetalkative men marry talkative wives?
the test data,
I thoughtit would be fun to look up some of
y did better on
and see if men with certain types of imager
of items but
sometests than on others. I checked a number

——
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Ne

nly sigon the verbal test (but the difference was not certai

imagery is devised, to use it for vocational guidance. Thatis

I do not think that a boy whose imagery is not of the voe

usual in one scientific group should be advised not to enter
that field on that ground alone.It maybe that, just because
his mind does work differently from most in the field, he will

, makea very special contribution.

differences.
will mention only those that showed important

ect, were better
On the VSM the verbalists, as you would exp

I do not think it would be a good idea,if a valid test for

is

difference
nificant bystatistical test; you could get that much
hundred).
in these small groups by chance, about8 times in a

hematical
The verbalists did just a little less well on the mat

o differtest than thevisualists and the spatial test showedn
ence.

ponses was
On the Rorschach the total number of res
ponses and
markedly different. The visualist averaged 28 res
much more
the verbalists 62. The verbalists also responded
other differrapidly than the visualists did. There are a few
in total numences on the Rorschach butthegreat difference
did not find
ber of responses makes these difficult to assess. I
any differences on the TAT.
ces in
In summary, then, we do find that there are differen
evance
the way these scientists think which seem to have rel
ted to
to the type of science they go into, and which are rela

the kind of profession followed by their fathers, and to cer-

e data
tain test performances. These groupsare small and thes
chapare not very good, as I mentioned at the beginning of the
imter, yet the possibility of such relationships has important

plications and I hope that the wholesituation will now be
thoroughly investigated.
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be 75, or if he scored a Mental Ageof 10 years his IQ would
be 125. Astesting practice developed, tests came to be constructed so that about two-thirds of the population got IQ’s
of between 85 and 115, and in generalthe distribution of intelligence test scores follows what we call a normal curve.
Thatis, most of the people are around the average, and the
farther away you go from the average in either direction, the
fewerpeoplethereare. This is shown graphically in Figure 1.

The IQ is actually not a very useful way of recording the

results for adults. This is because intellectual ability does not

How smartare these eminentscientists? Very. This will not
surprise you. On the other hand, whatis surprising is how very |
wide therangeis in this group,so far as their performance on

theintelligence test I used is any indication.

Whenintelligence tests werefirst being developed, it was

the generalopinion that there was a particular capacity, called

generalintelligence. This was defined in various ways: “the
ability to think in abstract terms”; “the ability to reason well

or form sound judgments”; “the ability to utilize previous experience in meeting newsituations.”

Sinceintelligence developed with age, so that you could do
at age 12 a numberof things you could not doatage 6,a sys-

tem for expressing the degree of intelligenceas related to age
was devised. This was the intelligence quotient, or IQ. This
figure is a simple one. You get it by dividing the Mental Age

increase noticeably after certain ages (the peak age differs
with different types of intellectual ability), and declines at

different rates of speed. In computing IQ’s for adults, therefore, we do not use the actual Chronological Ageof the adult,
but a conventional age, now usually set at 14 or 16. If, however, one thinks of the IQ in distributional terms, as in the
Figure, it has meaningfulness at any age. That is, an IQ of
100 always meansthat the possessor is at the average for that
capacity for his age group. An IQ of 115 would mean that

only about one-sixth of the group are brighter than he, and
one of 130 would mean that only about one-twelfth of the

group arebrighterthan he.
Theoretically the lowest IQ you could have would be 0, but
then you would hardly be alive. We do not know whatthe

subject could do) by the actual Chronological Age. If an

8-year old child, by passing sometests and failing others,
scored a Mental Ageof 8 years, his IQ would be % or 100.

highest possible IQ is. For one thing some people are smarter
than our tests can test. When Dr. Terman and his associates
were hunting for children with very high IQ’s, the highest
they recorded was 200. When Dr. Cox madean intensive
study of the biographies of famous men she and herassociates estimated their IQ’s on the basis of reports of what they
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I have grouped them bytheir majorfields, although a number workedin several.
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her group with their estimated IQ’s. Some of them you may
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PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY

Arago
Bailly

180
180

Berzelius
Boyle

160
160

d'Alembert

185

Gassendi

185

Napier
Vein
Passat

170
190
195

175
Cardan
Copernicus 160
Galileo
Herschel
Huygens
Kepler
Lagrange
Laplace

185
165
175
175
185
190

NATURALISTS

Agassiz

PHYSIOLOGY,

ANATOMY

Bichat
Cuvier

175
175

Hunter

160

185
170

von Haller 190
180
Harvey

Gay-Lussac 175
Lavoisier 170
180
Liebig
165
Priestley
165
Watt
sialiane

165
Jenner
wcneaaaiie
AND EXPLORER
sa
\
160
oeaki:
Franklin,J.

Davy
Faraday

Boerhaave
Candolle

Linnaeus

165
170

165

175

Buffon

160

Darwin
Humboldt

165
185
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10%

20%

40%

55-65

They gave their two highest ratings to Leibnitz (205) and

to Goethe (210).

It was assumedfor some timethat a person’s IQ wasa fixed
part of him, like complexion or eye-color, and that, except
in extraordinary instances, it did not change. This was what

185
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was called the constancy of the IQ. The term wasfirst used
by Terman and although he pointed out at that time that

standard tests. Verbal ability means ability to understand and

use language. Onereasonit has been so prominentis the as-

abouthalf of the children he reexamined had shown changes

sociation between testing and education. This ability is obviously of prime importance in making good grades in many
courses in school. It has also played so important a role in
test development, in my opinion, because as will appear, it

in IQ (from to over 20 points ) this tendedto be overlooked.

Our ideas on the nature of intelligence and on the con-

stancyof the IQ have changed.Thereis, however, more agree-

menton thelatter point than the former. We know now that

the IQ is not constant in the sense we usedto think ofit, but
that there are many things that mayaffect it, and that particularly in the very early years, we cannoteffectively predict

whatanyindividual’s IQ will be 10 years later. On the other

hand,by the age of 7 or 8 we can get about as good anestimate as we are ever likely to, but we cannot be sure that
environmental or emotional influences will not alter it to a
greater or lesser extent. Shifts after that time, however, are
under most circumstances sufficiently small that the measurementofintelligence is a very useful technique.
The nature of intelligence is a subject on which thereis
great and violent disagreement among my colleagues, but
they do agree pretty well on somepoints and these are rather
important ones. It seems to be generally accepted that there
is more than one kindof intellectual capacity. There isstill

disagreement as to the hierarchical relations, e.g. is there
onegeneralfactor plusa lot of special abilities, such as mathe-

matical abilities, or are there an undetermined number of
special abilities, all of equal rank? This is an oversimplification of the argument, butit will give the generalidea. Among
the different theorists there does seem to be agreement that
thereis at least one ability which can be called verbal ability,
and this has played a very important part in the assessment

1

happens to be an ability which psychologists have in large

measure (or people who haveit sometimes become psycholo-

gists). There is also fairly general agreement that there are

special abilities involving perception of spatial relationships

andability to manipulate numbers. Beyondthis, every worker

in thefield, practically, has his petlist of factors.* It is an important, and demonstrable, further point, that these various
abilities are not closely related. That is, a man whois high
in oneis not necessarily high in another. Noris he necessarily
low in the secondif highin thefirst. In statistical terms, there
is a low correlation between them.
I have gone into thesedetails to explain why I have used

a Verbal-Spatial-Mathematical test, and why I have not com-

bined the scores from all of them into onefinal, overall score.
The test I usedis not one that has been used before, at least
in this form. When I was planning the study I looked over

a variety of standardized tests. (A standardized test is one

that has beentried on a population of known characteristics,
so that we know whatscores to expect on the average, and

* Ontopof all this, the most recent workis inclining to the view that it
has been a mistake to try to separate iatellectual behavior so strictly and to
try to test it as a substantive unit. It is now being considered whether we
might not do better tc work at the problem in a different way and try to
include other factors such as motivation. I strongly endorse this, For bie
time I have been convinced thatthere is no such thing as “creative ability” as
a unit factor which some people have and somedonot, and I strongly suspect

of generalintelligence as it has been made by most of the

that I will soon come io the conclusion that the samething applies to intellectualability as a thing apart,
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that has been checkedto besurethat it is valid, that is, that
it tests what it is supposed to test, and thatit is reliable, that

is, that you will get the sameresults if you give it to the same

population again. These are difficult technical problems to

which a great deal of attention is given.) I could find none

that seemedto meto bedifficult enough for the group I proposed to test. In psychological jargon, they did not have
enoughceiling.
I took my problem to the Educational Testing Service,
which, among other things, developed and administers the
Scholastic Aptitude Test which many of you have taken as
a preliminary to college entrance. After some consultation

they pulled outa lotof difficult items from theirfiles and made

up the verbaltest. The spatial test is part of another test, and

the mathematicaltest is an abbreviation of a special test they

constructed for one of the military services during the war.
All were given with arbitrarily set timelimits.

In testing you must consider whetheryour test is a “speed”
test or a “power”test. In a speedtest you are finding out how

many items of given degrees of difficulty the subject can do
in a set time,—that is, in part, a measure of how easily he can

do these problems. In a powertest you are finding out whatis

the mostdifficult item the subject can do in any amount of

‘time. For my purposes I should have preferred powertests,

but this. was practically impossible. The verbal test as first
tried out was notdifficult enough for myfirst subjects so another section had to be added.It is a speed test for most of
these subjects,—although, andthis is another of those things
that makelife so difficult for psychologists,—for some of them
it\is surely a powertest. The spatial and mathematical tests

are chiefly powertests even though they were also given with
158
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a time limit. Few of the subjects could have donesignificantly

more with longer time. As it turned out I was so concerned

over getting tests with enough ceiling, I almost failed to get

a floor under them.
I wasnotparticularly concernedat the outset over the fact
that I had no normsforthis test. That is, I had no idea what

any other population would do on the sametest. I just assumed that eminent scientists were extremely bright people,
and I did not particularly care just how bright they were.
WhatI wanted to know was whetherthere was a pattern in

the relative standing on thesetests for any group,and if so,
how these patterns compared. That is, I wanted to know if

one group ofscientists tended to berelatively high on one

test and relatively low on another. The tests, although of
different factors, and with different numbers of items, could

be compareddirectly for any person or group, by converting
the raw score(in this case the numberof items answered correctly) into what is known as a standard score. The name

refers to the standard deviation, a statistical measure which

is used in computing the score. This score gives you the posi-

tion of the subject with respect to the average and distribu-

tion ofall of the scores in his group. If his standardscore is 0,

it meansthat he scores exactly at the average of the group;
if his standard score is —.5 it meansthat heis at such a position below the average of the group thatonly one third of
the group got a lowerscore; if his standard score is +1.0 it
meansthat only one-sixth of the groupscored higherthan he.*
* This assumes a normal distribution of scores on the test, which will be

near enough thecase on this type of test with a large group. The formula for

the standard scoreis Mean—score of individual
Standard Deviation
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With this system, then, one can comparescores from test to
test directly.
I made an attempt to get some graduate students to take
the sametest, just as a matter of general interest, but succeeded in getting only 10, and under circumstances which
madeit impossible to judge how they had beenselected. I

opposite meanings.In eachitem inthefirst section, four words

it was announcedthat tests were to be devised in connection
with draft deferment. It then seemed to me that I should
make someeffort to get a reasonably exact idea of just where
these eminentscientists stood in the general distribution of
intelligence in the population. Such information might be
of use,—particularly in determining the level at which exemption might be considered on this basis,—and wasnot obtain-

In the second section the task was the same but it was presented little differently. This time, one of the opposites was
given,andthe task wasto pick the one of 5 other words which
was most nearly opposite to thefirst one. Here is an example
of that group:

were given, and the subject had to pick the two which were
most nearly opposite in meaning and underline them. Here
is one of the items:
1. Predictable 2. Precarious 8. Stable 4. Laborious.

Which two words would you underline? (The correct answer
is 2 and 3.)

©omens

then droppedthe idea of getting any comparison group until

ABSOLUTE; 1-forget 2-usurp 38-absolve 4-utilize 5-

to meet an old acquaintance, Dr. Irving Lorge, who cameto

limit. Which word did you choose? The correct oneis 5.
All in all, then, there were 80 items to start with, but one
of these had to be dropped. This is because so many of the

triculating at Teachers College, Columbia for a Ph.D. that
February. All of their Ph.D. students have to take a battery
of tests. This test would be included in the battery. Since
the other tests had been well standardized it would then be
possible to draw up tables of equivalents by which scores on

argumentcould be put upfor one answerasfor the other, and
as the Educational Testing Service agreed this item was not
scored. It had to beleft in the test for later groups, since those
of the first group who hadreachedit had had to spend some

able anywhereelse. I had the great good fortune about then
my rescue and arrangedto give thetest to all students ma-

the VSM could be converted (within certain limits of assur-

ance) to scores on these other tests. This, incidentally, upset

my budgetconsiderably.

THE VERBAL TEST

This test, as originally used, consisted of 50 items, but a

biologists picked the same “incorrect” answer, about as many
as picked the “correct” one. It seemed to me that as good an

timeonit. If it had been omitted for the later groups the time

allowance would not have been exactly the samein all groups.
Fifteen minutes wasallowedforthis section.
The average scores and ranges of scores for these groups
are given in Table 10. These are the number of items done
correctly. I have kept the physical and social scientists sub-

divided. The best man on this test missed only 4 items, and

second section of 30 items was added. Thetask in all of the
items was to select from a numberof words two of which had

a numberfailed fewer than 10. Thetest, then,still has not
enoughceiling for this group.
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experimental physicist scoring lowest may not have done

Table 10

justice to themselves. (The note was madebefore I had scored

Scores on the Verbal Test
Biologists

Experimental Physicists
Theoretical Physicists

Psychologists

Anthropologists

the test.) I have no such notes for any of the others and I do

AVERAGE

RANGE

56.6

28-783

46.6
64.2

57.7
61.1

8-71
52-75

23-73

43-72

Let us look at the averages. The experimental physicists
are the lowest, the theoretical physicists the highest, and the
average for the psychologists is exactly that for the total

group, 57.7. Clearly this is not an ability which is nearly so
important for the experimental physicists as for the others,
or else/ there is something funny about the test in their

case.

It should be said that under some circumstances any test
maynot give fair estimate of the capacity of the subject. He

maynotreally have workedatit for somereason, he may be

not think the othertests are in question. In the case of these
two men,I felt that the tests were not seriously lower than
they were ableto doat the time the test was given, butthat
they could probably have done betterat other times. On the

other hand,it is impossible to be sure how muchbetter they

could have done,—I can only offer my own opinion thatit
would not have put them in very different positions in the

group.

A wayof getting aroundthis, if the scores are used atall
in comparisons, is to use the median scores instead of the
average scores. The medianscoreis the one made by the man
whostands at the middle of the group if they are arranged
in order from lowest scoring to highest scoring, and it is not
affected by extremescoresat either end. I have done this in
making estimates of the meaning of these scores in terms of

other tests, but the differences are not very great. For the

sufficiently ill that the test is affected, or he maybe very depressed over something and this wouldtendto lowerhis score.
Theseare situations which theclinicianis supposedto be able
to judge, and situations for which he always watches. It is one
reason whyit is usually better to administer the test in person
than to leave it with the subject, although the latter course
gives him an opportunity to work on the test whenheis feeling likeit.
The question is, then, are such circumstances operative in
this situation, and to any great extent. At the time the test
was given I noted that the biologist scoring lowest, and the

verbal test the average is 58 and the medianis 62.
It happens that the six men in this total group who score
under 40 on this test are two experimental physicists, two
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biochemists, and two psychologists, both doing physiological

psychology. Four of these men were Phi Beta Kappa in college,—thatis they made extremely good grades. (Of the other

two, one probably did not make good grades, and I think
there was no Phi Beta Kappa chapterat the college which the
otherattended. ) But the specification of their particular fields

suggests that they have goneintofields in whichthis particular ability is not too essential.
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terms. I must
Let us see what these figures mean in other
ived at bya series
caution that these equivalents have been arr
umptions which are
of statistical transformations based on ass

THe SPATIAL TEST

This particular test was suggested by the Educational Test-

ch have not
generally valid for this type of material but whi

ing Service because they considered it the “purest” spatial

situation is.

predicted on the basis of performance on any othertest. The

ertheless I bebeen specifically checked for these data. Nev
guide to what the
lieve that they are meaningful and a fair

t is approxiThe medianscore of this group onthis verbaltes
and highest
mately equivalent to an IQ of 166. The lowest
and 177 IQ.
scores would be at aboutthe levels of 121 1Q

probably not diffiWehave already noted that the test was
his estimated upper
cult enough for some of these men,hencet
t would give. This
limit is lower than a more adequate tes
would notaffect the medianscore, however.

ns of today.
Now let us look at 1Q’s of college populatio
who went to
Embree foundthat 1200 high school graduates

to have a median
college had been found during childhood

an 1Q of 123.
.
B.A
a
h
wit
ted
dua
gra
o
wh
se
tho
;
118
of
1Q
eelected to
Honor graduates had a median IQ of 133 and thos
l of those who
Phi Beta Kappa of 137. The range of 1Q’s for al

persons who went
received degrees was from 95 to 180. For

.

41
on to take a Ph.D. Wrenn found a median IQof1

lity is concerned
It is clear, then, that so far as verbal abi
e higher than the
these eminentscientists are on the averag
and this is very imgeneral run of those that get Ph.D.’s, but,
the average Ph.D. It
portant, some of them are not as high as

hest level in

is, then,notessential to havethis ability at the hig

test they had. Thatis, it seemed to be least related to other
tests, in the sense that performanceonthis test could not be
results with it have been very interesting but rather unsatisfactory. For one thing, it does have a significant correlation
with age at these levels, and for another, I am not quite sure
whatit is testing.

There are 24 itemsonthis test, and the subject has 20 min-

utes in which to do them. Hehas,first, three practice items.
I have reproduced on the following page theinstructions, and

these three items. How did you do on them?

The scores this group attained, in terms of numberright
are given in Table 11. Again the top scores are so close to the

numberof items in the test that the true upperlimit is probably above that recorded.
Table 11
Scores on the Spatial Test
AVERAGE

Biologists

RANGE

Experimental Physicists

9.4

11.7

8-20

Theoretical Physicists
Psychologists
Anthropologists

13.8
11.8
8.2

5-19
5-19
8-15

3-22

t it is doubtless a
order to become an eminentscientist. Tha
rememberedthat
greathelpis another matter,but it should be
.
it is less helpful in some fields than in others

butthey are followed this time by the experimental physicists
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The theoretical physicists are also the highest on this test,
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Each set of four drawings in this section contains two views, and only

two views, of onesolid figure, taken from different angles. The other

two drawings represent solid figures which differ in some particular

from the one solid of which two views are shown. You areto identify
the two drawings of the samesolid figure that represent the same solid
and encircle the corresponding numbers. You are to encircle two num-

bers for each problem.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS
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and then by the psychologists. The anthropologists are the
lowest of the groups. ‘The average for the total group is 10.9,

and the medianis 10.

These scores can also be translated, as were the scores on
the verbaltest, into approximate IQ terms. The lowest score,
in these terms, is about the same as the lowest score on the

verbaltest;it gives an IQ equivalent of 123. The highest score

on this test, however, does not quite reach the median score

Consider practice problem A. Figures 1 and 2 are not views of the same
solid. If figure 1 were moved into the position of figure 5 the small
prism-shaped block would not matchthatin figure 2. Likewise, blocks 1

median IQ onthis test is 137. This meansthat, as compared

figure 4. Hence the answerto problem is 3-4.

this test as they do ontheverbaltest. But thereis a catch here.
That is the correlation of this test with age which is —.40.

and 8, and 1 and 4 are obviously different. Similarly, 2 and 3, and 2 and
4 differ. Block 8, however, is actually another view of the block in

In problem B a careful comparisonof the figures shows 1 and 8 to be
different viewsof the same block.
In problem C the answeris 2-4.
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on the other, being equivalent to an IQ of 164, while the

to Ph.D. students these men do not score as much higher on

That means that the younger the man the more likely he is
to get a high scoreonthis test. If these men had been tested

20 yearsearlier they might have scored as much higher onthis

test as they did on the other.

The theoretical physicists are the youngest group, so this

may in part account for their higher averageonthis test, althoughonly in part. It seems quite possible that this particu-

lar ability does have some relation to work in physics, but
these data are only suggestive of that, and other data are

neededto clarify this. We do know thatin general arts stu-

dents in college do less well on non-verbal types of tests than
science students do.
THE MATHEMATICAL TEST

This test was taken from one which the Educational Test-

ing Service had developed for a special project. The original

Figure 2

was too long for my purposes, so weselected portionsofit,
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omitting some of the easiest items, and then deleting other
items of varying levels of difficulty. There were 39 items in
the final form and 30 minutes was allowed for work onit. No
subject finished thetest. The items were generally of the type
known as mathematical reasoning, and an example is given
below:

Select the correct answer:

ME xh Gyre Tx + By, = = CF)

(A) —3 (B) —% (C) —g (D)1 (£)8
1

If you did it properly you underlined AX

Bi

This test was given only to the biologists and the social scientists. I tried it on a few of the physicists just to see. It bothered one of them, but the others sailed right through, making an occasional careless mistake. The test was obviously not
difficult enough for them and a waste of their time. It would
be clearly impossible to get a test which would be difficult
enough for a first-rate physicist andstill be easy enough for
most biologists and social scientists. The data given in Table
12 are therefore only for the biologists andthesocialscientists.

This test clearly wasdifficult enoughfor all in these groups.
Table 12

Scores on the Mathematical Test
AVERAGE

16.8

Biologists

15.6

Psychologists

9.2

Anthropologists

168

RANGE

6-27

8-27
4-13

The biologists are a little better than the psychologists at

this, but the difference is not enoughto besignificant,* and

the anthropologists do not do particularly well.
Let us look at the equivalents on this test. It is not correlated with age (the correlation coefficient is .00). The lowest

score on this test is about equivalent to an IQ of 128, the
medianscore to an IQ of 154 andthe highest to an IQ of 194.
That is very high indeed. Mathematical ability is certainly
important for work in physics, but it seems that it can also be
important in some other sciences, particularly biology and

psychology.

It is interesting to look into the kind of work done by the

men with the highest scores. The two highestscores attained

by biologists were made by geneticists. All of the geneticists

average 21.9 on the test, whereas the other biologists average

14.0 on it. This is not surprising when you consider how much
of modern genetics is mathematical. The highest scores made

by psychologists were all made by experimentalists, but so
were some of the lowest scores. On the average, though, the

experimentalists do come out higher than the others (but
there are only 4 of the others). The averages are 17.7 and 10.2.
COMPARISONS OF THE TESTS

Differences in level of ability are also shownif you look at
the patterns of scores for each man. These can be generalized,
although there are exceptions in each case. On the whole
among the biologists, the geneticists and biochemists get
* Significant in this usage is a technical term. It means that you would not
be likely to get such a result by chance in the size groups you have more
often than 2 (or whatever figure youset, usually 2 or 5) times in a hundred.

This is considered fairly safe,
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higher standardscores on either of the non-verbal tests than

they do on the verbal, and the other biologists reverse this,

XIII

tively higher on the verbal andfor the experimentalists to be
relatively higher on the spatial. No special tendencies are

What Kind of Stories Do They Tell?

test is not related to ability to do either of the othertests.
The correlations are +.14 and +.21 whicharenotsignificant

THIs CHAPTER refers to the Thematic Apperception Test, not
to the excusesscientists give their wives when theystay late

andthatis high enoughto indicate that some relationship ex-

probably pay no attention.) This is a terrible namefor a test
(but after all it was developed at Harvard) andit is no wonder that it is always spoken of among psychologists as the

tending to be relatively better on the verbal. Among the
physicists there is some tendency for the theorists to be rela-

noticeable amongthe anthropologists but among the psychologists all but one of the experimentalists has a higher standard score for either spatial or mathematical than for verbal.
If we examinethecorrelations betweenthetests we see that
it is true in this instance thatability to do the mathematical

with these groups. There is, however, some correlation between the spatial and verbaltests. The coefficient is +.33,
ists. It is not close, but it points up oneofthedifficulties with

thespatial test. Thatis, it can be donein different ways. Those

who doit extremely well for the mostpart doit without much
conscious reasoning about it. They cantell the answer “just
by looking”at the figures and imagining them turned around
in various ways. Someof the others, however, are able to do

it fairly well by going through a fairly intricate process of
reasoning it out by talking to themselves aboutit, and it is
in such circumstances, I think, that the relation with the ver-

bal test comesin.

It seems quite clear that, having chosen your generalfield,

the particular kind of work you doinit is related in some degree to yourparticular capacities. How well you doin thefield

is partly a function of your capacity for that particular field,
but even morea function of how hard you workat it.
170

at the laboratory! (By now their wives are used to this and

TAT;let uscallit that,too.
The TAT,then,is a test of personality. The task of the sub-

ject is to make upstories about pictures which are shown to
him one at a time. Most of the pictures are not very good

pictures, artistically speaking, as I was told at great length

by the artists whom I studied. The artists spent so much time
complainingbitterly about thepictures that it was very difficult to get them to tell me any stories about them. It was a
great relief when I worked with scientists, most of whom

were not so disturbed bythis aspect, although some of them
had some unfavorable comments to make, too. Several of
the pictures are reproductions of modern painting, Even this

did not help much with theartists, far from it in fact. I only

used one reproduction with the artists, but of course theyall
171
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artist who paintedit, and indeed one of them becameso in-

psychologist stubbornly.
Clearly when a minimum ofrestrictions are placed upon

violent side, anyway.

is maximum variability in the responses and consequently
maximum difficulty in ordering these for purposes of scoring

recognized it. Unfortunately some of them did not like the

the subject in his handling of the material offered him, there

censed that I gave upthe test altogether before he threw both
me and thepictures out of the window. Heis a bit on the
The TATis one of the group of tests knownasprojective

techniques. The Rorschach is another. There are certain as-

pects of personality, wishes, strivings, imaginings, and so on,
some of which remain largely outside of the consciousness
of the individual and yet which play an important role in
the determination of his behavior, and his satisfactions. Fur-

thermore even those which are consciousare not alwayseasily
communicable and often one doesnot see that they have any
bearing on behavior. Therefore ourfirst approach of personality investigation, which was by meansof quite direct ques-

tionnaires, came to be supplemented by techniques which
use somewhat more roundabout methods. Projective tech-

niquesare quite varied in the actualsituation each utilizes,

but all are alike in that the subject is presented with a relatively ambiguous situation and requested to do something
with it. The possible responses are extremely numerous and
the subject has a minimum of external guides, hence what

he does is largely dependent upon himself, upon his own

usual ways of looking at things, upon the things that come

most readily to his mind, upon the forces that chiefly move

him. Furthermorehe usually has no idea of how the responses
hegives are to be utilized in making inferences or even what
sort of inferences are to be made from them. In fact, the intent of the test may be deliberately disguised. People who

come to psychologists for help are often of two minds about
it, wanting it badly and at the same time holding out on the
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and interpretation. In the VSM, just discussed, the subject
was limited to 5 or 6 possible answers, only one of which is
correct. In projective techniques, on the other hand, not only
are the possible answersverylittle limited, but there are no
correct answers. Some are more often given than others, but

any response the subject gives is “right” for him. Whether

the experimenterwill be right in interpreting the results of
the test is another matter.

This is no small problem. We have spoken of validity and

reliability in connection with the VSM,thatis, of being sure
that the test tests what you think it does, and that it would
get the sameresults upon another occasion.If it is difficult
to determine these with intelligencetests, as it is, think how

much moredifficult it is with projective tests. Whatcriteria

can be set up to determinethe validity of a personality test?
This is especially difficult with a test which is not broken
down into a series of isolated elements, the validity of each

of which can be determined separately. In most projective

tests, although certain elements are considered separately,
the interpretation of each depends uponthetotal of all of
the elements and their interrelations. Perhaps the most useful technique for validation is some variation of a matching
technique. For example, an experimenter gives the test to a

number of subjects and writes personality descriptions of

each, Then these are shuffled up and given to one or more

judges who know the subjects, and who attempt to match
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the answers, and within the limits of careless error anyone
whoscoresthe test will get the sameresults. This is an additional problem with projective techniques,—will two psychologists, looking at the same data, make the same inferences? In fact, experts will usually agree on the main outlines
but there will almost certainly be differences in emphasis and
in details. In these techniques the experience and the skill
of the examiner are probably the most important factors in
the usefulness of the test.
Why, then, in the face of all these difficulties and uncertainties, are these now amongthe most frequently used tests

in the clinic? For the very simple reason that they are useful
that they give information which is of enormous help to the

psychologist or the psychiatrist in understanding the difficul-

ties of the patient and how they developed andin estimating

his assets andliabilities. They are of equal value in research
with normals.
It must also be stated that in the past few years the difficulties outlined briefly above, and others, have been studied
extensively, and there is a perfect spate of research papers

appearing on them. This is in marked contrast to the earlier

s. Some form of
complicated material of projective technique
no completely
pattern analysisis probably required, but so far

days when the proponents rested smugly upon the clinical
usefulness of the tests and the rigorously minded experimen-

aboutlicked.

the tests is helping us in our attempt to work out some con-

mycolleagues, howsatisfactory one has been devised. One of
has this problem
he
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tte
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has
ever,

talists would have nothing to do with them. Weare learning
a great deal about the tests. More important, fuller study of
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g key and check
practically non-existent; you just get a scorin

sistent theory of pe:sonality development and modification.

Use ofa test as a clinical instrument in the study of one individual person, and use of the sametest in a research study

test are rather diffecent problems. Thereis no particular dif-
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ficulty when the test, or even: some aspectsof it, can be ex-

pressed mathematically, because average scores can easily

be computed for each group and these averages compared
as was done with the VSM. With the Rorschach something

of this sort can be done, although it only touches upon a por-

tion of the material available from the test. The TAT permits
evenless of this sort of mathematical treatment than the Rorschach, although with it, too, some of this can be done.It is

important, though, not to be seduced by the ease of mathe-

matical manipulation into forgetting the more important but
moredifficult other aspects of the tests.

The material for the TAT consists of a set of cards, on which

are pictures in black and white. Someofthepicturesare fairly

sharp and clear and some are rather ambiguous.Inall, the

task of the subjectis to tell a dramatic story about the picture.

Heis askedto tell whatis going on at the timeof the picture,

whatwerethe events leading upto this and what the outcome
will be, and heis also askedto tell what the characters pic-

tured are thinking andfeeling.

In the standard administration of the TAT it is usually

stated that this is a test of imagination but I did not follow

this. There are goodreasonsintheclinical situation for sometimes concealing the nature of the test. In this situation it
seemed to me unethical to do so. Therefore: I had explained
in advance to my subjects that the TAT and the Rorschach

were designed to show aspects of personality functioning. I

did not elaborate uponthis nor did I explain in advance how

they dothis, but this variation from the usual technique must

be noted.

I also altered the standard technique in another way. The
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standard TAT uses 20 cards, and is administered in two sessions of 10 cards each. I could not give this much time to one
test in my set-up and therefore I did not follow this either.

WhenI first began the work with individual subjects I hadit
in mindto usecertain of the cards regularly and to add others

as seemed indicated for the individual case. (Some of the

cards are more useful than others for getting at certain things.)

I shortly settled onto a regular set, however, as the other

system would make it much too difficult to handle the data
for the group. There are partially differing sets for boys and

girls, for men and women.I used Cards 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 18,
15, and 11 from theset for men,series of 1948.
I cannot reproduce anyof the pictures for you.If the material used by psychologists is given widecirculation, then if

you happento need a psychologist some day you and hewill
be hamperedby the fact that you may notbeable to react

spontaneouslyto these materials. A casual glance at the material would probably makelittle difference, of course, but the

amountof difference it made would vary from one person to

another, and it would be hard to tell what it was in the indi-

vidual case.
As an example, however,let us look at the photograph op-

posite. Suppose that this was a TAT card and you were asked

to tell a story about it, about what is going on now, and what
had gone on and what will go on. What would’ you say? You

can write your story on page 179 which has beenleft blank for

you.
Credit: J. Rollo and Newsweek Ma,

Here is what several other persons have said.
Mystoryis:

“These boys are working on a paper. The one ontheleft

is trying to persuade the others that they should doit in a
177
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him to finish talking so he can put anotherside of the case.

The others are really listening and will think aboutit. I don’t

know what they will decide to do but I suspect that the boy

on the left will convince the open minded ones.”
(I was interested to note, after I heard the otherstories,
that there is something of a conflict over dominance in mine.
I had thought that this was one way in which I was now not

ee

particular way, but the one next to him is just waiting for

2
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like many other psychologists, but now I wonder! )

Myhusbandsaid:

“Well, in this picture we have a group of 4 boys who are
members of a boys’ club and the leader, a school teacher.
He’s interested in boys and finds teaching school a thwarting experience. Since he likes boys and wants to broaden his
experience with them he has formed this club whichcarries
over outside of school and makes him a better school teacher.
He’s been working with them on a project which consists of

taking press hand outs and analyzing them for propaganda

and trying to rewrite them, slanting them from this angle to
show how it would be written with these axes to grind. The
purpose,of course, is to teach the boys to recognize bias and
to discount it. One reason why heis dissatisfied with the
strictly school relationship is that he can’t do this in school.
For instance, he certainly wants the boys to recognize the
communist bias so he has assigned to one of them the rewriting of this press hand out from the communist point of

view. If he did this in school he would probably be accused
of being a communist himself. The boys are tremendously
interested in this task and are getting a great kick out ofit.

They are interacting in a very thoughtful way with each other
and with the teacher of whom theyare fond. These boyswill
178
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in
will
shortly be voting citizens and even more shortly
ioned r en
the army and I hope that they are not too disillus
tful and as
they find out that not all people are as though
honest as their teacher.”

ing and feeling, whether he makesthe stories fairy-stories

told
(It has doubtless occurred to you that this story was

onal comwhile the threat to the universities from Congressi

mitteesis in all of the papers. )

ublisher says:
those
cde I guess (ea, of kids are studying one of
nd probschool newspapers that I haven't very much use fora
and the
ably it’s a civic events class. Either he’s reciting it
sions
others are comparing their own memories and impres
e the
or else they are studying for it. I guess reciting becaus
a little
man on theleft of him looks like a teacher. It looks

bit to melike an ad for that sort of newspaper,thatit's posed

l if
rather than genuine. What's going to happen next? Wel
ect their
it’s posed they are just all going to get up and coll
to 7
fees and go home.It looks too much like that to me
y wit
anything real out of it and if I tried to imagine a stor
i
Sy any sincerity toit Id just have to makeit up.

(There are several fascinating touches to this, as you wi

j

er.

rator

geen this to do with the kind of person the nar

or movies,or tells them as actual events, whether he includes
past and future as well as present, whether outcomes are
favorable or not, whether the general tone is cheerful or sad
or sardonic or what and which ofhis stories are unusual ones.
It is important, too, to notice how he differs in these things
and others from card to card. Then, too, one must note his
attitudes about humanrelations, aboutsocial institutions and
so on, as these are reflected in the stories and the kind of
language he uses about them.

With all of these and other items recordedstory by story,

analysis is still far from simple. It has been shown that the
sources of stories told by subjects include: a. books and movies; b. events in which an acquaintance has participated; c.

the subject’s own experience, objective and subjective; and

d. conscious and unconsciousfantasies. It is clearly not easy
to disentangle all of these possible sources and to say which

onesare personally important for the subject.It is relatively
easy in a story in which one character is the major protago-

nist, and the subject appears to haveidentified with this character. Even then there is the problem of deciding whether
what happens to this protagonist is what the subject wishes

or fears will happen to him. Only considerable experience

about
is? Actually this test gives a good deal of information
s of the
the particular strivings and sentiments and attitude
were deperson and sometimes something about how these
of one
veloped. For the formal analysis of a series of stories
these
individual, there are a number of schemes. Details of
to note
are intricate and rather burdensome.It is important
-fact
such things as how closely the subject sticks to matter-of
thinkstatements, whetherhe includes what the characters are

as an illuminantof the other anc the usefulness of the TAT
is muchgreater. This is the ideal stuation and this was availa-
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with the test and keenclinicalintuition can get around these

difficulties, particularly when the test is being analyzed
“blind” that is, when the analyst has no information about
the subject other than age and sex. If, however, in addition
to the test there is other materizl, either other tests or bio-

graphical data, thenit is clear that one acts as a check on and

———™
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oo wei very interested, or maybe he wasupto this
mom
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whatpartthe father had. I guess that’s all I can do withit.

Story 4. It’s really a bad proposition. I’ve seen lot of art
exhibits and I wonder about whatthe artist had in mind. Let’s
see. This girl seems unhappy about, presumably, a discussion
with her mother relating to the importance of working on
the farm as compared to reading books on her school work.
She seems disgusted with the attitude of her mother and her

The motheris very definitely being a martyr about the whole

thing.

Comment: There are several interesting things here. Note
that the wife has arranged household matters so as to spend
more time with her husband,—one wouldtakeit that this is

approved of,—butthere is a decided shift in attitude toward

prospect of being stuck on a farm. (He stopped here and I

the same character in her maternal role. Note, too, the fre-

asked aboutthe future.) Oh, she'll break away sometime and

a decision about the point, until it comes to paternal atti-

I don’t know whether she'll live happily everafter or not.

quent use of “I guess” but the fact that he usually comes to
tudes.

Story 3. Well it’s evidently a farmer andhis wife and daugh-

ter. A pretty primitive sort of a farm. Thegirl, I judge,is on
her way to school. I can’t quite make out the attitude of the
woman,her expression is beyond me. I don’t know what she
has got on her mind. I should judge that one event that is

going to happenis an addition to the family. I suppose that

one could make up someideas from the sorrowful expression
on the girl’s face. It doesn’t look like a very prosperous sort
of place, I suppose she thinks she has a hard time of it. I
wouldn't say the future looked very hopeful. I suppose they

will go on as they are, because the farm doesn’t look like a
very prosperous one.

Comment: Likethefirst two, this is a rather unadornedre-

sponse, and without any extension in time except on a very

general basis. Again there is uncertainty about attitudes, and

the phrasing, “she thinks she has a hard timeofit” calls for
attention. Thefirst two subjects did not notice, or did not men-

tion, that the older woman looks pregnant.
184

decideto either get a job in the city or go to schoolherself.

Comment: Thisstory is brief but actually much more definite than the others givensofar, andheis quite definite about
the future in one sense, that the girl will break away. Happiness is a different matter. Note, too, the acceptance of the
girl's attitude towards her mother, and the complete omission

of the malefigurein the picture.

Story 5. I can’tlocate the country, it doesn’t look like the
United States. It’s probably unimportant. It’s probably Europe and I shouldsay this is quite clearly the family, a peasant
or small farmer and the daughter whois going to a modern
school. The mother looks quite content with her lot in life
whereasthegirl looks quite discontented and perhaps ambitious to have some other future than that of a small peasant
farmer,and shesees this in the books that she’s carrying. She’s
going to attain more freedom through education and so on.
Also she looks as though she might be quite capable of doing
it. Perhaps not a completely pleasant character, pethaps a
little bit more ambitious than is consonantwith beinga pleasant person. She might be little bit hard on her husband. She
18&
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is probably very capable though. (Again I had to ask about
the future.) She’s going to succeed, she’s going to get the

even notesthe small background figure which the others have

education and she’s goingto get a differentlife than the one

that’s depicted here.

Comment: This story has somesimilarities with the last in
the omission of the man except in passing and the statement
of the girl’s attitude and probable success. It, too,is qualified,
but in a different way,—not with regard to the girl’s happiness, but with regard to that of her husband, an unusual and
interesting touch.

Story 6. Oh,this is in France,it’s a farming family. The
trouble is that here I’m going to be repeating a movie I saw

rather than making up story. The girl on theleft is going

off to school. Her big brotheris doing the plowing. This must
be her aunt loafing off to the side, she ought to be working
somewhere. Thecentral characteris the schoolgirl here, she’s
a nice kid.It’s still a group picture and youfeel thatall the
characters fit into the scheme of things on this farm. The
farm is doing well and things are busy and her brotheris at
work and in the backgroundherfatheris driving a team and
it isn’t harvest time yet. As a matter of fact the crops are still

young, but it must be summer. (I asked for the future when
he stopped here.) In the future this girl is going to get mar-

ried. I might have to reconsider this other lady here. As a
matterof fact she’s to become a motherandI think we'll have

to say the lady on theright is the motherof the girl on the
left. It’s a prosperous family and they are doing well now

and since they apparently are hard workers they should con-

ignored, and designates it as the father. Note the shifting of
the relationships, particularly from aunt to mother. Note,also,

the implied causation, hard work will bring success.

Story 7. This is a triangle. That’s the farmer who is, who
is having this affair with this girl, and his wife is very suspicious and she’s out there watching to see what goes on.

Theyare just at the point wherethethingis just about ready

to break, but everybodyis still sort of friendly. The man is
sort of ignoring the situation. The wife is keeping a close
watch on everybody andthegirl is sort of looking off, she
doesn’t know quite what to do aboutit all. Well, the future
will be that probably not very muchwill comeofit. The whole

thing will blow over and the farm will go on. This complication is that the wife seems to be pregnant.
Comment: Othersubjects also interpretedthis as a triangle
situation, and the rather acceptant attitude is not unusual,

but the factthat it all comes to naught, and that the future
is expressed in termsof the farm, not the people, is very individual. That the man ignores the situation and goes on with
his work is quite characteristic of this group in general.

Story 8. Well, here we have a peasant family, and one, the

the girl at the left, is very muchtorn. She’s in love physically,
emotionally and so on with the man who'scultivating or

something in thefield, but she’s an intelligent girl. She has
her books. She was picked out bythe village priest as being

bright and destined for a teacher or something of that sort.

So she’s dressed differently from the girl on the right who

tinue to do well.
Comment: There is more description here than story. He

has accepted the emotionaldefinition of herself provided by
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her culture and is at peace because, in fact, she’s already
pregnantslightly and from the man who is down there. She’s

feeling a certain triumph. The girlisn’t dressedlike a peasant.

t cusShe looks like one but she’s broken away from peasan

toms. Thegirl on the right is thinking, ‘Well you have got

al status
your books and learning. You will be in a better soci
wanted.
than I but I’m happier. I've got the man we both

I've got a child by him. I'll be here. This will be our land

will
and I'll bring him his lunch as I do now and while there

.’
be a part of you hewill always miss this will be a good life

erse of
Thegirl at the left is thinking something of the conv
educathese thoughts. She’s thinking, ‘I'm doing well in my
I wontion. I’m interestedin it. I refuse to give it up and yet

ng
der if it’s going to bring me any happiness.I can't help bei

a peasant
a little jealous of my cousin there who's going to be
elf isn’t
all herlife. But this is what I must do.’ The man hims
ous. In
thinking at all. All of this is in terms of the unconsci

k
terms of the unconscious he’s deliberately turned his bac

enough
on this girl. He’s accepted the situation. Hehas content
able and
with his wife who’s a good hard worker, depend
him and
not unsatisfactory sexually, who’s responsive, loves
not thinkso on. Perhaps she is less inhibited than thegirl. He’s
the lunch.
ing all that. He’s just adjusted to his wife’s bringing
in the unThe work is done. He’s plowed a good furrow, but
and that is
conscious thereis a feeling of partial fulfilment
ed about the
why he has turned his back. (He, too, was ask

’t forefuture. ) I forgot about your wanting the future. I didn

see anything.

er versus
Comment: Here is a fuller explication of the care

many of the
marriage conflict which is presented baldly in
ned with
otherstories. Note how much more fully he is concer
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the feelings of the characters, including those of the man, although, as often happens, the man’s position in the picture
with his back turned,is interpreted as symbolic of his deliberately turninghis back on situation.

Story 9. In thefirst place these aren’t real people. I have
to make themrealto tell a story about them, but they are not
teal. They are stiffer than Grant Wood people and that’s
pretty stiff. It isn’t a real picture. Women don’t standlike that
and people don’t cut furrowsasstraightas that, particular]
with horsedrawn plows. These people are twosisters and ‘

brother. They have lost both parents and havejointly in-

herited a farm that previously belonged to the parents. The
sonis happyto remain on the farm andtill the soil and he’s
going at it. He has a modern technical education in farming and agriculture. He has great ambitions to do things with
the farm that he could not do when his father wasalive, because the old man had definite ideas of how a farm oi ht
to be run and wasn’t interestedin new-fangled notions bees
of the things he wants to doare croprotation, onbdorniitng

his equipment, getting tractors and that sort of thing. One
of the sisters, the one leaning against the tree, has decided

to stay on the farm until she marries. She is going to get martied pretty soon, we hope, because she is pregnant. The
father of her child is the son of a farmerwho lives early and
the weddingdateis set. In this particular region there is nothing especially wrong in a pre-marital pregnancy followed
by marriage. Thebig thingis to getmarried before the advent
of the child. This womanis pretty far along, too. The third
sister wants to leave the farm. She has wanted to for a Jon
time but couldn’t because her parents didn’t wish it. They
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didn’t force her to stay on the farm but she knew it would

upset them so muchthatshe did not go away. Butshe is glad
now that she stayed andalso that she can now continue her

education at the country school. As a matter of fact she has
been awayat school and is back now on vacation. She has
brought some books she wanted to study. Her ambitions are
in the direction of being a famous poetess or author. She’s
a dreamy type of person, very susceptible to emotional con-

ditions in contrast to her sister whois utterly practical. This

girl whose name is Mary is about 22 and continuesher college education in the future and gets her degree, but she
will never be a famous poetess or author. She will instead
get married and have a family. The othersister is due for
a bad surprise because her fiancé will not live long enough
to marry her so she will continue to live on the old homestead. Her brother whois an understanding sort of person
and helpful will support the child. For a numberof years
this womanwill remain unmarried and will be in bad reputa-
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happyfacts of his origin are overcome. The sonin this pic-

ture will never become married but he will be an important
person in his social group because he will gradually introduce modern and moreefficient methods of farming, almost
exclusively by setting an example, by showing that using
hybrid corn meansgetting a better crop, and that there are
genuine economiesin laying out money by getting better ma-

chinery andso on.

Comment: (No, this subject was not raised on a farm.)
Suchstories as this last, with their elaborate and detailed de-

velopment of the future and the quick departure from the
exact momentpictured are relatively rare among this group.

Note how far this subject goes beyond the material given him.

This happened only with one biologist and with one physicist but is not so unusual among thesocial scientists. Note
particularly the dominance of character in governing out-

tion around the neighborhoodbecauseofherillegitimate off-

come,—and also the shift in social attitudes regarding the
older woman whenher pre-marital pregnancy (acceptable)
becameanillegitimacy (unacceptable). There are a great
manypoints ofinterest in this story.

this woman will eventually, simply by her conduct, be reaccepted into the community as the memory of her disap-

SuMMARY OF TAT INFERENCES

spring. The boy,too,it will be a son, will be ostracized within
limits, But two good things will come outof it. One is that

proved behavior grows dim, and she will eventually marry
again. She will marry a young widower who comesinto the
region and buys a farm. He courts her in standard fashion

andlearns of the child from other people, but he doesn’t mind
and wants to marry her and adopt the boy. The boy will be

Oneofthefirst differences noticeable among these groups

is the much greater length of the stories of the social scientists

on the averagethan of the other groups. This is probably associated with their generally greater verbal productiveness.

prevented from a negative attitude of his contemporaries by
the attitude of his mother and the fact that his uncle loves
him dearly and treats him as his own son. So that the un-

They also gave a full time range, including past and future,
significantly more often than the others.
All of the groups are similar, however, in the proportion of
responses which were more descriptive than narrative, and
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with regard to the types of outcomepredicted, but thereis a
difference in the certainty of this prediction. The biologists

are significantly less positive than either of the other groups.

All of the groups tend to a combination of factual responses,
with varying incursions of thinking andfeeling,and relatively
little use of make-believe or mythological stories.
These are formalaspectsof the stories. One point about the
content of the stories is commonto almostall of them and
this is that conflicts and difficulties are not often alleviated

by chance intervention of any sort. There is occasional help

from others, there are tragic stories of a death orillness but
this is different. There is no reliance on “luck” or “fate” to
solve problems, and in generalit is implicit, if not explicit,
thatit is up to the person.

There are also major differences in content. Many of them

show,in their stories, unease about intimate personal rela-

tions, but this’is of quite a different sort with the social sci-

entists than it is with the biologists and physicists, who are

strongly inclined to keep away from intense emotional situations as much as possible. With the social scientists what is
shownis great concern with theserelations.

Both biologists and physicists give indications of a con-

WHAT KIND
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pression of aggression and the biologists the most restrained
in this respect.
I had thought that the TAT should give some indications
of the amountof drive for achievement that these men have
shown,but this is rather strikingly lacking. It does occur,of
course, as in some of the stories reported here, but there is

relatively very, very little of it. This is important because

it would seem that a major factor in their success has been
the energy they have been able to put into their work. The
TAThas been shown to discriminate in this respect with col-

lege students, in a study by McClelland and his associates,
and this could be helpful in predicting success. It happens

that I did not use all of the TAT cards which McClelland

found most useful in this respect, but he and his associates
were good enoughto spend a day going over my data to check
my impression on this point. They agreed that the sort of

need for achievement which my subjects must have had,

judging by what they haveactually done, is not reflected in
their TAT protocols, with a few exceptions. It is very possible that the fact that they have achieved has reduced the

intensity of the need to do so. They do keep on working with

gave any indication of pervasiveinterest in their children or

great concentration, but this could certainly be partly habit,
and a continuation of a form ofliving that has been andstill
is satisfying. Why should they change? This means,of course,
that to learn whether need for achievement as shown on the
TATin young adulthoodis related to eventual success, one
must wait and see how mentested in young adulthood turn
out. It is a job worth doing.
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siderable independence from their parents, and a feeling that

this is right, whereas the social scientists show many dependent attitudes, much rebelliousness, and these are frequently

accompanied by guilt feelings. Attitudes of helplessness are

commoner amongthesocial scientists. The biologists alone

of particular meaningfulness to them of the paternalrole:~
Noneof these groups is particularly aggressive, so far as
the TAT shows,butthe social scientists are freest in any ex-

WHAT DO THEY SEE IN INKBLOTS?

well-known andisstill probably the one most extensively

XIV

What Do They See in Inkblots?

used. Atfirst sight, though, it may seem even less probable

that it can have any relation to personality than did storytelling. Again I cannot show you oneofthetenblots actually

used, but I have constructed some others. You see one in

Figure 3. (I had so much fun doing this that it was hard to

get back to work.) The instructions for the test are to look

at each blot and to say what yousee in it, whatit looks like

Tus CHAPTER refers to the Rorschach Method of Personality

to you or what it makes you think of. Try it with the blot in
Figure 3, before you go on to read what some other people
have seen in it. You can write your answers on page 197 which
has beenleft blank for you.

the Swiss psychiatrist who devisedit. It is sometimes known
as the “ink-blot test” because the test material consists of a

*.,

Diagnosis, to give it its full name. Rorschach is the name of

set of ten standardized inkblots. These blots were made, as

most of you have made them in school days, by shaking some
drops of ink onto a sheet of paper and folding the sheet, so

that a bilaterally symmetrical ink smear results. Some very
fancy patterns can be madein this way. Of course, for the

purposesof thetest, the blots which Rorschachselected from
an enormous numberof them have been reproduced, so that

the same onesare always used. Rorschach was not trying to
devise a personality test, but was studying imagination. He
wassurprised to find that his inkblots could be used in making psychiatric diagnoses. He died soon after he discovered
this, and the technique has been greatly expanded byothers.
The Rorschach, like the TAT,is a projective technique and
the remarks made about thedifficulties in interpretation and
in validation of projective techniques apply also to the Rorschach. It was the earliest of these techniques to become
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Figure 3

In the record of each person given below,I will number the

responses for convenience.
WhenI look at this blot, I think
1. That the whole thing rather resemblesa stylized design,

with the twolarge lowersections a bit poodle-like.

2. Then, looking at just one of the “poodle heads” I think

of Medusaandher snaky locks.
3. The tiny design in the center might be a butterfly.
4. Each ofthe top bits could be a sea-slug.

5. Or, with the blot turned on its side, the “poodle” sec-

tion could be a person in a rather awkward pose with legs
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apart and one arm stretched out anda sortof Fiji-islander type
of headdress.
6. Or, turned right side up again, the 4 upper black parts,
the 2 black dots and the white just around them could be
the head of a ram.
Myhusbandsays:

1. That's the face of a monkey (the whole thing) in which

the lower extensions are fuzzy jowls, the upper white spots

are eyes, the black spots above are brow ridges, the black
and white are the cheek pattern, the two black dots the nostrils, the little pattern below that the mouth, and the four
black things extending down are whispers.
2. Nowthis also represents two animals which are curious
zoological combinations of ducks and sheep and which are

playing with each other. Each side of the pattern is one of
the animals, at the top are their duck heads which are turned

away from eachother and which quite plainly have bills and

foreheads andeyes; the rest of the large black spot represents
the sheep bodies and you can see the two nearlegs and the

big fuzzy tails on each one.

3. The two lowerparts aloneare each a poodle, with fuzzy

head, legs and stubbytail.
4. This tiny bit in the middle between the poodlesis a
butterfly.
5. Andit is also a cross-section of the spinal cord.

6. If you turn it upside down youcangeta similar sequence
of things but you also see something new. It’s a mask this

time rather than a monkey becauseitis less realistic, here are

the eye openings (between poodle legs) andso on.

7. You also now have two Indian pots at bottom, each
having sort of lid with decorationon it there.
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8. You also now havein this lower part of the figure two
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birds’ nests and in each case a bird which can be seen either

as just landing onthenest oras just taking off, depending on

which yousee as headortails.

I showed the blot to Chico, our poodle, who is the only

other person anywherenear. He wasvery haughty aboutthe

whole thinganda little insulted, but then we have never been
able to decide whether he is a natural-born genius-type, or

natural-born moron-type dog, although about 5:30 every

morning when he wants company we strongly incline to the
latter.

Mypublisher says:

1. First I saw a ratherfrightened grotesque creature with
eyes too close together, clownish, amusing.
2. The two poodle dogs, very gay and abandoned and pre-

cipitate.

8. Then I saw two clutching hands hovering in a rather

menacing fashion over that.
4, Silly, entertaining face.
5. The whole composite somehow oriental and a sophisticated compound of Chinese humor and French poodles.
6. Sidewise, defecations, gay ones.

7. Upside down, a weird, underwater seaweed.

Nowlook at Figure 4, and do the same thing, and then read
whatweseein it.
This time I see:

1. The whole thing as a Kachina Doll (one of the figures

of gods that the Hopi Indians make for their children),
2. Then I notice the very black part just above the center
and that looks like a bat to me, with wings outstretched.
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Figure 4
3. The separate blobs on either side could be some unicellular animal.
4. The white streak down the center is a wand.

5. The upper extensions are two shrouded humanfigures,

facing, with their arms stretched toward the center and sort
of kimono-like sleeves on.
6. In the lowercenter the pale gray and whiteand the dots
make an animal’s head.

My husbandsays:
1. The whole thing is first a poodle head-on; the whole
upper part is the head, the somewhat darker part is its rhinarium (nose to me), the white is the two eyes. His hair is

parted, the spots off to each side are ear tufts and then the
two front legs are here coming down together, a bit bowlegged and knockankled.
2. Second, it’s a kind of goblin. The hobgoblin or dwarf

has essentially the same features but he is bipedal and you
don’t supply legs and body in back. The whole bodyof the

goblin is here, the face is the seme and whatwere ear tufts of

the poodle don’t fit well with che goblin.
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3. Onealso has here in the whole pattern a sort of flying
butterfly although a rather clumsy one. The upper part is
wings, the white patches are patterns on the wings,the side

And my publishersays:
1. First I see a fine cross between cat and a poodle, drawn
up in its most alert and dignified and inquisitive manner,
looking “down its nose” at me—self-important and yet sort
of Alice in Wonderlandish, and conscious of being ridiculous
like the black Queen or the Cheshire Cat.
2. I notice its paws drawn togetherin a rathereffete, almost degenerate gesture.
3. The side blobsare sort of punctuation marksto the whole
pomposity.

bits, if they fit in at all, are the front expansions on the wings

which sometimes occur on butterflies and the things coming
downare antennae, but they are much too heavy forthe size
of the butterfly.
;

4, Turned on its side I'm not satisfied with any form that

I see. I could make a natural scene with a lake reflection out

of it but it doesn’t have the details to my mind for such a

scene.
5. Looked at upside down the butterfly is better; it seems

more natural with antennae upward rather than down althoughitis still too heavy.
6. Also now onehasa figurine such as someof the Mexican
or Peruvian ones, rather crudeearly pottery figurines. It is not
realistic enough to be live individual. There are the stubby

legs and arms and abbreviated dwarf-like body andtherela-

tively large head.Also characteristic of figurines, the features
are poorly indicated but they are there with an elongate

4. Sideways I can’t seem to get anything except my other

image on a horizontal.
5. Upsidedown. There is something sexy about this, the
upperpart is vagina-like, the other sort of building uptoit.
Add to these what you yourself saw, and again you will
note, as you did with the TAT, what a variety of responses
there are to the same stimulus, and how manydifferent things
different people see. When you have read about the differ-

ences I found among different groups of scientists you will
see that a numberof things about my husband’s responsesare

headdress on top. The two separate spots on the sides just

like those of other biologists (for example, the animal re-

7. I also see this as something, possibly a hind-end of a

care with form) and a numberof things about mineare like

don’t fit in.

sponses, of a type one wouldn’t get generally, and the great

squid breaking water. Squids do break water hind-endfirst

those of other psychologists (particularly the responses with

and this upper part looks a good bit like the hind-end of a

squid tapering down andwithfins on the side and down here
you can even see through the water traces of the tentacles.

The black effects which were butterfly wings are the water
thrown to each side by the emergence of the squid and the
spots now become drops of water thrown up at the ends of
the splash.
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humans). I would not know about publishers and Chico refused to commit himself. (Perhaps he is the genius-typeafter

all.) If few others see poodles in the blots it would be a fair

inference that my husband and are a bit preoccupied with
poodles,—natural enough when weare likely to have our

work interrupted at any momert by one. When Chico gets

bored with himself he bounceshis ball off our tables or puts
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it into a momentarily free hand for throwing for him,or just

the sharpness and clearness or the bizarreness and vague-

comes over while I type andlayshis head on my lap,—usually
with a long-drawn sigh which I am sureis meantto be heartopsaaa the test, after the cards have been gone through
once we go overthem again. This part of the testis called the
Inquiry andits purposeis to be sure that we know just where

the subject saw each thing and how hesawit, and whatit
wasaboutthe blot that helped in forming the particular con-

cept, for example whetherthe grayor black or white or colors
made a difference, whether the shading mattered, and so

on. It may be difficult to see things just the way the subject

ness of the form; movement in the concept, animal, or
hu-

man, or inanimate like a scarf blown by the wind; the use

of space or distance in the concepts, such as landscape
s or
distant views. Then we note how manyof each of these
things
there are in the whole protocol and various interrelatio
ns
among them. Then, too, we classify and tabulate the cont
ent
of the responses, how many humans, animals, plants,
objects
and so on are seen, and how many responses which
many

people see and how manyareoriginal. Of course we have
a

shorthand forthis. (And of course there are several differen
t

“schools” of just how it should be done, but they do not
dif-

did, and sometimes, of course, we never quite do. In these

fer very much.)

biologists give I had to get someoneto check it for me to see
how well it fitted the area in which it was seen. For example,

number of deductions aboutthe person.It is easiest to illus-

groups if the response was of the technical sort that many

I had no idea whata “phyllocarid with abdomen upward and
as seen from above” would looklike.

As with the TAT,the record of the subject's responses is

called the protocol. What do we do when weget all this down,

and have seen things the way the subject does? First we go
through a scoring procedure. Each auswer i scored for the
part of the blot in which it was seen, thetis, whether the
whole blotis used, whether an obviouslarze portion ofit (like

the “poodle” area in Figure 3), whetier an obvious smaller

portion (like the “sea slugs” in Figure 3 ), wlether some unusual, less likely to be selected area c conbnation of them

(like the “ram’s head”in Figure 8 or the “oa in Figure 4),
or someof the white space(like the “wind” nFigure 4). Each
answeris also scored for the striking aspects of it: the use

From all of these and their interrelations we can mak
e a

trate this with the analysis of what parts of the blot
the subject uses most. In general, people who tendto use the
whole
blot for a high proportion of their responses are people
who
like to consider a situation or problem in its total aspect,
who
like to generalize about things, the kind of person whos
ees
the forest but not the individual trees. It is importan
t, howeve’, to note also how impressionistic the responseis,
or how

clearly all the details ofit are fitted together into a coherent
whcle, because this also has meaning. Is it a sweeping judgmert type of response, or a careful generalization on the
bass of all of the facts? People who tend to give large
num-

bers of responses to the large and obvious details are likely

to be of the very practical sort, who take care of the obviou
s

things first, and are good at the ordinary details of living,—

of color or shading and its importane with regard to form;

peoyle whosee the trees in the forest ( perhaps to pick out
the es that would make good beams) but do not pay much
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attention to the shrubs or delicate flowers and are not particularly concerned with what type of forest it is. People who
spenda lot of attention on the small details, who look at unusual aspects of the thing may be people with original minds

the Rorschach are likely to put these into fewer different

or they maybe pedantic andsticklers for detail; other aspects

will clarify this. Finally, people who use lots of the white
spaces seem to be people who like to do things in their own
way, whichis generally not the usual way. Butall of these
interpretations are subject to qualifications on the basis of

otheraspects of the responses. In interpreting the Rorschach,

you can never consider any one aspectseparately.

From analysis of the relative proportions of these locations,
the sequence in which they are used, and the relative com-

plication and excellence (in terms of how well the concept

fits the blot) of the different types, one can usually tell a

good deal about the way the subject goes about his work. I
did not make anyrigid experimentaltest of this. (It would

not be an impossibly difficult thing to do. The Rorschach end

would be easy enough, but a major problem would be the

criterion for how the work was customarily done.) I can
give some examples, however, of the sort of thing I mean.

Subjects with a low percentage of good whole responsesare

likely to be subjects whose major contributions are in the
way ofpiling up evidence upon evidence on particular aspects of their fields rather than subjects whose major con-

tributions are in broad theory and generalization. (I have

the strong impression, although not enough data toassert it,

that a good part of the controversies over classification of
animals and plants results from differences of this sort in the
persons doing the classifying,—thatis, given the same array
of specimens, people who give many whole responses on
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species than people who give many detail responses on the
Rorschach.) Other relations can be shown. I suggested to

oneman, for example, that while he was meticulous andcritical about detailed parts of his work, he was rather given to
making sweeping generalizations, sort of off the cuff, and that

they wouldn't be as good as the rest of his work, although

on second thought he might produce good generalizations.
His reply was, “Oh, boy, do I! I have finally learned never

to publish myfirst conclusions.” The subject with the largest

number of white space responses, many of them originals,
that is, responses that not more than one person in a hundred would think up, is a physicist who says that he doesn’t

like to do anything unless he can do something completely

different. “I have that ability to think up unusual things in
odd fields.” Another physicist remarked of him, “He can provide ideas enough for 100 people. That’s what they have him
there for.”
Therelative use of color and movementtells us something
aboutthe subject’s sensitivity to outside stimuli and to inter-

nal preoccupations; his use of shading something about his
sensitivity, anxiety, and mood swings. Subjects who give many
replies, based only on the form of the blot or portions ofit,
and disregarding other aspects such as color or shading or

using them only secondarily, are people with considerable
reliance upon intellectual control. We also record whether
or aot the forms are good ones, that is, congruent with the
blots, andthis tells us a good deal aboutthe effectiveness and
the tightness of the control. Like most other things thereis

an optimum amountof control. Too much or toolittle indicate difficulties but of differentsorts.
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There are still other things to consider,—what responses
comefirst on each card, how long a pause precedes the first

response to each blot, how many responsesthere are to dif-

ferent cards, and altogether, whether there are differences
from one card to another and so on. Furthermore, after all
of these details are looked into and considered in relation
to each other, one then goes through the responses again, one
by one, and tries to analyze them qualitatively. All of this

maytake a long time. One cannot do very much with very

short protocols, and sometimes very long ones are hard to
work out just becauseof the superabundance ofthe material.
I have taken as muchas a day on single record and usually
expect to spend several hours on any record if extremely care-

ful analysis is important as it was for all of these subjects.

There are shortcuts, but as is true of most things, the more
time you spend onit the more you get out ofit.
In comparing one person with anotheror one groupof persons with another, one can of course take upall of the types

of scoring mentioned and compare them directly. (We have

nostatistical techniqueas yet for overall comparison and that

still has to rest on descriptive summaries.) There is, how-

ever, one major difficulty here, and that is that almost all of

the different scoring categoriesare greatly affected by thetotal

numberof responses the subject gives, but the relationship is
never a simple one. Wecan't take care of this problem by just
putting everything in percentages either, for various reasons.
For example consider the number of whole responses, orresponses in which the whole blot was used. Obviously a few
of these are easy to give, butit is extremely difficult to work
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33% of whole responses. But suppose another subject has

given 75 responses altogether, and again 33% of these are
whole responses. That meanshehas given 25 whole responses,
an extraordinarily difficult feat which the percentage figure
does not suggest at all. Several proposals have been made for

getting aroundthis but I have used the system developed by
Munroe which makesit possible to compare a scoring of one
protocol with that of another, with the scoring of each ad-

justed for total number of responses before comparison.

It is fortunate that there is some means of handling this
problem, for one of the ways in which these groups differ

greatly is in the total numberof responses they give on the

average,to all 10 of the cards. (I should point out that most

of the inkblots actually used in the Rorschach are more complicated than the onesI haveconstructedasillustrations, and
it is easier to give more responses to the Rorschachblots. But

people vary enormously in this respect anyway.) For the

biologists, the average numberof responsesis 22,for the physical scientists 34 and for the social scientists 67! Among the

physicists, the theoretical group gave many more responses

on the average than the experimentalists. We think of such
persons as being freely productive, but this is associated in
the theoretical physicists and the socialscientists, with a fairly
markedcarelessness about any system in the handling of new
material and some general uncriticalness. The biologists, on

the other hand, tend to be very careful; they are extremely

concerned with the form qualities of the blot, and critical of

their ownresponses, and on a numberof aspects they show

out a great numberof them. Supposeone subject gives 5 whole

a muchstronger reliance on intellectual rational control than
do any of the other groups. They are, on the whole, probably
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responses out of a total of 15 responses. This would give him

the best integrated andthe least prima donnaish ofthelot,
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although there are prima donnas among them.
The physicists seem, as a group, to have a good deal more

anxiety than the biologists, that is, they are much moreeasily
disturbed without obvious reason, and they donot have very

good techniques for handling such disturbances. The social
scientists show no generalconsistencyin this.
Both biologists and physicists are less interested in other

people than thesocial scientists are and this is particularly

true of the biologists, but they seem to be able to cope with
other people rather better than many of the physicists. The
social scientists are extremely sensitive to other people, and
much more concerned personally with such matters as dominance and submission and the need for support and affection
than the other groupsare.
The biologists show very little in the way of aggressive
tendencies although I should judge them to be a very stub-

born group on the whole; the physicists are somewhat more

aggressive but not markedly so; the social scientists, particularly the anthropologists, seem to be quite freely aggressive.
Differences in the kinds of things seen in the blots are quite
interesting, too. The biologists saw a lot of animals and animal structures, more than the other groups. This is not sur-

prising for the blots lend themselves readily to such interpretations, and many people do give a number of animal
responses. The physicists saw more objects, and were much

more likely to see inanimate things in motion, or to see things

in three-dimensional space settings than the other groups;
the social scientists saw many more people than the others
did and they were more likely to mention clothes and food
than the others.

All of these differences make quite a lot of sense in view
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of the things with which these men concern themselvesall

day long. It would seem that they have ways of looking at
things which apply not only to what they do professionally

but to such a different process as looking at inkblots. On the
other hand,all of the groups have a few things in common.

They are somewhat morelikely than most groupsto generalize,
to see things in a larger framework, butthis is pretty varied
among them. Whatis even more characteristic, however, is
a tendency to look at unusualdetails and this is perhaps their

outstanding difference from the general run of people.

Below I havelisted the responses to the same Rorschach
card from a botanist, a biochemist, a theoretical physicist, an

experimental physicist, a psychologist and an anthropolo-

gist. I have tried to select these from protocols that are most

typical for the groups, but of course no one individualis just
typical.
Responseof A, a botanist:

1. The whole doesn’t remind me of anything. But the py-

gidium reminds meof a horseshoe crab. There is certainly
nothing like that on limulus. It looks like a trilobite tail or
horseshoecrabtail; it would haveto be a trilobite, not limulus.
This is the kind 0: response which requires consultation

with an expert in order to judge its adequacy. I never heard
of a pygidium before.It is fairly typical of the biologists.

Responsesof B, a biochemist:
1. Two dancing bears. The trouble with that oneis it looks
too muchlike the bezrs and youcan’t think of anythingelse.
Bears with injured feet and red caps.
2. There is a whitearrow headin the middle.
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A numberof people have the kind of trouble he suggests
in his first response. If one thing is seen with special vivid-

ness,it is hard to see anything else. He manageshere, by looking at a smalldetail, instead of at the whole thing.

Responsesof C,a theoretical physicist:
1. Two people talking or playing patty-cake, I don’t know

which. It would have to be people from Mars because the

shape ofthe headis very peculiar.

2. One always gets phallic symbols out of these things of
course. This is a double one, both male and female.
3. I can’t quite figure what kind of a 4-footed animalthis
is but the headis over here of course. Probably a furry black

dog.

4, Andthere’s a butterfly here.
5. The center would be the main works of a turbine with

the bearings here and here.It definitely has to be in motion.

6. Are these printed or made? I wondered about the mottling, and the circular symmetry. They tried hard to getit,
it must mean something. I was trying to figure if they were
arcsof parallel or concentric circles.
The muchlarger numberofresponsesto each cardis typi-
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Responses of D, an experimental physicist:

1. This looks like 2 moles that somebody mashed. You
know, a mole that goes underground. An animal that’s been
mashedandthat’s blood. It has a tendencyto look furry be-

cause ofthese coloringsin stripes.
2. You can imagine different things. These are animals of
different formslike a bear or something like that. If you cover
half, you get a very definite imprintof a cross section of a bear
at the top.
You can see how differently the experimentalist responds.
The “mashed moles”is an unusual response, which has a very
unpleasantfeel to it. His second responseis a better one, but
even there he hasa little trouble, and hasto cut off the bottom
of the card, although most people can use the whole card in

the bearresponse.

Responsesof E, a psychologist:
1. There are two clownsplaying patty-cake on thestage.
Perhapsa ballet performance. They have red caps and blouses,

under somekind of caracul costume, a caracul coat. It’s cara-

ber of differentclasses of things he refers to, people, symbols,
animals, and finally a turbine before he begins to wonder
about how the things were made. Thefinal remark, the comment on “arcs of parallel or concentric circles,” is of a sort
I have had only from physicists. The wide range of content,
the ease of the shift from one to another, and the changes
from use of whole cardto different details, but in no particular
order, are very characteristic of this group.

cul because of the light and dark reflections you get and it’s
black.
2. There is a smear of blood as if a big bug had been
squashed downat the bottom.
3. Up in between where the clown’s handsare there is a
kind of an inverted cone, it looks like what’s left of a huge
lily after the petals have fallen off.
4. Over on one sidethereis a terrier. I guess heis sitting
up kind of erect, sitting up on his rump with his forelegs up
andstaring out rather proudly,interestedly. He’s one of these
dark brownterriers with sort of reddish spots. He’s quite a
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cal of men whothink verbally as this man does. Note the num-
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proud and happyfellow.

5. Down at the bottom there is something which looks
moreorless like a vaginal canal or surgical incision in the
abdomenor somethingofthat sort.

Like the theoretical physicist, the psychologist starts with

a humanresponseandincludes,in different order, animal and
symbolic responses. But he sees as a cone whatthe physicist
saw as a phallic symbol; on the other hand hegives a female
sex response. Seeing either a vaginal canal or surgical incision is quite suggestive as to his attitudes towards female
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showing andthenostrils indicated. One looks like a suckling
cub, the other not so much. The heads go down into nothing
in particularor else they are foreshortened bodies on the cubs

whichare not foreshortened on the largerfigure.

7. The white thingis little bit like a flat fish of some kind

or a sting ray.

8. The lower red, and the white between the red and black
figures has a sort of anal or bloody anal or somewhatsurgical
suggestionorit’s vaginal.
Again wehavethe large numbersof responses, andthe like-

sexuality, wouldn't you think? Responses1 and4, though, are

nesses to the replies of the psychologist are quite striking. The

Responsesof F, an anthropologist:
1. This suggests two clowns or two Shamans. It gives me a

gist sees the head of a man. Whatthe psychologist sees as a

particularly “good,” well elaborated, with pleasant overtones.

Siberian feeling in some way,they are striking hands in some

sort of dance. It has a Russian effectto it, with red caps and
red feet, sort of bloody feet. The coats suggest bear coats.
2. The red gives me the blood clot idea but it doesn’t fit
into any scene.
3. The head of a man with the face going out between the
tworedblots, with strange shoulders and arms.
4. Also there are tied arrow headsout of that middle thing

differences, though, are illuminating. The mention of Shamans, or medicine men,is a technical touch, of course. Blood
is the second response in both cases, but then the anthropolocone is now arrow-heads, or it may be that the handsof the
dancers are tied together. This is a significant restriction of

humanactivity. Then he, too, winds up with a vaginalor surgi-

cal response. Note, however, that this series of responses is
unlightened by such a pleasantoneas the proudterrier. This
manis more immersed in his problems, more tied by them.

between the handsof the dancers. Sometimesthat partis the

hands tied together and thenit is tied arrow headsthat they
may beholding.
5. A skull like a rabbit skull out of the white between the
dancers, goinginto the red. This mightbe the noseof the animal, possibly with dried bloodonit. It’s a very poorskull.
6. I can see in the bodies themselves, these black bodies,
the head of an animal, a bear on each side, with one red eye
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psychologists. I wanted people who were holding down good
jobs, and I wanted them to be reasonably representative of
the field. All wereto be given the Rorschach as a grouptest.

I needed information about the location and distribution

The Subsidiary Study

It was wae workingonthis part of the study that I ran into
the perfect exemplification of “Murphy’s law” at one university, where everything that could go wrong did! It wasall very

embarrassing butit was fortunate that it happened to me and
notto one of myassistants. I will tell you aboutthis later.
I mentioned this part of the study in Chapter II when I

started a discussion of sampling problems. The reason for

doing this subsidiary study was that I had no check on how

closely eminent men resembled other menin the samefields,

of scientists in different fields in order to plan the sampling

procedures. The Office of Scientific Personnel, established by
the National Research Council, has made surveysof the country’s resources of trained scientists. They were very helpful
and cooperative and supplied figures which indicated that
about 80% ofactive research scientists in the country are connected with academicor research institutions, the others be-

ing chiefly in industry or government. Since all but one of my

individual subjects were connected with universities or researchinstitutions, it was in these that I decided to look for

subjects for the group study.

In this, too, Dr. Trytten of the Office of Scientific Personnel,
proved most helpful, as he was able to give me figures,col-

lected over a 12-year period, for the numberof doctoral degreesin the different fields given by all the universities in the
country. This was helpful because it seemed evident that the

institutions giving the largest numberof degrees in any field

nor are there any background data for high level workers in
science generally. Since I could only study a few menindividually, my samples would be very small for comparisons.

would have the most specialized and probably the largest
faculties in the field. These, then, would be the faculties from

What I wanted for this part of the study wasas large a

There werealso other things to be considered. No one had
madeanystudiesof this sort of university faculties, so I had

The two parts of the study were carried on simultaneously,
of course, butit is simpler to discuss them separately.
group as possibleof successful workers in the biological, physi-

cal and social sciences. I wanted them also to be as diversified
as possible. Since I wanted them of already demonstrated

competence in their own fields, I did not want students or

even graduate students, the usual happy hunting ground of
214

which I would try to get my subjects.

no idea whether ornotthe nature of the university, ie. public or private, or it’s geographical location would have any
effect on selection of the faculty so far as personality characteristics go. These conceivably could makea difference. I de-

cided therefore, the first year, to take the public and private
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or national origin. There are also two psychologists who were
the ones eliminated from the group for individual study when
I tossed a coin to see which oneofthreeto take.

In all, there were 188 in the biological sciences (including

18 women), 65 in the physical sciences (including only 1
woman) and 129 in the social sciences (including 16 women).

The universities from which these groups were obtained are
indicated in Table 13. The proportion of womenin each group
is about whatit is in the general field.
Whenthe Rorschachis given as a grouptest, slides are substituted for the usual cards, and these are thrown upon a
screen in the usual manner. I used Kodachromeslides, as

they are the simplest to carry around. Thelighting is adjusted

so that the subjects can see well enough to write in the standard booklets which have a separate double page for each of

the 10 slides. Each slide is exposed for 3 minutes and the sub-

Columbia
Cornell

SOCIAL

mm

Chicago

PHYSICAL

Harvard
Iowa

Johns Hopkins
Maryland
Michigan
Stanford

ms

in the group who are as eminent as the men studied individually, but who were not considered for that because of age

California (Berkeley )

BIOLOGICAL

mi rs Ot

Forthis part of the study I did not exclude any subjects on
the basis of age, sex or national origin. There are a number

UNIVERSITY

mi Pt md

system during the second andthird years for the other groups
studied, except that I did not attemptto include any southern
universities, since few of them give many doctorates. (I did
not get farther south than Maryland,even,thefirst year.)

University Faculties Participating in the Group Study

mM

the largest number of degrees in biology during the period
for which the data wereavailable. I followed much the same

Table 13
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university in each of four geographical areas, which had given
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Ohio

Wisconsin
California Institute of
Technology
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

xX
xX

subjects to mark on the reproduction of the blot, the area in

which they saw each of the responses, and to note what aspect of the blot, form, color, shading, movement, contributed

most to their response. Naturally the results when thetest is
given this way are not exactly comparable to results when
the test is administered individually but in my opinion they
are near enough to use cautiously in comparisons. (I say in

myopinion, becausethis has not yet been adequately checked

ject writes down, on the right hand side of the page, what
heseesin it. Then the slides are shown for a second time. On
the left page of eachset is a reproduction of oneof the blots.

experimentally. Such evidenceas is presently available tends
to support the comparability of the two forms of administration and my ownexperienceis also strongly in support of
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This time eachslide is left on for as long as is needed for the

this.)
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I did the testing at three institutions for the biologists, at

hand, and there are many aspects to the Rorschach which do

two for the physicists, at six for the psychologists andatall

not appearin the tabulations of scores for each person.

going to be on the campusof any university to see one of my

individual subjects, I usually postponed having the group

testing started until after I had been there. During my visit

I then went around and saw the chairmenofall the departments involved. In biology, for example, this meant seeing
people in the departments of anatomy, physiology, zoology,
botany, genetics and any others. I explained the project, told
them who wasto dothe testing, and tried to work up some
interest in it. Then one of the local people took over, and did

the actual work offinding out who would come, when would

be the most convenient time, and where it could be done.
These are all very time-consumingdetails and this is one reason why, wheneverpossible, I had someone else do the work.
I also felt that a local faculty member might be able to get
better cooperation from his own colleagues than I could.
Oncethe test was given the records were sent directly to

me. They were then scored by my assistant,—I had two different ones during the course of the project—and eventually
I went over each record also. When myassistant and I differed on scoring that part was checked with great care. We
differed ratherlittle, as a matter of fact, so that I did not have

any recalculations to do. Having two scorers reduced the

amount of subjectivity in the scoring which is large in this
test anyway. It is also the case with methat I cannot work

-

for the anthropologists. Testing at the other institutions was
done by various of my colleagues. The testing itself, is a simple matter, but rounding up subjects is not. The technique
for this differed somewhat from place to place. When I was

I will never forget the last batch of scoring I did,—that for
the social scientists. I had done some before leaving New
York for the summer, chiefly the records on which myassistant had had particular trouble, so that we could discuss the
difficulties in person rather than by mail. Therest I had put
aside to dolater. Soon after going West I decided to go along
with a fossil-hunting party on a trek to Wyoming, thinking

I could spend mytime scoring Rorschachs while the rest were

looking for fossils—a very hot job. We expected to spend

most of our nights in towns, but took along a minimum of
equipment against the chance of camping outfor a night or
two. We had an umbrella tent for my husband and me, a pup

tent for the boy we borrow summers (since we have no sons

and a New Mexico place needs a boy on it) and I believe the

other three, a professor from the University of Wyoming, a
student from California and my husband’s assistant, had one
pup tent among them. Wealso had a campstove,one chair,

andoursleeping bags.
As it turned out we spent two weeks camped in one spot,
on a treeless, waterless sagebrush plain in western Wyoming.
It was wonderful. The rest were goneall day,at first, and

I had nointerruptions and turned out mountains of work.
I sat in the front seat of the car, the tent being much too hot

during the day, and scored Rorschachsall day long until I
had ink blots before the eyes. But it was easy to rest your
eyesin all that space and there were almost always antelope
around to watch when distraction was needed. They did

happily with data which I do not know intimately at first

not comeclose to camp but they are very curious creatures
and occasionally would slip up to the men in thefield to see
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what was going on. It can be quite disconcerting, working

I should, I think, makeit clear that I realize thatit is quite
a lot to ask a busy faculty memberto take the time and go

on hands and knees on a badlandsslope, to have an antelope

start snorting in your ear without warning. Water was about

20 miles away but we wereall old hands at making dry camp.

That was something of an experience, especially as four of
the party came down, one after the other, with what we

dubbed the “misery,” because there never was such an ach-

to the trouble of going to a particular room, probably in an-

otherbuilding,at a given time, in order to be subjected to a

test of which they had probably never heard, and the purpose of which was obscure. And this was usually at the re-

quest of someonethey had neverheard of. That so many were

ing. There was no doctor for a hundred miles or more so we
sat it out, especially as the symptoms were more miserable
than alarming. After three days we did decide I had better

willing to do this is an indication of the genuineness of their

he demanded 6 pancakes for breakfast the next morning so
we decided he wasontheroad to recovery. Then two of the
men came down withit one after another. We foundoutthat

than amongtheothers, for this as well as for the main study.
Again, they are a busierlot, but the extent of the difference

take the boy to a doctor (he wasthefirst to come down) but

our “misery” was a particularly virulentflu when I developed
a temperature of 104 and washastily driven to a doctor. Fortunately that was the day we were planning to leave anyway.
Butback to the testing. In addition to asking each subject
to note on thefrontof the record booklet (or on a special sheet
prepared for this for the social scientists) age, sex and field
of specialization, I also asked them to state whetherthey pre-

ferred research or teaching. The social scientists were also
asked to state how much they knew about the Rerschach so
I could checkthe effect of knowledgeof the test on the nature
of the responses. This group was askednotto put their names

on thetests (since myassistant and I would know a number
of them and it seemedbetter not to know at the time whose

test we were scoring) and to do as they liked about putting
them on the other sheets. The others were told to put their
names downornot as they wished. Mostof them did put them
down.
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interest in science,—andof the persuasive qualities of some

of their and mycolleagues.

It was more difficult to get subjects among the physicists

and the nature of someof the things that happened supports
the interpretation that this greater reluctance in part reflects

the greater amountof free anxiety that the test results themselves show.It is quite possible, too, that the general harassing to which so many of them have been subjected played
moreof a parthere thanin the individual studies. At one uni-

versity where I gave the test, for example, the department

chairman, although personally interested, declined to assign
a room for the test at first on the ground that I would not be

able to get any of his faculty to come.I talked to most of them

individually, and got a number to agree, however, whereupon the chairman willingly made the necessary arrangements, came himself to the test, and when heleft wasstill
surprised that so many had turned up! In another university,
after all arrangements had been made, and there had been

a numberof personal interviews, the local psychologist who

was doing thetesting sent around a mimeographed final reminderof time and place. Unlike previous notices of the sort,
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it was not signed. The chairman in physics promptly told
all his department that there must be something wrong because this notice was not signed and not to go. A number
of them did go, fortunately, and also fortunately the chairmen in physical chemistry and geophysics had not had the
samereaction.

WhenI first broached the subject to the chairmen of the

various departments in psychology, there seemedto be a gen-

eral feeling that it would be much better for me to give the

test myself. At one university no one seemed to care who did
the testing so I left it to the psychologist who had done the

work there for me the two previous years. At most of the universities where I tested psychologists and anthropologists
there was usually some informal discussion of the whole project after the test, and of someof the findings that were already
beginning to be worked up. This, of course, was lots of fun
for me, but there was one experience whichstill gives me the
cold shudders.
This was at a midwestern university. I had already written
to a clinical psychologist there whom I knew and he had taken

the matter up with the people in the department. He was not
sure how much cooperation I would get but thought it would
be all right. The chairman of this department, a man I had
not met before, is a particularly rigorous, and very good ex-

perimentalist. (He was one of those eliminated from consideration for the individual group by the coin tossing.) I was

reasonably certain that he would personally disapprove the

Rorschach because of the lack of checks for validity and reliability, but he was extremely courteous and helpful as were
all I saw there and arrangements about time and room were
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tioned off from a larger one. The other half would also be

in use at that time fora class. No one thought that this would

matter, although the partitioning was not entirely sound-

proof. There wasalready a projector set up in the room, but
it had to be dismantled and one that would take Kodachrome
slides put in. We were about to start, when I ran through
my slides to be sure they were in order and found, to my
horror, that my last slide was missing. Presumably I had left

it in the projector at the university (some hundreds of miles

away) where I had last given the test. I had no extra set

with me, nor could any be found at the university or at any
clinic in town. What to do? I had to haveall 10 cards of

course. They had, fortunately, the kind of gadget that can pro-

ject printed matter so oneof the clinicians went and got his

set of the standard cards while we changedprojectors again.
Then the question was should I use my slides as usual and

then that projector for the 10th? I decided not, since there
was some difference in the size of the images by the two

systems and I thought it best to keep them all the same for

onetest. In either case this test would not be exactly the same
as the others. Finally we were ready to start,—we thought.
I adjusted the floor lights that had been broughtin, so there

would be enough light to write by but the projected image

would not beaffected, and turned off the ceiling lights. There
was a howl from the next room. It seemed that when the
room had been partitioned there had been no partitioning

of the lighting system and the class next door neededlight
on that gloomy winter aftemoon. Hurried consultations! The

professor, bless him (I never learned his name), upon learn-

easily made. The room selected was onethat had beenparti-

ing that there was a vacant room on the floor above which
we hadn’t used because it couldn’t be darkened, most equa-
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bly took his class off there, and the test finally got under
way. Next day, when I had another but very small group,

I did somethingstill different. We just sat around a table
and I used the cards, holding them upright. When I went
over the results I paid very particular attention to records

from this university but I could not find any way in which

they seemedto differ from the others which could possibly

be laid to the vagaries of the test situation (which I strongly
deplore none-the-less ). The only possible explanationfor this
is that the subjects were extraordinarily patient and cooperated wholeheartedly in spite of the difficulties, and that this

savedthesituation. Certainly this was Murphy’s law in opera-

tion,—butI will never be the same again.
Before discussing differences between the subjects in different scientific fields, it may be well to discuss first other
possible differences. I checkedfor sex differences among both
biologists and social scientists and found none, so have re-

ported the sexes together.
Regional differences I checked only for the biologists. There

were some, they were very scattered, and they did notfit any

sort of a pattern. In view of the fact that the two universities
in each region were not selected because they were typical

for that region but because they had had the largest num-

ber of doctoral students, it seemed unwise to try to decipher

any possible regionaldifferences in this way. What the com-

parisons did show wasthat there might well be regional differences so that future samples also should include subjects

drawnfrom different parts of the country.

There were somestriking differences between different universities. The most noticeable is a difference in the concentration of individualists on the staffs. Some universities seem
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to have them in all departments tested, some in only some

and somenotatall. Apparently there is a real difference in

the amountof tolerance which universities or university departments have for prima donnas. This is a rather interesting
point. Extremely able men are often rather independent in

many ways (and sometimes eccentric) and so concentrated
on their own interests that it is easy to see that this could
introduce administrative difficulties. At the same timethis

very individualism is what makes for scientific advance, and
from a practical standpoint attracts students to the univer-

sity. On the whole the public universities seem to have less

of this sort of tolerance than the private ones, although there
are notable exceptions. It is not too surprising that state uni-

versities which are dependent uponusually conservative state

legislatures for their funds may be hamperedin this respect.
Yet herelies a danger which we shouldbe very conscious of—

pressures towards conformity of any sort always militate

against original work.
The University of California has been a marked exception
to the tendencyon thepart of manystate universities to conservatism so extreme as to result in intellectual stodginess.
Its reputation for having a brilliant and individualistic faculty,
which has made great contributions in all of these fields is

well-deserved, and myownresults with the Rorschach show
clearly that it has harbored an unusual numberof particularly fine and extraordinary minds. The recent battle with a

groupofreactionary regents(I should like to have Rorschachs
on them, but I think I can guess what they would belike)
over the issue of academic freedom has had and doubtless
will continue to have disastrous effects for the university.

(Other universities have profited by getting former Univer225
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takes and because researchfacilities cost money. These uni-

sity of California faculty members for their own staffs.) It

versities, however, usually do notget large numbers of grad
-

is far from truethat independentthinkers are anti-social, they

There are some differences amongdifferent subdivisionsof
the main groups butthese are very varied and also less than
the differences between the main groups.
Special mention should be made of the problem of knowl-

7

are much more likely to be stable membersof society in ways

uate students or the pick of them.

that are important. Social stability which can also permit
valuable advanceis not characteristic of sheep-like groups.
I did not find any differences ascribable to differences in

edgeof the Rorschach. There were 62 psychologists who had

rank in the university (instructor, professor, etc.) but I

checkedthis only in the biologists where the group waslarge
enough to subdivide in this way. The effect of age is prac-

no knowledgeof the test (other than casual reading), 22 with

whichit may be importantis a slight decrease with increasing
age in the numberof responses involving human movement.
I made someattemptto find out whether there seemed to

difficulty here. That is that, of course,it is the clinicians who

some knowledge of scoring and 20 whoare experts in the use
of it. These groups were compared, but there is a further

tically negligible for the total group. About the only item in

teaching, but I found none. Manyofthese subjects like best
to do some of both, but there are some whoteachin orderto
have a place in which to do research, and there are some who
do research as a means for advancementin teachingposition.
The attitudes of university administrations differ on this. In
many universities of standing, advancementin position in the

university is strongly affected by numberof publications, or

other research output. This can have the advantage of making it easier for men who want to do research to doit. It also

has the disadvantage that it may result in the production of

lots of unimportant research to the end of getting more papers
in press, so the titles can be shown the dean, and the further
disadvantage that there are some first-rate teachers who are
not interested in research, and whose time would better be
spentin teaching. Other university administrations discour-

age research on thepartof the faculty, becauseof the timeit
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be any differences related to preference for research or for

know thetest, so that it is almost impossible to separate the

differences which result from being clinicians rather than
some other kind of psychologist from the differences which
result from being expertin the test. Most psychologists would
agree, I think, that there maywell be personality differences

between psychologists who go intotheclinicalfield and those

who donot. In any case, clinicians differ from non-clinicians,

and experts differ from non-experts in the same ways on the
Rorschach andthese arechiefly in the greater use byclinicians

and experts of human movement responses, in care with form

accuracyand in generally more balanced performance. Neverthelessall kinds of psychologists are more like each other than
they are like other groups and the anthropologists are sufficiently like the psychologists that they can be grouped with
them for this analysis.

What, then, are the major differences between the scientists in these fields as they show up on the Group Rorschach?

It was extremely encouragingto find that they are practically
227
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the same differences as those that were found ontests of individualscientists which are reportedin the last chapter.

Again the social scientists are way ahead of the others in

total numberof responses. (This had an economic aspect for

me. I had been paying my assistants so much per record for
the scoring, that being simpler for them than keeping track

of the number of hours they spent on it. But when these

records camein, it took so much longer to score them that I

had to pay more perrecord.)

Again the biologists show up as very concerned with form
on the blots; the physical scientists as being much more concerned with 3-dimensional space and inanimate motion than
the others and the social scientists as extremely concerned

with (in fact, practically haunted by) people.

The major differences in content are the greater use by
biologists of anatomical andplantresponses, the greater use

d
|
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field, or from those who are competent in the field, and

whether the test is administered individually or as a group
test.

What aboutthe differences between the best in any one

field and others in the field? These varied in the different

groups. Amongthe physicists I found no differencesof importance. Among the other two the men individually studied
tended to have extremer degrees of the factors that particularly characterized the menin the field. The eminentbiologists were even more concerned with form, more controlled
and generally better balanced than the others in the field.

The eminentsocial scientists show almost an opposite picture.

They are more productive thantheothersocialscientists, and
more original, but they are also less controlled and give more

evidence of severe personal problems in adjustment.

by the physicists of responses involving explosions and snow

and ice; and the greater use by the social scientists of responses involving humans, or human details, or clothing.
On the Group Rorschach a general estimate of overall adjustment tended to show that the social scientists and particularly the psychologists were better adjusted than the other

groups. (In the individualstudies, the biologists had come out
muchthe best and the social scientists the poorest.) It may

well be that the fact that the Rorschach and our concepts of

maturity have been developed by psychologists has something to do with this. Naturally we would beinclined to make
a general ideal of what seemedto be idealfor us.

The subsidiary study, then, demonstrated that differences

between men in different fields will be shown on the Rorschach, whether the men are selected from the best in the
228
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fathers who were unskilled laborers. And none of them came

from Catholic homes. This pattern is about the same in all of

the groups, except that there is a higher proportion of pro-

What Does It Mean for You?

fessional fathers among the theoretical physicists, and a somewhat lower proportion amongthe experimentalphysicists.
Notall the sons of professional fathers becomescientists,
but this background more than others, seems to have a predisposing effect. Why? By andlarge theintelligence of peo-

ple in professional occupationsis relatively high, andso their
children would be expected to be relatively bright, hence

LET Us TRY, now,to pull all these observations together, and
see if they make a meaningful pattern and whattheir implications are.

One thing seemsclear. Scientists are people, not rational
automatons. They differ from other people in terms of what

they do, in the things that give them satisfaction, more than
in terms of completely special capacities. There is nothing
you can say about them as persons that you cannotalso say
about some people whoare notscientists. And there is almost

nothing you can say about a man in someparticularfield of

science that you cannot also say about someone in another
field of science. In spite of this, there are patterns, patterns in
their life histories, patterns of intellectual abilities, patterns
of personality structure, which are more characteristic of scientists than they are of people at large, and some which are

there may be some hereditary factor. But the inheritance of
intelligence is a very complicated matter, and not too well
understood, and I think here of relatively less importance
than other things. What seems to be important in the home
backgroundis the knowledgeof learning, andthe value placed
on it for its own sake, in terms of the enrichmentoflife, and
not just for economic and social rewards. This high evaluation placed on learning and onintellectual satisfactions was
also operative in many of the homesin which the father was

not a professional man. The few scientists whose homes lacked

this had always had close contact with someoneelse, usually
a teacher, who held this attitude.

Morethan is usual, these men were placed on their own
resources. It happened in different ways, in different cases.
Somelost a parentearlyin life; some hadserious physical prob-

more characteristic of special kinds of scientists than of other

lems; many wereeldest sons, although the bearing of this is
not clear. Even as children, though, most of them hadintense

scientists.

private interests, and except among the socia! scientists, these

There are distinct patternsin theselife histories. These sci-

wereusually shared by only a fewfriends. Most of them were

had fathers who were professional men, and none of them had

inveterate readers, and most of them enjoyed school and
studying.
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entists come from rather selected families, since half of them
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Very early there were differences in the things that interested them. Many of those who became physical scientists

and. almost none of the others were early involved in gadgeteering of one sort or another. Many of those who became
biologists, and a few of the others, particularly anthropologists, were extremely interested in natural history from early

childhood. Many of those who becamesocial scientists and
very few of the others went through a stage of planning a

literary life. A few social scientists became so primarily in
an attemptto workout a desire to be of service to others, but

WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YoU?

gist, I must say that I should be very doubtful of the emo-

tional health of any individual who thought he “gave up”all

personalinterests to “serve humanity.” As an additional motive that serves to channel personalinterests in a particular
way, as was the case with oneof the psychologists whoselife
you read,it is a different matter. This is genuine dedication
anda healthyone.
Onthe other hand, thatscientists are now being forced to
considerthe social repercussions of their work is an excellent

thing, both for them and for society. The man so completely

I do notfind any evidence of such a motivation in any of the

immersed in his work as to ignore social problems, however

chologists in this group. (But these are mostly experimentalists; it is a commoner motivation amongclinicians.)

and so hasfailed the thing most requisite upon him.
Levelof intellectual functioningis very high in this whole
group, andthere are pattern differences here, too. Social sci-

otherscientists, and it is relatively rare even amongthe psy-

This leads me to comment uponthe opinion, held by many

people, that the scientist is a completely altruistic being, devoting himself selflessly to the pursuitof truth, solely in order
to contribute to the welfare of humanity. I do not intendit

as a derogation of men whom cherish whenI saythatthis

is, in my experience, not really the basic motivation for any

of them, and as additional motivation it is more often absent
than present. That they do, in fact, expend themselves in
activities which are a very real contribution to humanityis

the good luck of society. That what they do does make such

a social contribution may, indeed, give great satisfaction to

them and may even make the meagernessof their financial
rewards moretolerable. (I do feel that this meagerness does

not speak well for society which derives such great profit

for so little expenditure of support or recognition.) There

important his work maybein the long run,is less than a man

entists and theoretical physicists tend to relatively higher

verbal than non-verbalabilities; experimental physicists tend
to relatively lower verbal abilities than non-verbal, and the

anthropologists tend to relatively low mathematical ability.

It is very probable that these abilities were a factorin choice,
not only of science, but of the particular science. That they
would not be in any case the decisive factor is shown by the
fact that there are exceptions to all of the generalizations
stated above.
In general personality structwe, it appeared that biologists
have an orientation which strongly emphasizes reliance upon
rational controls. Both of the other groups tendto be uncritical people, with muchless insistence upon rational control
and rather less of it. The physicists are often anxious and

are those among them, however, who have never given spon-

taneous thoughtto such considerations. Indeed, as a psycholo-

neither interested in people nor very goodatrelating to them
in general. Thesocial scientists are deeply concerned about
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humanrelations, and also troubled by them in a way quite
foreign to the other two groups, who prefer to maintain some

est in the world around him mayresult from repressivetraining, from discouragement of questioning by weary parents

do nottell us exactly why these men becamescientists, and
not somethingelse. Special abilities require special activities
for their satisfaction, but the same type of activity can be
found in many occupations. Choice of science is dependent
upon other matters, primarily upon needs of a more general

from special emotional problems. An intense channeling of

distance, and generally succeedin doing so quite guiltlessly.
Though these generalizations are valid within limits they

sort that are bestsatisfied by this profession. (Thatit is satis-

fying is evidenced by the fact that none of these men had any

wish to change professions. ) The occurrenceof the situations
noted abovegives us some hint of the kindsof needsthat are
involved.

Oneofthe first things one notes aboutscientists is the fact
that a large part of their time is spent in thinking aboutthings,
in a question-answering way. They want to find out some-

thing, andall of their activities are designed to bring them
answers to questions. (Of course a good part of the trick
to being first-rate scientist is in asking the right questions,
or asking them in ways that makeit possible to find answers.)

Onewayof putting this is to say that they are curious, even
though each may bechiefly curious about very specialized
things and not very curious aboutall the other things in the

world. All children are curious, I think, but not all adults
are. For one reason or another, many adults are unable to

be curious to any great degree, or are able to be curious about

few things. It is true, of scientists, too, that some of them
seem to be curious only about somethings, but most of them
have a more general sort of curiosity. This limitation of
a healthy and intelligent person’s normal reaction of inter234

or teachers, from an adult attitude of know-it-all, and insistence on a child’s conformity. It may also result, of course,

curiosity into a narrow field can also be the result of neurotic

problems. There are individual differences in this sort of re-

action to start with, but we know little about these. That

some children get majorsatisfactions from physical or social

activities involvinglittle questioning or thinkingis clear. But
there are others who do notfind enough in physical or social

satisfactions. The effective functioning of any bodily system

is satisfying and this applies to the brain as well as to the
gastrointestinal system. Intellectual activities can become the

predominantonesin the face of physical or social problems
(given an environment in which they are valued by someone), and when they becomeso very early they may often

be a defense against ineffectiveness or lack of satisfaction in
other spheres. I am not convinced that they need always be
defensive butit is evident that a boy who cannot, for some

reason (e.g. physical disability, or an immediately older
brother ) compete effectively in sports can gain at least some

status by surpassing the other boys in school work. The need
for status is a general one, and certainly not specific to scientists.

There is also a general need for independence, for autonomy, for personal mastery of the environment. The intensity
of this varies, probably as a part of the biological makeup

of the individual, but it is present in all of us. (I am myself
convincedthat there is a sex difference, that such needs are
stronger in men than in women, but I do not know whether
£35
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this is a biological or a cultural phenomenon. I am, however,
sure that it is related to the paucity of women amongsci-

much greater when they were growing up, sometimes from
one parent, sometimes from both. That there was not infre-

periences in growing up, and perhaps most often in response

of the parents, and very frequent conflict with the fathers

in this way becomesstronger. That independenceis of major

status by cultural stereotypes we should long since have out-

need has been a key factor in the motivation that has made

lated very directly to their choice of profession.

entists.) The intensity also varies because of different ex-

quently some confusion in the homeovertherespective roles

to greater insecurities the need to develop personal security

seems to haveled to difficulties in achieving full masculine

importance to these men is very clear. The strength of this

grown. It seems clear that these emotional problemsare re-

them scientists and that has carried them to the top in their
professions.
Whatis its origin? Sometimes one can at least guess. Early

Given insecurities, given the other special situations suggested above, and of course, given a level and appropriate
pattern ofintellectual abilities, when the boy foundthat there
was a way in whichhe, personally, could find things out for
himself, and that these could be things which mattered to
him, it is small wonder that he felt he had found himself.

loss of a parent can promote deepinsecurities. The child who

does not fit the group for some reason (even greater intelligence ) is insecure beyond most. The overprotected childis

insecure whenthe protection is removed, and even beforeit
is, because he has not been permitted to develop the only

security which is satisfying, security within himself.

For reasons which are often obscure, the men who became
physical and biological scientists early found special interests and special satisfactions away from personalrelations, It
was easier for them to become immersed in objects, in things,

outside of the human realm. They seem to haveless often
had intensely close relationships with parents or sibs. I am

sometimesnotveryclear abouttheir relations to their mothers,
but they seem much moreoften than the social scientists to
have had fathers whom they respected, but to whom they

were not close, and who putrelatively few emotional pressures upon them. They were able apparently to achieve a state

Once these men learned they could do research, once the

pleasuresof actually accomplishing something on their own
had beenfelt, the choice was made.
That this particular group worked so hard, and has con-

tinued to work hard, is strong testimony to the degree of

satisfaction they are getting from their activities. Is it then,
the case, that to achieve greatly one must be neurotically
driven? So far as I can see, while many of these men have
greater than the usual insecurities, this is not true of all of

them. I will go further and say that I do notsee that it need

be true. I am sure it is possible for a normally healthy man

to becomea great scientist,—after all some of these men can-

not be otherwise described. But I think it may be harder,
in some ways, most particularly in maintaining the degree of

andthis has meantan easier assumption of the masculinerole.

concentration needed.
Make no mistake, an extreme degree of concentration is
needed. There is so much to learn, so much to master of what
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of masculine identification with their fathers more readily,

Personal pressures on the social scientists were generally
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is already known,before further steps can be taken, and there
are few shortcuts. In this sense, this drivenness is a help to
professional accomplishment. But it can become not only

a hindrance buta disaster, and not only to a man’s personal

life, but to his judgment and to his accomplishment in his

professionallife. Turning to your profession to satisfy other

problems, or to refuse to face them, can finally rob you of
the pleasure in achievement. There is more than onescientist

whoreacheda high level of achievement, only to be plagued

by a bitter depression in the face of high honors. Yet he will
maintain, and quite honestly, that he is happy in his work.
The trouble is that great as are the satisfactions to be found

in work, no profession can supply all you need. Surely some-

thing could be doneto forestall this development.If our col-

leges and technical schools could allota little time to helping
a man to know himself and to learn about other aspects of

living it would be time well spent.

There are other implications for educational practice in

these stories. The discovery that it is possible to find things

out for oneself is not a natural part of growing up for every

child in our culture. It can be seen clearly in theselife his-

tories that for many of these men it was just chance,—the
chance, usually, of getting in a class in school wherethis type

of activity was encouraged. Whether it was encouraged because the teacher was genuinely interested in encouraging

the children to think for themselves, or whether it was encouraged because the teacher did not want to be bothered
with the students and soleft them pretty much on their own
does not seem to matter too much. The important thing is

that they learned that they could satisfy their curiosity by

their own efforts. Once they did learn this, good teaching en238
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couraged them,butbadteaching did notstultify them.
It is no easy matter to so design teaching in general that|

individual thinking is encouraged. For one thing in our pub-|

lic schools our classesare large, and, especially in the grades,
there are so manythings that must be learned by rote (mul-

tiplication tables, reading, spelling) that the atmosphere be-

comes overwhelmingly one of accepting what is in the book

and giving it back unchanged. This carries over strongly to
subjects of other sorts, where rote learning actually is not

essential, and whereit would often be a goodideaif the chil-

dren have anattitude of “it ain’t necessarily so” just because

the teacheror the booksaidso.It is chiefly, I think, the carryover of this authoritarian attitude that is most stultifying.

After all, the multiplication table, the formsof spelling, are

all conventions, designed for greater convenience in manipulating and conveying ideas, and they should be taught as
such, not as basic truths, but I wonderif they ever are. The

teachers, themselves, have been brought up by the book and

naturally most of them teach as they have been taught. And
I mustsay that the psychologists’ invention of the time-saving

and effort-saving and hence very populartrue andfalsetests,
and similar devices, has not helped matters any in this respect

but has probably actually exacerbated thesituation.

I mentioned the public schools particularly, but I do not

mean to imply that private schools are better in this respect.

In fact, with the exception of the anthropologists, very few

of this group wentto private schools, and I am strongly of
the impression that private schools do not producescientists
in any numbers,—they go in much more strongly for the

“humanities.” Certainly church schools do not producesci-

entists, even at the college level. Some of the progressive
239
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schools have done a good deal, however, to encouragechildren to follow out their own pursuits. Unfortunately a good

many of them havecarried this so far that they have neglected

to insist upon the children also learning the conventions which

are really necessary.

a

Let me makeitclear that I do not think thew
major function
of any school is to producescientists. The major function of
our schools is to aid in the production of goodcitizens. It is
true, I think, that scientists are usually very good citizens,—
they mind their own business, they pay at least as muchattention to civic duties as the average man does, they do not
enrich themselves at others’ expense, they and their families
rarely become public charges, and the more violent crimes

are practically unknown among them. You will remember

that even on test material they show up as an unaggressive

group, on the whole. (The scientists involved in espionage

have beenvery few, indeed, and misguided as they may have

been,they haveactedonprinciple andnotfor personalgain.)
But obviously scientists are not the only good citizens. The

point that is important here, and much more important than
the production ofscientists, is that the things that make good

scientists are also the things that make goodcitizens, in a

democracy. This is true only for democratic forms of government. A democracy can only exist effectively if the citizens
are able to participate freely andintelligently. If they are not
free to think andto feel, they are not free. We give a good
deal of lip service to the conceptof an enlightenedelectorate,
but weareoftenstill not quite sure that people can be trusted.
There is a good deal of evidencein the clinical literature that
people, freed of neurotic needs and in a position to make a

really consciouschoice, will not chooseasocially. We are more
240

hamperedby our own fear of ourselves, and of our nature than

weare by anythingelse.

I do not want to imply,either, that the job of encouraging|

people to do their own thinking is entirely the job of the

schools. Far from it. A particular charge does rest upon them

because they are our most nearly universal institution, the
one with which most people in our culture haveat least some

contact. This is not nearly so true of any otherinstitution

(except the family insofar as that can be called an institution). Our churches seem not to accept a similar charge.

It is a very rare church indeed that encourages its members

to think for themselves in religious matters, or even tolerates

this, and in most of them the clergy are quite ready to lay
down the law in otherfields also. Now it is possible to be a
devout memberof any church andstill do some individual
thinking in other matters, butit is something of a trick, and

does not makefor the healthiest sort of adjustment. It is also
possible to accept the tenets of any church onthebasis of one’s

own individual thinking I suppose, if only because they were
developed bypeople in thefirst place. The difficulty there is
the cultural changes which we have undergone since any of

these doctrines were first enunciated, and the tenacious re-

sistance to any change, evenin the form ofa doctrine, although

the spirit may remain unchanged. And,of course, so long as
you believe that manis essentially evil in nature, and a more
vicious doctrine was never promulgated, it follows that heis

often going to need to have his ears slapped back, and who
should dothis but the clergy? In all myyears of clinical ex-

perience, even on the back wards of mental hospitals, I have
seen no evidence for the doctrine of original sin, and its con-

sequent requirement of salvation. Quite the contrary. Man
241
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has

evolved into whatheis and his pastis as old as the world.
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tainly been guilty of it myself, but at the same time one un-

he cannot evade and cannot delegate. It is when hetries to

fortunate result of it seems to be the postponing of full personal responsibility, economic as well as otherwise. Many
of these men achieved this relatively early, in spite of their
long schooling. There are very great difficulties in the way

Freedom,like charity, begins at home. So doesthedisciplin-

economic responsibility, and these are becomingincreasingly
crucial as more and more of our population continue their
schooling to higherages.
Theeffect of being in a situation which permits or requires

roa future is in his own hands, andthis has not been true in
the same wayof any other creature. He has evolved into a
responsible being, into one with the powerof choice, and this

do so, and thus denies his nature, that breakdownsoccur. His
only hope is to maintain freedom ofchoice. If he can do this,
if he will accept fully whathe is, the future will take care of
itself.
ing necessary for social living. It is the achievementofa bal-

ance betweenrestraint and freedom, and thefinal internaliz-

ing of the minimum restraints that are necessary, the taking

over of them bythe individual himself, that is the hallmark

of maturity. More than anything else the family situation

can help or hinder this. Even so, I do not believe that the
hindrance need ever be insuperable or that any situation is
irremediable. Look at the evidence here. Some of these subjects had difficult childhoods becauseofillness or poverty or
parental death, but they have gone on to great achievements
in spite of this, or even perhaps becauseofthis.

Indeed, it would seem that a completely placid life, although not necessarily a hindrance to development,is also
not necessarily an advantage.It is true that just the exigencies

of growing uparelikely to introduce a certain minimum num-

ber of difficulties, and that we hardly need to go out of our

wayto introduce others. Nevertheless there is a strong tendencyin our culture to reduce difficulties, to take the attitude
that we do not want our children to go through what we
had to go through,to try to protect them from many normal

vicissitudes. I do not deprecate this altogether, and havecer242

of developing full responsibility in other matters without full

individual action has been strikingly demonstrated in diverse

situations, as for example, in factories whereit has been shown
that groups given a chanceto organizethe routine work themselves are more productive than groups where the system is
laid down byauthority. This, I think,is just part of the nature
of man. These particular men were fortunate in finding a
field in which they could achieve the greatest amount of
this and in being able to make a profession ofit.

But you donot haveto be scientist to experience this sort

of satisfaction. Nor do you have to makea profession ofscience to develop scientific attitudes, which will make you
a better and a happiercitizen. Research in the broadest sense

is more a habit of mind and a method of approach to prob-

lems than a specific technique. Certainly there is nothing

esoteric aboutit (as I hope this book has demonstrated about

clinical psychological research, at least). You can develop
this sort of attitude about anything you do, and have more

fun doing it. (You may run into difficulties if you try it on

your job too suddenly,—rememberthe story of the physicist
trying to be a salesman.) It is not always easy. You must be
free, first, free to observe and free to follow where your ob243
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servations lead you, even if it means discarding some cher-

ished beliefs. You must be patient. You must learn to wait
until enough evidenceis in. You must be willing to start at

the beginning and do things al] over again. Aboveall, you
must be willing to see that yoy can be wrong, even if that
meansthat your most cherisheqrivalis right.

The gardener who adds some preparation to part of his

soil and watches to see how the results compare with a plot
that has not had the preparatiny js doing research. The more

systematically he does this anq the more careful his records,

the better the results heis likely to get. The housewife who

experiments with a recipe unti] she gets thefinished product
just right is doing research.
Is it worth the bother? That is up to you. Butit has advan-

tages you may not have thoughtof. I have said that you must
have a measure of freedom totake a scientific attitudeatall.

Itis also true that the more yoy take it the more freedom you
will have. Freedom breeds freedom, Nothingelse does.

